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PREFACE 

On 4th May, 1961, the Home Secretary announced, in a written reply 
to a Question in the House of Commons, that a joint Working Party of 
senior officials of the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland Depar_tments 
concerned, under a Chairman from outside the public service, was being 
set up to examine and report on the economic situation of Northern Ireland, 
the factors causing the persistent problem of high unemployment, and the 
measures that could 'be taken to 1bring about a lasting improvement. The 
first Chairman was Sir Herbert Brittain, K.C.B., K.B.E., who died in 
September 1961. He was succeeded by Sir Robert Hall, K.C.M.G., C.B., 
who submitted the Report of the Working Party to nhe Home Secretary 
and the Prime Minister of Northern Ireland on 8th June, 1962. 

The two Governments ·have considered the Report and have agreed t~at 
it should 'be published, with the omission of a small amount of confidential 
material. The attached version of nhe Report incorporates the few amend
ments to the original which have been found necessary for this purpos_e. 
Sir Robert Hall has agreed, on behalf of the Working Party, that they m 
no way affect the arguments and conclusions in the Working Party's Report. 
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Copies of Letters from Sir Robert Hall, K.C.M.G., C.B.. Chairman of the 
Joint Working Party, Submitting the Report to the Home Secretary 
and to the Prime Minister of Northern Ireland 

SIR, 

15, Banbury Road, 
Oxford. 

8th June, 1962. 

Last September I was invited by you and by the Prime Minister of 
Northern Ireland to become Chairman, in succession to the late Sir Herbert 
Brittain, K.C.B., K.B.E., of the Joint Working Party of officials from 
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland Government Departments, estab
lished by the ,two Governments to consider the economic problems of 
Northern Ireland. The Working Party had already had five meetings, 
and had spent three days in Northern Ireland in order to meet prominent 
industrialists and others concerned with economic activity in the region. 
We have since had 11 further meetings, mos,t of which ·have lasted for two 
days, and have completed our Report, which I now have the honour to 
submit on behalf of the Working Party. 

I am also submitting the Report to Captain the Right Hon. The Viscount 
Brookeborough, Prime Minister of N011thern Ireland. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) ·ROBERT HALL 

The Right Hon. R. A. Butler, C.H., M.P., 

SIR, 

Her Majesty's Secretary of State for the Home Department. 

15, Banbury Road, 
Oxford. 

8th June, 1962. 

Last September I was invited by you and by the Secretary of State for 
•the Home Department to become Chairman, in succession to the late Sir 
Herbert Brittain, K.C.B., K.B.E., of the Joint Working Party of officials 
from United Kingdom and Northern Ireland Government Departments, 
established by the two Governments to consider the economic problems 
of Northern Ireland. The Working Party had already had five mee,tings 
and had spent three days in Northern Ireland in order to meet prominent 
industrialists and others concerned with economic activity in the region. 
We have since had 11 further meetings, most of which have lasted for 
two days, and have completed our Report, which I now have the honour 
to submit on behalf of the Working Party. 

I am also submitting the Report to the Right Hon. R. A. Butler, Secretary 
of State for the Home Department. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) ROBERT HALL. 

Captain 1the Right Hon. The Viscount Brookeborough, 
C.B.E., M.C., D.L., M.P., 

Prime Minister of Northern Ireland. 
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REPORT OF THE JOINT WORKING PARTY ON THE 
ECONOMY OF NORTHERN IRELAND 

1.-INTRODUCTION 

1. The Working Party was established following a meeting in March 
1961 between Uni.ted Kmgdom and Northern Ireland Ministers to discuss 
measures for the relief of unemployment in Northern Ireland. Its terms 
of reference were-

" To examine and report on the economic situation of Northern 
,Ireland, the faotors ca!IJ.Sing the persistent probfom of high unemploy
ment, and what measures can be taken to bring about a lasting 
improvement." 

It was composed of officials from the Departments m both administrations 
most closely connected wi,th these problems, with a Chairman from outside 
the public service. The fin,t Chairman was Sir Herbert Brittain, K.C.B., 
K.B.E., whose dea,th on 6th September, 1961, came as a sad shock to us a,ll. 
He was succeeded by Sir Robert Hall, K.CM.G., C.B. The United King
dom Departments represented on th.:: Working Party have ,been the Treasury, 
the Home Office, the Board of Trade and the Ministries of Labour, 
TiTansport, Agriculture and Power; the Government of Northern Ireland 
has been represented by the Economic Adviser and by the Ministries of 
Commerce, A.e,crricuJ,ture and Labour. Representatives of other Departments 
in both administrations have attended from time to .time to discuss individual 
problems. ' ' 

2. ,We held our first meeting on 19th fone, 1961, in London. Our sub
sequent meetings have been held normally in London, hut we spent three 
days in Northern Ireland from 5th-7th July, 1961, where we visited a number 
of industrfa1 undertakings and met members of the Government, MembeTS 
of Parliament and other persons engaged in public life in Northern Ireland. 
A,parit from proposa:ls made by the Government of Northern Ireland, which 
served as the basis of diiscussion be.tween Ministers, we have received 
memoranda from the Norithern Ireland Labour Party, 1the group of Ulster 
Unionist Member,s of Parliament at Westminster, the Northern Ireland 
Committee of the Irish Congress of Traoo Unions and the Northern Ireland 
Council of Social Service. We have also received views from a considerable 
number of other persons and organisations. We have not, however, taken 
formal oraJ evidence. 

3. Two ,ot:he.r Oommitteeo had already been set up to investigate special 
problems be.fore ,the Working Party was esitaiblished. One of these was 
set up last year by the Minister of Transport under the Chairmanship of 
Mr. D. V. House, F.C.A.: the task of this Committee is to consider the 
types and frequency of shipping services between Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, the standards of service and the rea:sonableness of charges. The 
Commu!ltee has not yet reported. The other was set up by the Minister 
of Commerre, Northern Ireland, under -the Chairmanship of Mr. B. J. Fox, 
Q.C., to enquire into coal prices and profits in Northern Ireland and the 
general nature of the coal trade !there, and to assess whether the pr.ice of 
c.oal and the costs of its transport could be reduced. This Committee a.Isa 
has not ye.t completed its enquiry. 

4. The question of a .subsidy towards transport costs is frequently raised 
and, although the information which the report of the House Committee 

I 
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may be expected to provide will be essential rto any thorough consi~er:1'tion 
of ,this question, irt :is so important that we have g~ven some pre:Tumnary 
thought to it. Since the Fox Committee's ,terms of reference are compara
tively r,e.s,tricted we have thought it appropriate ourselves to discuss general 
problems of fuel policy. .. 

5. The economic ,problems of Northern Ireland have been reviewed by 
the two Governments on more than one occasion during the last few years. 
As a result the United Kingdom Government agreed in 1953 to the irutro
duction of a subsidy to .i.ndustriaJ users of coaJ and forms of eneligy derived. 
from it at a cost of £750,000 per annum. A considerable increase in the 
building progr:amme for the social services-housing, hospitals, water amd 
sewerage, and education was also recommended. At a later date it was 
decided ito set up the Northern tl'!land Development Council. We have 
benefited from the study of the reisul,ts of these reviews, but <in view of the 
lapse -of ,time we have wntten our report as a self-contained document rather 
than as a continuation of earlier enquiries. 

6. We wish a'.!so to acknowledg,~ our .indebtedness to the Economic 
Survey of Northern Irelano, by l5les and Cuthbert, which was undertaken 
ait the invitation of the Government of Northern Ireland and presented 
to the Minister of Commerce in June 1955; it is a most valuable tunda
mentaJ ana:lysis and pmvides a great deal of background inf ormartlo~. w_e 
have derived much help from an article by Professor S. R. Dennison m 
The Times ~eview of Industry for June 1961 ; we quote from it in our 
report. Dunng the course of our work there ,appeared the repont to 
the ~cot!ish Council _(Development and Industry) by the Committee of 
Inquuy mto the Soott.Jsh Economy, under ,the Chairmanship of Mr. J. N. 
Toothill, C.B.E. It has stimulated our thought on the cognate problems 
of the economy of Northern Ireland 

7. The scope of our report is ind
0

icated in the table of contents. The 
ana·lysis of the economic situation in Northern Ireland and the problems 
arising from it (Section II) and the review of the measures taken s? far 
to promote employment and of their effect (Section JV) lead l~gic3:1ly 
to our discussion of the considerntions to be borne iru mind in considerung 
proposals for the future (Section V). The brire.f section on Northern Ireland 
and the Common Market (Section III) is interposed in order to dT?-w 
attentio_n to the _P?te~tial effec1:5 _if ,the United Kingdom 3:nd ~e ~~: 
Republic should Jorn :tt, ,though •It .1s early at present to pr,ed1ct ,these . 
confidence. We then proceie-d (in Sections VI-X) to discuss the vanouds 

h . h · h b rth Irelian meas~res w ~c m1g t e aoopteo to assist the economy of No er? have 
and, m particular, to ,promote employmenit-both measures which sed 
been suggested to us in memoranda and discussions and other~ P:f

0 
ro

by members o~ th~ _Working Party. In generaJ we haw not a.ttr-~b:UWe ~rst 
posa~s to the md1v1duals or organisations responsible for theJJl· . VI) 
consider general measures involving substantial financiail '.a.i_d (~C~~~hern 
and then other general measures to stimulate economic act1v1tY in. d , t • 
Ireland (~ction Y~I). •Vi!e then discuss the futu.r,;~ of individual :e :;~: 
and possible ways m which they migh· t be helped (Section VIII), · 

rut f I b . · d the orgall!Lsa-
~e o a our~ pa.rt.J.~ularl,y to Great Britain (Section IX), an · :Northern 
t10n of econonnc advice to and of ·planning by the Government of . ed 
lr l d (Se · X) summans e an ction . Our conclusions and recommendations are 
in Section XI. 
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II.-THE ECONOMIC POSITION OF NORTHERN IRELAND 
8. Our terms of re!P..re.nce direct us to examine the economic situa.tion of 

Northern Ireland, and we begin by an analysis of the existing position and 
prospects. Our pr.imary objective is to identify ,the points at which assist
ance can 1be most effective. We have to take into account not only 
economic but also ,polirt.icaJl considerations, since these latter materi8Jlly 
affect the economic situation. 
Political Considerations 

9. Northern Ireland is part of the United Kingdom and, alth·ough it is 
unique in :having a separate Government, the ,powers of that GoiYernmerut 
are very limited. External relations, including trade and defence, are in the 
hands of the United Kingdom Goveirmne.nt; the truriff and fiscal system is 
almost the same as that of ,the remainder of the United Kingdom and is 
mainly administered by the United Kingdom authorities. Nine-tenths of 
the revenue arises from " reserved taxes " which are imposed and collected 
by the Un~ted Kingdom Government. The por,tion attributable to Northern 
Ireland (less the Imperial Contribution and the cost of reserved services) 
is then paiid over to the Northern Ireland Exchequer. While the Govern
ment of Northern Ireland has certain powers in regard to borrowing and 
there are separaite issues of Ulster Savi:ngs C.ertificates, Tre.asuxy Bills and 
Government securities, there are no organised capital or money markets. 
The United Kingdom is covered by a single monetary system and the 
Government of Northern Ireland can therefore have no autonomous monetary 
or credit policy, although some measures (such as, for example, the scheme 
for special deposits) are modified in ,their application to Northern Ireland. 

10. Northern Ireland's position as part of the United Kingdom has con
sequences of great economic importance. Firstly, it has made it natural for 
the Government of Northern Ireland to pursue a policy of parity of expendi
ture with that in Great Britain, particularly in social services such as unem
ployment benefit and national assistance, pensions and the National Health 
Service. It has led to parity of treatment with Great Britain in the payment 
of agricultural subsidies and even to special benefits to ,take account of 
the remoteness of the region ; this is a matter of considerable importance 
in vie,w of the rela,tively l8Jrge prurt which agriculture pla,ys in th,e economy 
of Northern Ireland. Further, as is shown in Appendix I, there is a strong 
tendency towards parity of basic wage-rates (though there is a divergence 
in earnings) in manufacturing industry. This is mainly because 80 per cent. 
of the organised workers in Northern Ireland belong to unions based on 
the mainland, and their wages are determined under settlements covering 
ithe whole of the United Kingdom or closely follow settlements arrived at in 
Great Britain. 

11. Two other political factors have important economic effects. Firstly, 
although the economic powers of the Government of Northern Ireland are 
very limited, its existence ,as a separate Government does mean that it can 
forrnulart:e a policy for promoting employment in its area which is different 
from and wider in scope than that pursued in Great Britain. Secondly, 
Northern Ireland, with a third Gust over 1,400,000) of rthe inhabitants of 
the island, is a separate entity both politically and economically from the 
Irish Republic. The latter is developing its industries behind a high tariff 
wall, reinforced by import restrictions. Until recently their markets have 
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been mainly local, but they are now seeking outlets in export markets, 
especially in the United Kingdom, to which most of the products of the 
Republic have duty-free access. The industries of Northern Ireland have 
for rthe most part never looked to the South for their main markets : they 
have now only restricted outlets there. The market in· Northern Ireland 
is limited (and there is no tarilI protection from either British or Southern 
Irish products) so th~t Northern Ireland's industries have to sell the greater 
part of their output overseas, particularly in Great Britain. The trade 
between the North and South of Ireland has declined since partition and· 
is now v,~ lim~ted, but there is evidence of a ,growth .in exports of manu
factured goods from the Republic into Northern Ireland, stimulated possibly 
by tax concessions. So long, however, as trade restrictions are maintained 
by the Irish Republic there is little prospect of any significant increase in 
Northern Irish exports to the South. 

Economic Characteristics 
12. Industrial development hru; made less progress in Ireland as a whole 

than in Great Britain, for a number of complex reasons. An important 
factor has been rthe virtual absence of mineral resources, the distribution 
of which (particularly of coal) did so much to determine the development of 
industry i_n Great Britain in the 19th century. The relative smallness and 
limited purchasing power of ,the Irish market, and the separation from Great 
Britain and Europe by sea have been further handicaps. The development 
both of industry and of agriculture has, historically speaking, been greatly 
influenced by the political status of the island ; in particular, only in the 
north-east was there a substantial growth of i_ndustry in the 19th century. 
Even here the process of industrialisation has not yet gone as far as in 
Great Britain. As Appendix V shows, 14½ per cent. of the total of civil 
employment in Northern Ireland in 1960 was provided by agriculture; it 
compares with a figure of 4 per cent. for Great Britain in 1960.(1) Northern 
Ireland agriculture consists for the most part of small family farms, yielding 
relatively low net incomes. 

13. Industrial development has been concentrated in a relatively small 
number of industries. We show at Appendix II the distribution of employ
ment and ,the ways in which this has changed since 1950 (Table I); and 
also the comparison of Northern Ireland with Great Britain (Table II). We 
also show ~n g~eater detail in Table III the distribution of employment in 
manufacturmg mdustry. The linen industry makes up a substantial portion 
of 1the figure for" Other Textiles ". 

14. Northern Ireland's disadvantages of remoteness, a small domestic 
market and lack of home supplies of raw materials and fuel mean Lhat, on 
the whole, her industries start from a less favourable position than do 
comparable industries in Great Britain. These initial disadvantages are com
bined :W~h t~e fact_ tha~ a p~ticularr-ly lM'ge propor:tion o~ iindustrfail employ
ment 1s m rndustnes m which employment is contractmg. She . has thus 
both rto find jobs to replace those which will disappear in these i:nctustries 
and in agriculture, and also to provide for an expanding tot~l of mdustrial 
employment as the labour force expands through natural mcrease. The --( 1) The Northern Ireland figure of 14½ per cent. docs not include more or less c_asual labour 
contributed by members of farmers' families. It has shrunk from 18½ per cent. m 1950. 
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problem is essentially to make her industry fully competitive with similar 
industry in Britain despite these disadvantages, and to do so fast enough to 
bring about a decrease in the present levels of unemployment. Such com
petitiveness requires that other elements of cost (i.e., costs other than those 
of transport and material, and to some extent costs related to economies 
of scale) should be lower than they are in Britain. The cost of new capital 
is in faot lower because •of capital assistance to industry. The other main 
factor is that of labour cost. 

15. Our own inquiries showed that (as we should have expected) the 
~eal and discipline of the Jabour force is in no way inferior to that of 
Great Britain, though there is a less highly developed tradition of diversified 
industrial skills. Further, many firms which have set up branches in Northern 
Ireland have clearly not found that labour costs were a handicap. It appears, 
however, from such information as is available, that net output per operative(!) 
is, on average, well below that in the United Kingdom as a whole. Isles 
and Cuthbert calculated it ~t 73 per cent. in 1949: Dennison gives a 
figure of 68 per cent. for 1957. 

16. Lower productivity would not handicap the industry of Nor,thern 
Ireland if earnings were correspondingly lower than in Great Britain, so that 
the labour cost of production was the same. We have referred to the 
tendency towards parity in basic wage-rates between Northern Ireland and 
Great Britain. This does not necessarily imply parity in the actual wage 
offered, still less in weekly earnings. It appears, from such evidence as we 
have seen, that employers in Northern Ireland find it much. less necessary 
than in Great Britain to offer rates above the basic wage, or to pay bonuses 
to attract and retain workers. It appears also that slightly shorter hours 
are worked. As a result, average earnings for adult male workers in manu
facturing industry in Northern Ireland are markedly lower than in Great 
Britain, in a few groups of industries by more than 20 per cent., but mainly 
by 10 to 20 per cent.(") (a note on this point is at Appendix I). 

17. We have noted that many newcomers to the region have found con
ditions favourable, taking into account the unit cost of output together 
with other factors which enter into their total costs. The fact that unem
ployment in Northern Ireland is much higher ,than in Great Britain indicates, 
however, ,that in industry as a whole the disparity between Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland is greater as regards productivity than as regards 
earnings or, at least, that any disparity i111 Northern Llreland's favour is 
not large enough to offset other cost disadvantages. Parity in wage-rates 
must clearly contribute towards this result: in plain terms, wage-rates which 
were lower than those in Great Britain would tend to offset the factors 
which keep down the demand for labour in Northern Ireland. 

The Staple Industries 
18. Apar1t from construction, transport and the distributive and service 

trades the occupations employing the bulk of labour in Northern Ireland 

(1) Net output is defined as the gross value of output less the cost of materials, components 
and fuel. 

( 2) Average income per head is even lower, no doubt because of the inclusion of agriculture 
where incomes are relatively low, the higher rate of unemployment and the higher proportion 
of children in the Northern Ireland population. In 1959-60 the average personal income 
per head in Northern Ireland was only 74 per cent. of that in the United Kingdom as a whole. 
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are linen, engineering (including shipbuilding) and agriculture. We comment 
on these and also on the aircraft construction industry, which is an 
important element in the industrial life of Northern Ireland, ithough the 
numbers which it employs are far smaller than those in the other individual 
industries to which we refer. 

19. For different reasons linen, shipbuilding and the aircraft industry 
have all encountered difficulties, !though .these do not derive to any signi
ficant extent from the special factors affecting the economy of Northern 
Ireland. (Their location in Northern Ireland may, however, have some 
limiting effect on the ability of these industries to diversify.) The pro
duction of linen-traditionally an export industry-has declined by two
thirds in the past half century for several reasons: for example, changes 
in fashion, such as the iI'educed use of linen table cloths ; the tendency 
of countries at the start of industrialisation to build up an indigenous 
textile industry and protect it with impor,t restrictions; and increasing 
competition from synthetics. In the face of these difficulties the industry 
has developed the use of other textile materials ; it has raised its pro
ductivity markedly in the last decade (see Appendix IV) ; and through 
active research and development it has developed new fabrics, such as 
flax blended with man-made fibres, and new finishes. Nevertheless the 
structure of the industry and the nature of flax-processing machinery make 
it ~nli~ely that the existin_g linen industry could make good Hs losses_ by 
sw1tchmg over to synthetic fabrics. The textile industry in the Umted 
Kingdom as a whole is no longer likely ,to enjoy the ready access to large 
overseas markets which enabled i!t to grow to its former size. It would 
be unrealistic, therefore, to expect the Northern Ireland industry at ~e 
very most to do more in future than to hold its present ground. Outside 
the linen industry, however, textile production in Northern Ireland ~as 
been considerably widened in scope by the introduction of firms makmg 
such products as hosiery, carpets and carpet yams as well as by the 
important additional plants which have been or are being established to 
produce rayon, acrilan, nylon and terylene. 

20. The problems of the shipbuilding industry (which consists pre
dominantly of !the single firm of Harland and Wolff together with a few 
ancillary firms and sub-contractors) are recent but severe. Employment 
had remained stable at over 23,000 until 1961, during which some 8,000 
men had to be laid off, and further redundancies have been announced for 
1962. Shipbuilders everywhere are facing a difficult situation because of 
the wo_rl_d surplus ~f shipbuilding capacity. There is, therefore, keen 
compet1t10n <to obtam orders. It would be unrealistic to assume th~t 
Harland and Wol.lI will fare better than the average British yard m 
compet_ing for the limited number ·of orders which is likely to be available, 
and this makes it unlikely that the labour force will at best, rise much 
above the present level. By reasons of its • h.' building is a very 
. ta t t f h . d srze, s Ip . VIII 1mpor n par o t e m ustry of Northern I .. 1 d . fer in Section 
f h .e an , we re . ·t may 

o . our report to t e problems which the future of employment 1n 1 

rarse for the economy of the region. 
? I Th · f · Brothers - . e aircra t mdustry also consists of a sin le firm, Short . 

and Harland, 70 per cent. of whose share "t 1 ~ wned bY the Umted 
Kingdom Government. Since ,the war emp~~~:O:n:\~s fluctuated between 
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4,000 in 1948, 8,500 in 1953 and 6,900 in March, 1962. The aircraft 
industry in the United Kingdom as a whole has recently been undergoing 
a process of rationalisation and is now concentrated mainly in two fixed
wing aircraft groups, one helicopter firm and two aero-engine firms. Shorts 
is one of a small number of finns still outside the main groups, though the 
possibility of its joining one of them at some future date remains. Future 
prospects appear 11:o depend mainly on additio.l!al orders being received 
for the Belfast freighter, either in its present or in a modified form, and 
for the Seacat, and on participation by Shorts in further development work
to apply the principles demonstrated in the S.C.-1 ve11tical take-off research 
aircraft. 

22. The engineering and metal industries, other than shipbuilding and 
aircraft, are represented by a few large firms and by a considerable number 
of smaller firms diverse in origin and character. The main industry grew 
up largely to supply the needs of the textile industry, though historical 
chance also played an important part. The invention of the fan for tea
processing machinery, for example, led to the establishment of an important 
fan and ventilating machinery business. Since 1945, however, !there has 
been an encouraging increase in engineering activity in firms attracted to 
the area under the industrial development programme. The range cf 
products has been considerably widened but (with such notable exceptions 
as heavy turbines) the ,trend has been towards lighter engineering produc~s. 
Oil-well equipment, computers and tabulators, control-gear, radio and 
electrical equipment, wires and cables, cameras and gramophone equipment 
are included in the engineering production now being undertaken. Employ
ment in the engineering industry (excluding ships, aircraft and metal manu
facture) now accounts for 20,900 workers, with a further 5,000-6,000 jobs 
in prospect, as compared with 14,700 in 1954. There is, so far, little sign 
that the development of lighter engineering has owed anything to the 
growth of a complex in which the production of one firm is complementary 
to thrut of another. This is, perhaps, not to be expected in view of the 
diversity of the firms which have come to the region. Nevertheless, experience 
shows that firms considering establishment in Northern Ireland are 
favourably influenced by the successful working of those already estab
lished, and also by the general tradition of light engineering which is 
developing, together with the facilities for it. The introduction into the 
Northern Ireland industrial community of the energetic executives and 
technicians of new industry helps to establish an attractive atmosphere 
for the newcomer, and there is no obvious reason why Northern Ireland 
should not in the future become accepted as a centre for a wide rnnge of 
engineering products. 

23. Agriculture, together with its ancillary occupations (horticulture, 
forestry, feeding-stuffs and fertilisers and agricultural machinery) is the 
largest provider of employment in Northern Ireland, but the number 
employed in it has declined steadily for at least a generation and is likely 
to decline further. The number of individual holdings has fallen from 
105,000 in 1923 to 72,000 in 1960 and the number of farmers working 
them from 75,000 to 55,500. Total employment in agriculture has fallen 
by 28,000 over the past 11 years (from 101,000 to 73,000); this includes a 
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fall in the number of paid workers from 29,000 to 16,000(1). The decline 
in the labour force is mainly due to mechanisation: there are now about 
30,000 tractors compared with 850 in 1939, with corresponding increases in 
other equipment. The amalgamation of holdings and the elimination of 
small uneconomic units are encouraged by !the Small Farmer Scheme and 
the Farm Improvement Scheme. The increases in efficiency which these 
developments have made possible under the system of guaranteed prices 
have led to an increase in output of over 80 per cent. since 1938, mainly 
in livestock and livestock products. Over 60 per cent. of output is shipped 
to Great Britain. 

24. The number of ho}dings may decline further to about 50,000 over 
the next 20 years, and the number of farmers to 40,000: the average size 
of unit is expected to rise from 35 to 50 acres. The paid labour force 
may well decline also, though an additional 6,000 jobs should be available 
in forestry. 

Trends in Employment 
25. The steady fall in employment in agriculture over the past decade 

has been roughly equivalent to the growth of the building and construction 
industry in the same period. In manufacturing industry, which has suffered 
fluctuations due to recessions in textiles and clothing, the numbers in 
employment changed little betwe~n 1950 and 1960, though t,he staple 
industries had, on the whole, declined during the period and this decline 
had been made good by the growth of new industries. During the past 
year, however, the position has worsened owing to redundancies in ship
building coupled with a slackness in textiles and shirt manufacture. 
Employment in_ services ~as increased appreciably: much of this new 
employment is m the public sector where, mainly owing to public invest
ment in educatio~ and health, 1_8.S00 more people were employed in 1961 
than in 1950. Higher personal mcomes have contributed to an increase in 
employment in the distributive trades. (The details are shown in Appendix 
IL) The net result of these changes has been an increase in insured 
employees in employment fro~ ~38,000 to 449,500 between 1950 and 1961. 
These trends are broadly similar to those in Great Britain (a fuller 
comparison of em~loyment trends in Nol'them Ireland and Great Britain 
is given in Appendix III), but proportionately the total increase in employ
ment in Northern ~reland has been c?nsiderably smaller, the decrease in 
agriculture and textiles larger an? the increase in distribution less marked ; 
on the other han?, employment m construction and in professional services 
has risen faster m Northern Ireland than 1·n G t B . . rea ntam. 

26. Un~ortunatel7. as the figures in Appendix V (lines 4 and 5 (~)) 
show, the mcrease m empl~ym~nt has not kept pace with the increase_ m 
the number of those demandmg 1t. The natur 1 . . h pulation 
is about 15,0. 00 per annum and during thealamtc~eatse(2) m tl eepro1·od 1951 

h . . s m er-censa p • 
to 1961, t e average net migration was about 9,000 a year, of whom about 

(') The figures diJ:er from those at Appendi~ II Ta . . art-tirne workers. 
(2) The birth rate m Northern Ireland is now ' ble I, by mcludmg P ·on compared 

with 19 in Scotland and 16·5 in England a d ~ per thousand of the :populdtJthat the male 
population aged 15 to 64 will be nearly 20 n ales._ It has been esturia~ the end of the 
century. U~less !_here is 1:ithe~ a marked ~!~~~t. hi_gher t~~n at pre~~t nixt few decades, 
or an appreciable mcrease m migration the work1· on m felrt~1ty o_vller on rising. ' ng popu ahon w1 go 
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5,000 were insured workers going to Great Britain. In consequence, since 
1951 average unemployment in Northern Ireland has never remained below 
30,000 for a full year; for 1961 the average was 36,143. While male 
unemployment has been subject to seasonal fluctuations, female unem
ployment has been more affected by the cyclical movement in the textile 
and clothing industries.(') The establishment of new enterprises tends for 
a number of reasons to reduce unemployment by much less than the total 
number of new jobs created. There are, especially in rural areas, many 
more women who would be willing to accept work if it were offered, than 
are shown in t:he employment figures. Secondly, there is a tendency for 
men who have left to take up employment in Great Britain to return if 
jobs become available in Northern Ireland. 

27. An analysis, by occupational groups, of the current unemployment 
situation is contained in Appendix X, Table I. Outside a radius of about 
20 miles from the centre of Belfast there are no concentrations of time
served craftsmen amongst the unemployed. Shipbuilding and general 
engineering craftsmen make up about 68 per cent. of the total unemployed 
craftsmen in the Belfast area and 57 per cent. of the Northern Ireland 
total. The great majority of the remainder are building trade craftsmen. 
The ratio of craftsmen to other men registered as unemployed is abo11t 
3 : 7 in the Belfast area, while outside Belfast the ratio is 1 : 9. About 
60 per cent. of the unemployed craftsmen are under the age of 45. Of 
the 21,000 unemployed men (83 per cent. of the total unemployed men 
aged 18 or over) who are not time-served craftsmen,; ,nearly half are 
classed as general labourers, the proportion being the same in Belfast as 
in Northern Ireland as a whole. About 40 per cent. of the unemployed 
women could be said to have a background of experience as trained 
workers in various occupations in manufacturing industry, four-fifths of 
them in the textile or clothing industries. 

28. In arriving at a judgment about measures to reduce unemployment, 
it is obviously of great importance to know how suitable the unemployed 
are for ithe kind of work that is or might be available. An analysis of 
the ages of unemployed workers (Appendix X, Table 2) shows that 17,000 
men and 9,000 women are under the age of 45 years. Normally a new or 
expanding industry looks for workers in the lower age groups when building 
up its labour force.(2) The numbers of unemployed persons under 45 years 
can, therefore, be taken as an indication of the numbers available for 
employment in new industry who would also be suitable for training for 
such industry, although there might be added 1to the figure for males some 
of the 1,500 craftsmen over that age. Undoubtedly, however, some of the 
men and women under 45 could not be trained to the standards required. 
On general grounds it is probable that, as unemployment diminishes, the 
remaining unemployed will increasingly be mainly fiNed for unskilled jobs. 
Before unemployment reached the levels common in many regions of Great 

( 1) Over the last 11 years, between mid-October and mid-February, there has been an 
average seasonal increase of 10,600 in the number unemployed, including 9,400 men and 
1,200 women. Of the men, some 6,400 were from the agriculture, quarrying and construction 
industries. In Great Britain the average seasonal increase accounted for by these industries 
was 23,000. 

( 2) The total labour forces in eight factories opened in recent years contained 78 ocr cent. 
men and 86 per cent. women under the age of 40 years. 
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Britain there would (as in these regions) be a shortage of many kinds of 
labour required for new industries. 

Financial Effects 
29. It is sometimes suggested that Northern Ireland suffers fr0m a 

shortage of capital available for investment in the economy, and that this 
arises because of a flow of funds out of the r~gion. There is a lack of 
information on this subject. Isles and Cuthbert have estimated (though, 
as they admit, on slight evidence) that in 1950 ,the amount of Northern 
Ireland capital held outside Northern Ireland exceeded the amount of 
exiternal capital held in Northern Ireland. The net outflow must, however, 
have been ireduced ,in the past decade by the inward movement of capital 
invested by new inc::iustries. There is probably some fur:ther outflow of 
capital ,through investment in Government securities of the United Kingdom 
and through the channels of the National Savings Movement, especially 
,the Post Office Savings Bank and the Trustee Savings Banks. 

30. Northern Ireland is part of the single capital market of the United 
Kingdom. It is not to be expec~ed that in any single part of the United 
Kingdom the supply of fund_s will :xac_tl_y n:iatc~ ,the local use of them: 
this will depend on the varymg availability m different regions of oppor
tunities for profitable investment. It has been represented to us that no 
enterprise in Northern Ireland requiring capirtal, and able to show prospects 
of earning a reasonable level of profit, finds greater difficulty in raising 
funds than do firms in Great Britain. The problem, in short, is an economic 
rather than a financial one. The outflow of savings to the United Kingdom 
Exchequer is a natural consequence of the fact thrut Northern Ireland is 
part of the United Kingdom and that the opportunities for profitable 
investment which it ~ffe~s are less ,t_ha!1 proportionate ,to its savings, com
pared with the situation m Great Bntam. There are some forms of savings 
(e.g.. Ulster Savings Certifi~tes) which go to the Northern Ireland 
Exchequer but, for the res~. it se_ems reasonable that local savings should 
contribute towards the Umted Kmgdorn Exchequer, from which Northern 
Ireland derives not inconsiderable benefits.(1) 

31. The financial transactions between the two Governments are sum
marised at Appendix VI. Nmthe~n !reland's financial relationship with 
it.he United King~om Governm_ent 1s. little different in principle from that 
of any other region of the Umted Kmgdom where incomes and therefore 
taxable capacity,_ are below th_e _general average. The same' level of social 
services and agricultural subs1d1es has to be provi·ded th h • sufficient 

· · h · fi • oug m revenue arises m t e region to nance them Furth h region "b t ~h · er, any sue is unable to contri ute o •c e common expenses of G t in the 
· h" h Id be appro · t "f overnmen proportion w ic wou_ . pria_ e t population, rather than taxable 

capacity. were the cnteno?. The d~erences between Northern Ireland 
and other less-favoured regions are mam]y in th h ps in 

e manner. and per a 
(') There has been some complaint that the exemption f . £150f 

interest on accounts in the Post Office Savings Bank and O ~m income tax of the firs\rustee 
Savings Banks has drawn away funds from the North r !nary Departments of the ei-wise 
have been availabl~_for inve~tment in Northern Irelanem Irish ~anks which might 0

:~ Irish 
banks are in ~ pos_1t1on no d1!ferent frol!l the joint stoct b In t~1s respect t~e _NorTt 11as also 
to be borne m mmd that, smce there 1s no mone ank_s m Great Bntam. the banks 
contribute little to the short-term_ financing of the UY .~rKk~t m Northern Ireland d advance 
a correspondingly larger proportion of their assets tfll e mgdom Government an 

0 customers. 
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the de_gree, in which this individual region is subsidised by the central 
Government. It happens that the figures can be more clearly determined 
for Northern Ireland than for oilier parts of the United Kingdom because 
of the existence of a separate administration. The •total ~nnual payments 
from the United Kingdom under various agreements, the general object 
of which is to ensure parity of benefits for Northern Ireland, amount at 
present to about £40 million. The common expenses of Government are 
those which the Imperial Contribution is intended to cover: defence, foreign 
and colonial services and debt service. The Contribution is a residual 
charge on the Northern Ireland budget after the expenditure of the Govern
ment of Northern Ireland has been met: it has been relatively small in 
recent years. If it were assessed on the assumption that the cost per head 
of the population of these services should be the same in Northern Ireland 
as in Great Britain it would be about £50 million per annum higher than 
it is M present. Any increase in aid for economic development which falls 
to be financed by the Government of Northern Ireland would further reduce, 
or perhaps even extinguish the Imperial Contribution. 

The Problems 
32. The economy of Northern Ireland has advanced considerably in the 

past dec:ide. Personal income per head has risen from £168 in 1950-51 to 
£284 in 1959-60 (these figures compare with £221 and £378 respectively in 
Great Britain). The index of industrial production has risen from 89 in 
1950 to 125 in 1960, a rise of 40 per cent., compared with one of 35 per 
cent. for the United Kingdom. Nevertheless the problem of high unem
ployment remains as serious as ever. Up to the present the development of 
new industries and the increase of employment in services has kept pace 
with the rise in the working population and the fall in employment in old 
established industries. Assuming that the level of economic activity in the 
United Kingdom rises at the same rate as in the past an estimate of employ
ment in Northern Ireland in mid-1965 might be as follows : 

Agriculture, forestry, fishing, quarrying ... 
Manufacturing 
Services 

Total 
Unemployed 

Insured employees 

mid-1961 
('OOOs) 

17 
177 
256 

450 
33 

483 

(A more decailed analysis is at Appendix VII.) 

mid-1965 
('OOOs) 

17 
180 
267 

464 
31-36 

495-500 

This estimate takes account of the redundancy in shipbuilding already 
announced, and allO\\IS also for some decline in employment in the linen 
industry: it assumes the creation of an average of 3,500 to 4.000 jobs in 
new industries in each of the next four years, as compared with an annual 
average of 2,250 created over the last IO years. On these assumptions it 
does not appear that it will be possible to do more than has be~n done 
in the past, i.e., to prevent the percentage of unemployment from rising in 
the face of the increase in the working population and the decline in employ
ment in ,the older industries. It would not be possible to reduce that 
percentage. 
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33. The problem of unemployment might be eased by increased migration. 
A consequence of the political relationship with Great Britain is that there 
are no legal or administrative obstructions to the movement of labour 
there. To the extent that further migration could be encouraged it would 
be possible simultaneously to ameliorate the problem of unemployment in 
Northern Ireland and the shortage of labour in areas such as the Midlands. 
This might, moreover be more economical than encouraging new industries 
in Northern Ireland. For a number of reasons which we discuss in Section 
IX of our report, however, the amount of migration has been less than 
the natural increase in population and insufficient to reduce local unemploy
ment. Migration has never been regarded by the United Kingdom Govern
ment as the main means of dealing with problems of local unemployment 
in Great Britain, and there would be obvious political difficulties in Northern 
Ireland if migration were to be regarded as the only measure to be con
sidered. The problem of local unemployment must, therefore, be dealt with 
to a substantial degree by further measures to promote employment locally. 

34. If Northern Ireland were a separate country she would not enjoy 
the benefits which she derives from her position as part of the United 
Kingdom, but would be free (and, indeed, compelled) to develop independent 
policies to protect her _balance of pa~ments_ and foster economic grow_th. 
These would probably mclude protective ,t:w1ffs; and exohano-e raite policy 
designed ,to encourage exports and save ~mports, and external 

0

trade policies 
directed to the same end ; and ,the mamtenance of wage rates at a level 
sufficiently low to enable her exports to compete. None of these possibilities 
except the last is even theoretically o~en t? Northern Ireland. As a com
paratively small part of a larg~ an_d ?1vers1fied economy it is very unlikely 
that Northern Ireland could mamtam mcreased employment devoted entirely, 
or even predominantly, to the production of goods for the local market. 
The sacrifice of economies of scale would mean that Northern Ireland would 
not be competitive if she tried to be self-sufficient, doing a lot of things 
rather badly rather than a smaller number well. Moreover as we have 
noted, she cannot reduce imports by appropriate tariff or 'exchange-rate 
policies. In cons~quen~e, althoug~ me~sures which stimulate employment, 
and so lead to higher mcomes, will stimulate the demand for things like 
services, which can only b~ produce~ at home, a large part of the additional 
demand will be spent on increased imports from other countries especially 
Great Britain. ' 

35 Increased imports have to be paid for The b . f do·,ng · . · 0 VIOUS way 0 
this is to aenerate more mcome from exports At h . costs "? 1 • · present owever. 
of production are not ow enough In comparison with th~se elsewhere to 
enable enough exports to be sold. Northern Ireland ca t h f balance 

· h th t 'd Id • nn.o , t ere ore, her payments wit e ou s1 e wor , including Gr t B . . ·r i·nternal 
· hi h h t t · f ea ntam 1 

demand is g enoug o sus am ull employment. Since 'she has no 
separate currency or central bank she has no fu d . h . l·mulate 

· · h" I J • b t ·f n s wit which to s t activity to t ts eve • u even 1 she had th f d ut and 
b I f , e un s would flow o 

she would have a a ance o payments deficit A . mploy-
1 I II b h • · persistence of unc . 

ment at a eve we a ove t at 1n Great B •t . k chasmg · B n am eeps down pur . 
power and thus imports. . ut une~ployment would be hi her still if it 
were not for the subventions of various ki'nd f h U g_ d J(ingdom s rom t e 01te 
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Government (discussed in paragraph 31). If the present level of unemploy
ment is to be reduced, either these subventions must be increased or more 
goods must be produced at competitive prices, which would replace imports 
or provide additional exports. 

36. We do not rule out the encouragement of production for the local 
market where this looks like being competitive. The growth of income will, 
moreover, naturally lead to an increased demand for local services. But 
we are clear that the permanent solution of Northern Ireland's difficulties 
requires above all the development of additional exports, either by existing 
industries or by new ones. The problem is to promote the kind of economic 
development which will make this possible. 

37. Northern Ireland is a region where, for the reason which we have 
noted, industrial development has not progressed as far as in the United 
Kingdom as a whole. In view of the decline in employment in several 
of the industries which have been mainstays of the economy in the past 
but which seem unlikely to offer the same opportunities of employment in 
future, there is now a clear need for diversification of her industrial structure. 
Her economic future clearly depends on the possibility of maintaining and 
increasing industrial development of new kinds, both by the diversification 
of the region's own economic resources and by the attraction of new industry 
from outside. The new types of industry should be those whose products 
can be sold for the most part outside Northern Ireland : they should, .if 
possible, have a high labour content, and a high value in relation to their 
bulk, in order to minimise the importance of transport costs ... If such indus
trial development is to succeed it is important that the relatfonship between 
earnings and productivity should be at least no less favourable than in 
corresponding industries in Great Britain. 

!IL-NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 

38. It would obviously be unrealistic to discuss measures ,to improve the 
economic situation of Northern Ireland without some reference to the prob
able effects of a decision by the United Kingdom to join the European 
Economic Community. Those effects might be very considerable but they 
are hard to predict, partly because it is uncertai.n how the principles laid 
down in the Treaty of Rome will be worked out in practice. We can, 
therefore, do no more than draw attention to probable effects as they appear 
in mid-May, 1962, without offering a view as to their likelihood or magnitude. 

39. The possible effects on a~r.iculture will be of gireaiter sigruficainoe for 
Northern Ireland than Great Britain because agricultural 0utput forms a 
muah great:etr pr:opoot.ion of to,tail output iin Noothern To-eland. Miinisters 
have given the assurance that the interests of United Kingdom farmers 
must be s.aifeguairded. Art: the present time irt: is cxmmmely diffiCUJLt to assess 
whart: would be the effects of a common agricu1tural policy, the further 
devefopme'Ilit of which w,ouJd in any oase b,e effected by acoo.ssion of thie 
United Kingdom to the Community, and much of which has in any case still 
to be worked out. The pattern of farming in Northern Ireland is, however, 
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not so markedly different from that in the United Kingdom as a whole(1) 

as to suggest that satisfactory arrangements for United Kingdom 
agmicu.Imure wouild not provide adeqururely for the interests of No[1thern 
Ireland. 

40. In so fair as prediotiion is poss.ible, an assessment of .. the pros.peats of 
the principal industries suggests that their activity would not be significantly 
affected either adve.rsely or fav,0111rably. Some 1ndustries may lose giround 
in ,the United Kingdom market with little or no prospect of offsetting 
these losses 1n Continental maukreits but the total effect might not be much 
more than marginal. In general tihe Tr,eaty of Rome requires the elimina
tiion Oil' aiid by Govemmedl.t to i.ndustxy, which distorns compebulli.oo between 
member States, but exceptions may be made for areas with low standards 
of 1ivi.1Ilo or semi.ous u.nemplo,ymeint. There is a procedure for r,~vii.ewi.ng 
existing 

O 

aids and for giving permission for new ones, which might be 
invoked on behalf of Noot.hem Ireland. T1here are no ~roUJnds for fears 
,that the Commuruirt:y would unreasonably object to the continuance of 
exislliing measl.llres or Ito the ado,ption of new measures if these pr.o,ved 
necessary. 

41. If ,the Irish Republic al!so were to join the Community, trade barriers 
between Northern Ireland and the Republic would eventuaJ.ly be lowered 
and the ma.rke1t w.hioh cain be _reached _w.iithout a sea passage would be 
enlairged, though the va:lue of this extens10n would probably be a qualified 
one. Northern Ireland',s industry has never depended primarily on the 
Inish mairk-.!,t and is uruLike.ly to do so whatever changes a.re made. 

42. Acceptance of the principle of the free movement of workers 
be.tween !MIIllber aoo,ntmi.es is orrie of the conditiJOns of jo~nino the Common 
Market. It is reasonaible to expect, however, that, under 

0
1Jbe Treaty of 

Rome, the implementaition of this pr.iinc1ple 'Wiill be a COI1Jtr-0Jled and 
progressive process. If ,the Un,~ted Kingdom join the Community ~t WiOuld 
be d~imble that the elemenrt of control should be sufficient to ensure 
tha,t so long as the level of unemp1oymen,t remains high in Nonthern 
Ireland thelI'e wwH be no suoh influx of workea-s as would ra-ise ~t funther. 

43. At preserut the social security benefits of the Government of Northern 
Ireland are o:mfined to persons who have resided there fior minimum 
period,.,. H seems unlikely that these r~sidence tests could be maintained 
,iJi th•~ Common Ma!l'"kat. So 1001g as tht.: 1mmig.raition of labour is controLled, 
no serious burden should fall on public funds. 

IV.-PRESENT MEASURES TO CREATE EMPLOYMENT AND 
THEIR EFFECTIVENESS 

Existing Measures 
44. Although ~e. economic powers of the Government of Northern 

Ireland .aire ve:ry l1muted, as we .have noted ;+" . paraite 
h · • "'"" teXJIStence as a &::i Go,vernunen:t does ~,n t at Dt can dev,eJ.op measures f t" 

0 
employ-

ment in its area d1ffereI11t from those pursued . G or proi~m. Lno 
1 

view ru h d · in reat Bntam. n 
of the much g er rate an wider distrLbution of umem ~o me.nt, the 
measures cover the whole of Northern Ireland d . P dy Joprnent 

• __ ,1 • Gre t B -1 • , an not ce.rtam eve ll 
diS1truots urn1Y, as m ~ ru am ; and the inducements offerr--....d are nonnar y 
greater. 

(') The major products of Northern Ireland (fatstock . . ~t 
for 90 per cent. of Northern lreland·s agricultural out pigs, eggs, milk and P°Jlns percentage 
for these commodities in the United Kingdom is as mupuht an

7
d
0

the correspon 
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45. We do not discuss here ~he assistance given to agriculture m 
Northem Ireland on w,hich the4"e is a nDte at Appendix VIII. This, like 
the measimes of help to indusitry which we are about to examine, un
doubtedly heilps to maintain employment, but this is not its primary 
purpose. Almost the who.le of this assiS1tance to agr:iculture is given in 
pursuance of polioies which extend to the whole of the United Kingdom, 
,though Nortthem To-eland's share is relatively large, owing both to th-e 
relative importance of agriculture in her economy and the structure of her 
agriculture. There is a small speoial subsidy given to Northe.rn Lreland on 
grounds of her remoteness from markets. 

46. Hclp is given to industry in Northe,rn Ireiland in a consid•~rable 
number of ways. The most important of thest are authorised under the 
Ca,p1tad Graints to lndusitry and the Industries Development Aots (Northern 
Ireland). Under the former powers all manufacturing and processing in
dustry is ent~tled to a ~ant of 331 per cent. of its capita.I expenditure on 
machinery and new building work each yoor. The Ministry of Commerce 
may, i,n speci,aJ circumstances, exercise a disoreb~n in deolcling whether 
a firm should be entitled to a grant, but normally the grant follows 
al.lltomaticalJy on ad.miss.ion of the expendi,ture by the Inland Revenue for 
the purpose of capital a'Llowances and the Ministry does not seek to assess 
the des1rahility of the invesitmeint. For existing firms the grant is payable 
without limit though the Ministry llru. the power to refuse a grant if i,: 
so w,is,hes. Foir new firms the grant iis .limited tin each year to £130,000 in 
respect of plant, etc., and to £70,000 in respect of buildings.• 

47. lt is opem. to a new industry, or an existing indUS1try plann.~ng 
extension with addiitional employment, to receiv~ gra111ts under this schem.! 
a1S a:..ri a,l,teirmutive to the special scheme for new industries, subject in the 
case of a new firm to the annual limits mentioned above. Such develop
ments, providing Otil aver,age a total of 500 :to 1,000 jobs a y,-,ar, are, in fact, 
assisted in this way and account for about a third of the money currently 
spemit u.nder the Acts. Fir.'.>m .the inception of Lhe scheme to December 1961. 
30·2 per cent. of the grants have been earned by the food, drink and 
tobacco iJ!ldusbni.es, 22 per ceIIJt. by teX!tiiles, 18·2 per cent. by engineet11ng 
aind 12·4 per oe.nt. by min.ea-al products. T,he totail payment of £13·6 mi:11ion 
in the five years to 31st December, 1961, was related to capirt:al expenditure(1) 

by indll6try of £48·9 million. 

48. Most of the aid to new firms is given under the Industries Develop
ment Acts. The powers avaii,lable are very wJde and a,id of a,lmo.st any 
kind (including aid to meet current costs) can be given, but in practice 
most of irt: is capi~aJ assistam.oe. Grants of up to 33½ per oenrt:. of capilta.l 
costs are nonnaily given but this percentage may be exceeded for specially 
desiir.abk pnojects, or where the investment in plant is not heavy enough 
to earn the grant required to attract the industry. Less than 33½ per cent. 
is given if the investmenit is especi.ally heavy in rela.t~cm to the employment 
ofoored. In geneirail the Govormment of Northern Lrela.nd works w,ithin 
limits set by the amourut whii.ch it is wi1lil1lg to pay to estabtish a pM'tiiculrur 
firm and the amount necessary to attract it. In addition, grants may be 
given, usually at a muoh higher rat•~. towards expenses which do not earn 

( 1) Gross capital expenditure on new buildings and machinery, less the value of assets 
realised by sale or disposal, and less other capital receipls except the grant. 
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a grarut under the Capital Grants scheme, e.g., rthe transfer of plarnt and key 
w,OII'kie.ns. Most of the expendi,tu.re under .the Indust111ies Dev,eJ.oipmerut Acts 
takes the form of factory building. The rents charged for standard types 
of factory aa'.e bellow the coot requiJp...d to servii.ce the oaipitaJ outlay. An 
important additional aittraotion is that a firm dces not haye to find capital 
for iinvesitmoot in bu.hldi.ngs. The advance building of factorjes also permits 
new industries to undertake development at short notice. 

49. It may aippear aoomailous that new im.dustriies should ~eceive g:rants 
of 33½ per cent. in norrna,l cases and _less in some cases, whereas existing · 
:i.ndustry receives a viintually aiutornaitic raite of 33½ per oemit. under the 
Capital Grants scheme, regardless of the effeot on employment. Such a 
comparJso.n woUJld, however, be too .nartI1ow. Firstly, asSiistance unde.r the 
Industries Development Acts (which is not necessarily limited to 33½ per 
cerut.) can apply to a Wlider nange of expe.ndiitllire than thait ooder the 
Capital Grants to Industry Acts (e.g., cos~ o~ transfer of staff, stocks and 
p1aul!t, a,nd the purchase of s,~cond-hand bmld~ngs). Secondly, since the aiid 
is mainly in the form of factory building, the new or expandiincr firm can 
save the whole of th.art: pa.rt of its . caip1bal expenditure on tbfs type of 
investment in return for a rental wluch can be less than half the interest 
nruma!Jy payable oo s.uch an i.nvestmOOJt. _Thus, through a combi.naition 
of grants, the provision of modern premtSes _on attractive terms and, 
ocoa:sii.o.nally, by Loa.ins, the Qov,ernrn.ent oan prov~de for a new fum, or forr 
a subs:tantial expansion, much more than a third of its requiremerut of 
ca,pitaJ. 

50. The general effect of these measures, l?erefore, rs to give a preference 
rto n•~w i.ndustmial develiopmoot. . The Cap:11tarl_ Grants to Lndustry Aats 
provide the incentive for re-equ1pmelllt or nun?r exparu.ion in e:cisting 
industry ; the Industries Developmen! Acts pr~Vllde the speoiiaJ i.ncerutives 
for new industries (in,cluding substa111t1al expansions undertaken by exisiting 
indusitlliies). The maximum mte of grarillt under the former is fixed . u,nd,eir 
the la,tter the amount of assistance varJes to take accouillt of the ;mount 
of inducement required in any partioular case to b:ri~g the pliOject to 
Nonllhern Ireland, the :arrnoun1 and type of employment m relation to tihe 
expend.iiture involvro, poitootial gr:oW:th and ancillary effeots, and the 
proposed location within Northern Ireland. 

51. In addition, indust~a1 acti_vity is_ encouraged by a variety of oliher 
measllires, including a subsidy on m~U&triJJal ~ of ~ooJ amd forms of po;wer 
derived from coal, and the de-ratmg of mdustriaJ premises by 75 per 
cenrt. All these and other, lesser, measures are desor,ibed in detaiil in 
Appendix IX. 
The Scale of Aid 

52. The amount of aid may be summarised as follows: 
A-Major Measures 

(I) Capital Grants Acts (of which about one
third is currently for additional cmplo)'1Tlcnt) 

(2) Industries Development Acts-
(a) Grants ... . .. 
(b) Factory building 

(3) De-rating (all industry) 
(4) Coal subsidy ... . .. 

1961-62 
cost 

£4 · 5 million 

£425,000 
£4million 
£1 ·6 million 
£750,000 

Ffre years to 
31st March 1962 

£14·2 million(!) 

£3 · I million 
£18 million 
£6 · 7 million 
£3 ·75 million 

( 1) Includes £200,000 under the superseded Re-equipment Scheme. 
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B.-Other Measures (mainly used for new industry or existing industry 
where additional employment is offered) 

Loans for the development of industries (£203,000 in the past five 
yeairs, but now being ~,a,nted more freely)(!); guarantees of loans for 
the development or reconstruction of an industry (loans totalling 
£105,000 have been guar.an,teed in the las,t five ye.airs); grants towaxds 
the cost of transferring plant to Northern Ireland ; grants towards 
housiiing of key workers; trainiing in Government Training Centres or 
grants towards the wages of workers under traiini.ng w.ith employers 
(£400,000 expended in la.Sit five yeairs) ; g,rants to aippropria,t.e authorities 
for the improvement of basic services required by industry £650,000 in 
last five yea,rs). 

The total expenditure over the past five years amounts to £46¾ 
miJlio.n-a.bolllt 9 per coot. of gross expe,nditure on supply services 
by the Government of Northern Ireland. 

Classification of Aid to Industry 
53. The aid to industry falls into three categories: 

(a) Aid given to industry generally, i.e., de-rating and the coal subsidy. 
Tihis has amo,uruted in the last five yea.rs 1lO just undeir a quairter 
of the total (£10·4 million). 

(b) Aid given to firms for re-equipment or conversion. This covers 
clliilI'l;mtly two-.tihiirds of the a,id shown under A(l) in· paragraph 52. 

(c) Aid given to new firms or to expansions of existing firms. vhis 
cove.rs a,11 the aid s,hown under A(1) in pairagraph 52 and cummt:ly 
a third of that shown under A(l ). The figure is not directly com
pairable wlith tihe others, since firms pr:ov.ided with factories do pay 
rent or amo11tisaition charges, though on favourable terms. 

We have ruttempted, wiith Limited sucoes~. to answer th•~ question how 
effective ea,ch of these three categories of aid is in relation to its cost. 

Aid to Industry in General 
54. Firms in Northern Ireland are at present exempted from 75 per 

oont. io,f rates, compared wliith run exempti.a,n of 50 per ae.rut. iJIJ. Great 
Br1tain. At presernt the advantage enjoyed by firms in Norithern Ireland 
dol!S nm a1ppear to be lrurge, since metes amoUI1Jt on average to no more 
than about 1 per cent. of the value of net output. It varies not only 
w.ith the pe.rce.ntage of exemp~i.on but acco.rding to the basis of assessme.n.t 
and !!he poundage: these vary widely from locality to locali-ty in the Uniited 
Ki.ngdoim. It seems Lickely to inarease aiiibcr 1963, wihen iJIJ.dootriail de.,ra.i!liing 
ceases and the valua.tion for rating is reassessed in England and Wa:les 
(,the reassessment in Sao,tlaind is a,Jready proceeding) but it is nort: p.osS1Lble 
to assess in advance the effect of these changes. The comparative advantage 
is most apparell't ial im.du.s;tnieis such as shupbuilding and aicroraft manu
facture which require large rateable assets for their operations. 

( 1) Exceptional powers were taken in 1961 under the Loans (Belfast Air Freighter) Act, 
Northern Ireland, by which the Ministry of Finance was empowered to make loans up to 
£5 million to Short Brothers and Harland in aid of the project in question. 
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55. Since 1953 a subsidy of £750,000 a year has been distributed among 
indus-trial users of coal (and gas or electricity derived from coal) who 
consume more tha,n 50 tons a yeia:r ; the subsidy peir ton therefore vairies 
according to the amount of coal consumed. In 1961 the subsidy was 
equal to 15·8 :p::r cent. of the coal bill of firms us~ng solid fuel or am 
av,erage of 20s. 6d. per ton. The purpose of the scheme was to offset 
the effeot of train.sport costs by reducing the cost of one item, coal, which 
is more expensive in Northern Ireland than for the major~ty of consumer.; 
in Great Britain. The figure of 20s. 6d. per ton compaire:;; with total average 
coSlts of 28s. to 29s. per ton for transporting coal from the pit to the 
qua.y at the Northern IP.~fand p,onts: add.itional costs are, of course, incur['ed 
in delivery to the consumer. The scheme does not apply to oil for which 
the differe.nce in coot is no,t as gre.ait as for coa.l ; there iis a poss,i:bHity 
that this difference may be reduced further when the refinery is opened 
in Belfas,t in about two years' time. 

56. The benefits of the coal subsidy have been uneven ; a few firms 
.e,ngaged ,i.n processing industries reqlllmiing la:rge quantities of co1al have 
absorbed a share of the subsidy which is completely out of rel,ation to 
thei.r shaire of employment. W,rui.le the scheme has h,~lped to keep down 
the cost of an expensive fuel, tlhe distribution of the benefit ,is in no way 
:related to empkiyrne.11t. A mor,e ser,ious criticism, perhaps, .i!.s that th-:: 
scheme has acted as a disincentive upon firms which might otherwise have 
chaing~d over to 01il as thei.r fueil-•a disiincent.ive which has beeai inareiased 
by the recent tax on fuel oil. Since coal is expensive in Northern Ireland 
any case for a change to oiil by industir1al unde.rtak•i!Il.gs is oomresipond:ingly 
stronger tha.n :in most of Great Britain. We discuss these issues of fuel 
policy in Section VII of our report. 

Aid for Re-equipment 
57. The main part of 1this aid (i.e., excluding that devoted to assisting 

conversion) is intended to help ~ndustry to. <?ompete by timprov.iing i_ts 
capital equipment and therefore 1t5 pro_ductiv1ty. The improvem~rut in 

competitiveness must ~aive done someth_mg to prevent a contractuon of 
existino enterprises which would o~herw1se have taken place, since there 
is oood ,reason to believe tha_t many firms could not have re-,.e.quipp.ed 
so quickly as they ha~e done ~ithout ~elp. Its justification, therefore, must 
lie in the preservation of Jobs which would have beein Jost il such 
contraotion had taken pl~ce .. In the nature of things, however, it is i-m
poissib1e to assess what th'.6 a.id h~ achieved. The difficulty of assessment 
can be il!Iustrated by takmg the_ smgle case of the linen indus,t:ry. Over 
the _five yea["s ~o ~arch _1961 1t _employed, on average, 46,000 peoJ:lle. 
Durmg th~t yenod 1t rece1yed capital and re-equipment grants amounting 
to £1½ mLllton, coa:l_ ~ubs1dy o_f £1 mi:L!icm and derafino aissistance o.f 
the order of £1½ nulhon, makmg a total of £4 m·ir C, Employment 
in the linen industry has fallen from 52,000 to 42 0

1
00

10
n. the peainod, 

. . . "bl t d , over ld 
but ,t is l~fposs1 e. o emohnsdtrate how much more rapid the fall woub 
have been 1 no ass:l!Stance a been oiv""' and th f h m"nY j.o, s 

£ 
. . ,::, '-'ll e.re ore .o-w "' 

were ,saved by the 4 m1lhon. The reasons for the contraction of the 
industry have, moreoveir, b~,~ complex (cf. paragraph 19) and have not 
all been due to comparative costs. AH that c7m be said is that_ !he 
expenditure of £800,000 a year must have had some effect i,n ma.Lntammg 
employment, though no assessment of that effect can be made. 
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Aid to New Firms or for Expansion of Existing Firms 
58. On 31st December, 1961, employment in new firms and expansions 

undeirtake.n w.ith some fonn of Go,vernme.nt a.s.siistance amounted to 47,900; 
it had risen by 25,850 since mid-1950, an average of nearly 2,250 a year. 
The employment targets of these firms amounted to 54,059, so that if 
1heir plans are realised they will, in due course, provide up to 6,150 
add,itionaJ jobs. Ln addition, projects which at that date had not yet 
begun production, but for which negotiations were complete, were expected 
to provide a fortheif 9,000 to 10,000 jo,bs over the next few years. 

59. The cost of obtaining this additional employment is represented by 
the ~runts to firms undertaking developments plus the element of subsidy 
involved in providing them with factories at low rents. A rough caJcula
tion, tak.illlg both together, shows the average cost pr~ job to date to be 
£420 ; the average has risen for projects which have begun produotion 
siince 1955. The higher figure for recent cases reflects the changed value 
of money and a greater wH1ingness to give a high level of assistance in 
selected cases. In certain industries it has beein nece.ssairy to give a 
particularly high level of assistance, but this ha,s been justified by the 
speoiial value of the development to Noll"thern Ireland. 

60. Whether the whole of this cost need have been incurred cannot 
be assessed. It ,is true that a fow of the new ,industirJes might have come 
to Norllhern Ireland if no special inducements had been available, bu\ 
cleairly once assistance has been generally offered as an inducement to 
a•ttract industry, it is impossible to determine which industri~s would have 
come w.ithout assistance. 

V.-CONSIDERATIONS RELEVANT TO FUTURE POLICY 

61. We hav,e @awn ceirtain conclusi!ons f.Iiom our br.i.ef aruulysii.s of the 
economic problems of Northern Ireland (cf. paragraphs 32-37), and have 
commented on the measures which the Gover.nment of Northern kelrund 
has taken to deaJ with them (cf. paragraphs 54-60). Our terms of reference 
dikect us to examine amd report on the measures wihioh might be taken 
to bring about a lasting improvement in the situart.ion. Before considering 
these, however, we thwnk it necessary to discuss certain gene11al con.sidetra
tions which seem to us relevailit to any recommendations on individual 
measures.(1) 

General Considerations 
62. Any po1icy for developiJlg the economy of Northern Ir.ela.nd and 

for reducing unemployment there necessarily involves help to the region, 
and the imp1icatio1Il of our terms of refeirence is that additional help ma:y 
be needed. Any judgment as to the amount of additional help which might 
be justified depem.ds, first of all, on an assessment of the future emp.loyment 
prospeots ; and, secondly, on a mixture of economic, social and political 
considerations. We have assessed the future employmemt prospects (cf. 
paragrarph 32) though, as we have emphasised, any such e,~essment can 
on!ly be tentative. The cooalusiorn which emerges from thesi:! figures is 
that, given the shrinkage of employment in the shipbuilding and aircraft 

( 1) We discuss the special considerations relevant to the distribution of industry in Northern 
Ireland in a separate note at Appendix XU. 
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001I1Stru.cfiion industries whi.oh seems pIIOibable, the results to be eX,pected 
from the present level of inducements to new industry and to re-equipment 
WliJJ. at ,best keep the numbeir oJ unemployed f.rom r.isiiing abov,e its present 
level and (owing to ~e increase in the working populiation) will slightly 
reduoe the peroe.ntage of unemployment between now amd 1965, but w.ill 
do no more. Thereafter the pmspects are even more uncertain. The 
faictloirs of uncertJa.imty are the same : the foture of the exrusti.ng staple 
industries and the success of -the policy of attracting new industry and 
of elll.OOUI'aging dive,ns,ificatiolil in the region. If employmemt -in thos~ 
industries whioh have been declining reaches stability w~thin the next two 
or trureie yeairs whiile employment in new -iindustriies continues to grow, the 
situarti.on will improve considerably. We are not ag.reed as to the possibility 
of this course of deveJ.opment. 

63. We are not called upon to make any recommendation as to the 
amount of help which might be justifiable. We think it a,pprop,niiate, 
however, to offer comments on a number of consideratiolllS which seem to 
us ["euev;ant to any deci&iion on that poimt. 

64. The first is that, whatever the theoretical economic argume11ts for 
and against emoourag,ing .iindustry to develop in aire.as where it would not 
develop on its own initiative, ift has never been accepted as a pr.inoi;ple 
of Government polri:cy that w,orkers should a,lw;ays be moved to work, 
and never work to workers. If 1t is accepted thart:, for social and political 
(I').e.a.lSons, there ca111 be oo unqua:lified policy of m.ovti.ng the wo.rketrs to th~ 
work, then some help to ensure that the excess supply of labour in the 
,less fortunate regions is ll.!lefully employed is not merely soaiiaJily but also 
economically sensible. Unemployment benefit and national assistance gra:nts 
must in any caise be paid to the unemployed au1d these n~prese.nt a demand 
on resources: the eX!tra resources needed to put them to work should be 
outweighed by the vru1ue of the product of that w:ork. 

65. There are strong political a:nd social arguments in favour of aid to 
Noll"threm Lreland. It ~ .not fior us to eJabo,rate the potitica:l aa-guments. 
The social Mgumenrt 1s tha;t Northern Ireland has had, ever since the 
beginnLillg of heil'" eXtistence as a separi~te political entity, a much higher 
rate of unemployment (and a ~~wer mcome per head) than the rest of 
the Uni1ted Kingdom. Th: ,pohtical _an~ social arguments are combined 
run the argumeJJ1t that the prume necessity IS to put mme men and women in 
the region to work or to keep th~m in work, and that Ulstermen should 
not be compelled to lea'Ve the reg10n to find work. 

66. Tr0 state th~e airguments L'> lllOt to suggest any obVtious judgment 
on them. Such a JudgmeD:t depends, for example, on the view that is 
taken of dth: ext~t to whiLCh thhe deveLorpmenr of iim.dustry ought to be 
encourage m ex ~me cases sue as that of No th Ir 1 d and the 

·b·1.· . f clauns f 11 ern e am ' 
pooo~ ,1w1t1Jes o o.r moce generous treatment from other re~ons 
if the already generous measures of help ar"' 1·ncr.,,,, d Wh · dgrnent 

___ ,.i 1..~- • " va,Se . atever JU 
may be ~wuLCU on _t,m.., p~t. howe,-w, it is obv,uoooly :important to e;nsure 
that the mosrt effecti~e use IS made of tJb.e amount of help which Nor,t!hern 
Jn.,Jwnd ruliready ~ves. It seems appno-pr,iate th efore t aoinsi,ckJ" what 
kind of economic deveilopment is desirable 

1
:n Ner •h • 0

1 
, .... ,d if the . . • hr.w onu ern re1ra.. , . 

11,e~10n IS to have its s e ~ the_prospemity of the si,xtii.es, and w,hiat praicuca.1 
limitations must be borne m mmd. 
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Objects of Policy 
67. The economic difficulties of Northern Ireland are like those of the 

development distnicts of Great Britain, though more acute, and the 
policy for dealing with them must, we assume, be on similar lines rulso. 
It must aiim at countencting, and eventua,lly overcoming, the fmces Wlhich 
produce a very much higher level of unemployment and a lower standard 
of living than in Great Britaiin, by the use of all reasonable methods, and 
without undue reliance on emigration. The aim must be to increase the 
level of local production, emplioyment. and incomes, am.d to maiinta.i.n them 
without permanent help to industry in Northern Ireland, the cost of 
which must eventually fall on the United Kingdom Exohequer. Hence 
the economic prospects of the new firms receiving help should be such 
that pe.rmament sub1S1idy will not be requked: they should be able to look 
forward to competing wilth industry elsewhere in the United Kingdom. 

68. We have prunted out in ea·rlier para~raphs that emp1oyment and 
incomes in Northern Ireland can be increased by the production of addi
tuona1l goods and services which can either be sold outside Northern. Lreland, 
or which replace goods and services previously imported into the region. 
T,he scope for expansa,Olll to replace imported items is limited but, in theory 
at leaiSt, a wide variety of items can be produced for sale outside Northern 
Ireland. The object must be to assist economic gmwth. Where staple 
industries are in long-1term decline it may be economic to introduce measures 
to assist the conversion, or adaptation, of ~xisting ente,r,prises to new f.orms 
of industr~al production. The ideal policy would be to ensure that in the 
atlocation of Government funds preference is given to the encouragement 
of new industries and, further, that funds are not unnecessarily diverted 
to the maimte.naince of existimg ,industry. Such divers1on might prove 
more costly than the ruttraction of new indusLries, and might even prove 
an obstaale to it. 

69. In areas where labour is in excess supply, new industries should 
prefera;bly be laibour-1iintensive rather than capital-untensive. This oon
sideration may, however, not always be of direct importance if, for example, 
secondary industries may be created which arre themselves labour-inteJllSive. 
Similarly, the point may be less important if an enterprise is expected to 
contrlbute in other ways to economic growth. The iimmediate problem 
is fargely one of providing jobs for men, since the majority of the unem
ployed .on the re.~ister are men, amd the creation of new jobs for women 
would, to some extent, draw into work women who would take it if it 
were converuently offered, but may not be registered ais unemp]oyoo. Here 
again, however, the force of this immediate preference may be lessened if 
the enteriprise should oontr.i:bute in parr-ticulaJr measure to the economic 
growth which leads to a general increase of incomes and employment. 

70. Siin.oe the regiister of unemployed conta•ins a preponderamce of un
skilled workers, and sinoe new industry will usually requirr-e a labour force 
which includes a number of skililled a,nd semi-1SkiiHed persons, run essential 
par:t of the ass~stance to new firms will be in the training of labour, either 
in advance thir01Ugh Go.Yernrrnent training soheme.5, or by the finns themselves 
after their establishment. 
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Limitations of Policy 
71. A number of limitations must be recognised which affect the realisa

tiom. of these .objects of po.Li.cy. In the first place it would be UJ1rea1listic 
to expect that Northern Ireland can, in the foreseeable future, hope to 
rieduoe unemployment to as low a level as that in Great Bnitain. If the 
region is eventually to be fully competitive, local costs should be rather 
lowe.r tha,n s.imilar costs in Great Britain, i:n order to comp•cmsate for 
othe-r costs which may be higher. In order to achieve this, ou,tput must 
be rehtiveJ,y hi,gher, or else either ea,rnii,ngs or overheads must be lo,wer. -
This would be difficult to achieve in a static economy ; it will be even 
more cLifficult to achrueve if the demand for labour is rising. A forthea: 
reason why unemployment may remain higher than in Great Britain is 
that there are a c001S1idooaibi1e number of older, unsk.LUed men on the 
unemployed register and a good many of the unemployed are either widely 
disp,e,rs.ed o,r ooly avai.laible for work near their homes. There may, irrl 
the most favouraible circumstances, be a residual problem of th.is kind for 
many y.ea,rs, though it may be allev~ated by employment oo pubJ.ic w.orks 
and seasonal relief work. 

72. Seaoodly, it aippears unlikely that unemploymoot in North.emu Lreland 
can be reduced to an acceptable level so long as employmerut in the staple 
industl"'ies c:llltirrmes to decline. Moreov:-r, ccmside.rable changes w,vH have 
to take p1ace in the economy of the region as a whole. These are bound 
to take time. For both these reasons there may be a case for a con
side.mble measure of Gov_emment help even when employmenrt, output and 
iinaomes beg,im to ap~oxunate more closely to those in Great Bll"~taiin. 

Present Policy 
73. The Government of Northern Ireland has endeavoured to develop 

p,Dllicies designed to aohieve the obJects_ d~scnLbe~ aibove. The encouraige
meillt given to industry (as the analysis m Section IV shows) is maiinly 
non-,recurrent capitaJ .aSSiliStanoe. . Fi~anoial aid to existing firms (a,parrt 
from de-rating and the coal subsidy) 1s relate? to investment in plant and 
bUJildiings. Tihe Government also helps to tram potemtiail empLoyees either 
directly or indirectly. 

74. The kinds of help which the ?ove.rnmemt has deve1oped to attract 
new industry aire naturally those which have been found most effective. 
We have nored that _the In_dustriies Devellop1:Ilent legis.lation pnovides a very 
wide range of possible kinds of help which the Government can offer. 
Most of the assis~n~e h~s be~n through the provision of capital in one 
form or another ; 1t is thn.s w,h1oh appears to make the greatest appe:a.J. 

75. Since the Government of Northern Ireland began to assist induSltrial 
devefopment two-fifths of the new developments underr- truis policy have 
originated within Northern Ireland. Such new developments generally 
employ a smailler labow farce thain those w,hich a,p hr h of undieir
takings aJread~ well ~st_abli_shed ~ls~where. The resul~ is ~~t ~ployinent 
from new proJects omgim~tllllg w1thm Northe.nn Ireland is only about one
quarter of the total prov1ded by all new firms. 

76. The use o! aid t? support exi,sting industry might be more diffi?Wt 
to justjfy if new mdustrti.es were estab1ishing themselves at a rare sufficioot 
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to offer enough jobs to expand industrial employment, in spite of the 
contraction of the old staple industries. This, however, is not the case: the 
amount of new .industry willing to come to Northern Ireland has up to now 
been insufficient to achieve this object, though the rate a,t which new 
firms have been attracted has risen in 1960 to a level sufficient to promise 
twice as many jobs compared with the average of previous years and, in 
1961, has almost doubled agaiin. This success has been du.! b:::,th to the 
vigorous efforts of the Government of Northern Ireland to attract new 
industry and to the po,licy of the Board of Trade in steering new firms 
away from areas of industrial congestion.(1) The Government of Northern 
Ir-e.Jand has felt up to the present, how-ev-.!-r, that the results of its efforts 
in this direction might be frus,tra.ted by the possible rate of contraction in 
the old, staple industnies on which the region has been and still is s,:::, 
dependent. For this reason, as the analysis in Section IV shows, at least 
as great a pairt of the avaHable aid has bi.;:.en devoted to maintaining 
existing jobs as to creating new ones. 

77. There is a fu!ither point to be borne in mind when the existing 
pattern of aid to industry 1is reviewed. Changes in that pattern necessarily 
evoke complaint from those who lose by such a process. Even if the funds 
devoted to industrial de-rating or the coal subsidy could be more effectively 
used, these, like any other forms of aid, have created in :the minds of the 
recipients an expectation that they will continue. There may well be 
grounds for reconsidering the ways in which financial help is given, 
especially if the amount of that help is likely to be limited, but any 
reshaping of the present forms of aid musit have regard n()t- merely to tl::e 
economic but also to the political effects of discontinuing kinds of aid 
which are given at present. 

78. Since ,the number of firms which can · be induced to come to the 
region at any particular time is limited the freedom of the Government of 
Northern Ireland to assist only those undertakings which appear par
ticularly suited to assist the growth of the economy is limited also. The 
Ministry of Commerce has, in ,the past, sought the advice of ,industrial 
consultants as to the industries to approach ; and the Northern Ireland 
Development Council has made concentrated publicity drives to attract 
industries which appeared suitable. Experience of these methods has 
convinced the Ministry that its best course 1is to seek to ensure that 
Northern Ireland is brought to the notice of all industry which is on the 
point of expansion.(') (There is naturally a prima facie case for assuming 

( 1) Experience of individual cases points to the conclusion that an important factor in 
achieving these results has been the strict control of industrial development in the more 
congested areas of Great Britain: as a result firms wishing to expand have been obliged to 
examine areas other than their first choice, and Northern Ireland"s attractions have been 
more fully considered. Similarly foreign, particularly American, firms wishing to develop 
in the United Kingdom have been warned against establishing themselves in the more obvious 
industrial centres. If there were any relaxation of present policy on the issue of Industrial 
Development Certificates the number of firms giving serious consideration to Northern 
Ireland might well be substantially reduced. 

(2) It is frequently asserted that Northern Ireland should not attract new industry in the 
form of branches or subsidiaries because, in time of trade difficulty, the outlying branch is 
easily closed, whereas the firm as a whole continues. It could as justifiably be claimed that a 
branch is able to survive difficult conditions because it is sup~orted by the parent whereas 
an independent unit would have no support. Whatever the truth of this argument, Northern 
Ireland's main source of new industry must be the attraction of firms from Great Britain, 
where a large proportion of industry is organised in major groups, and the flow would be 
reduced to very small proportions if the choice were limited to the few firms which are at 
cnce small enough and willing to consider a complete transfer to Northern Ireland. In 
practice firms usua\ly transfer certain sides of their production to Northern Ireland or develop 
new lines there and it is rare to have identical production in different plants. 
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that any project which a firm is prepared to develop in Northern Ireland 
is suitable for development there.) This !is not to say, however, that help 
is offered unconditionally or without descrimination. The terms of the 
Industries Development Aots require the Ministry ·of Commerce to be 
satisfied that the new undertaking will operate successfully and will 
eventually be able to stand on its own feet. In addition, the level of aid 
can vary according to the value placed by the Government upon the 
development ; certain general tests are applied as to the type of employ
ment to be provided, the capital required in relation to the employment · 
given, and the effect of the development on existing firms. All this, 
however, is far from implying that the Government of Northern Ireland 
is free to pick and choose 1the new industI'ies which it wishes to attract 
to the region or the forms ·of conversion which it wishes to encourage. 

79. Finally, in •the attraction of new industry, there must be limits to 
what can and should be done by the Government. The Northern Ireland 
members do not consider ithat the existing statutory powers of assistance 
to new industry restl"ict them from offering sufficient assistance to attract 
any industry which can reasonably be expected to operate economically 
in Northern Ireland. The present scale of help is, on average, very 
generous. We should be reluctant ,to see it raised to a level which might 
destroy the initiative and responsibility of private enterprise, and possibly 
involve the Government in questions of management. 

Concluding Comments 

80. The p_receding discussi~n reveals ~ number of contrasting considera
tions. Fiirst, 1t would be undesirable rto give permanent subsidies to industry 
in Northern Ireland ; on the other hand, it is clear that aid must continue 
for some considerable time. Se~ondly, aid can more effectively be used 
to encourage the growth of new mdustry than to suppont industries which 
have either ceased to expand or are in decline ; on the other hand, the 
scale of aid to new industl"ies is already very generous, while there can 
be no firm assurance as to the future prospects of employment in a number 
of staple industries. Thirdly, if aid is limited it is important that the best 
use be made of it ; on the other hand, there is difficulty in discontinuing 
existing kinds of aid. The two main questions which emerge from these 
conflicting considerations are whether additional aid should be given to 
ma,intain, rather than to creaite, employment ; and whether additional funds 
are needed to provide it. 

VI.-GENERAL MEASURES OF FINANCIAL AID 

81. In this Section we discuss, in the light of the foregoing observations, 
certain measures involving substantial financial aid, which are either at 
present in force, which have been proposed to us, or which we ourselves 
bring forward for consideration. We deal, first of all, with the possibility 
of increasing existing forms of help (capital assistance and the public 
works programme) ; we then refer to two existing forms -~f help, the ju~ti
ficatiion of whose continuance is open to question (de-rating and the subsidy 
to industrial users of coal). We refer in passing to the question of a 
subsidy for sea transport (cf. paragraph 4 above): this possibility has often 
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been suggested. We then discuss two proposals put forward by the Govern
ment of Northern Ireland: a subsidy to labour costs and a system of 
grants in reimbursement of taxation which might be made to new enter
prises in their early years of operation. 

Capital Assistance 
82. Various forms of capital assistance are, as we have seen, the main 

force of inducement offered to industry by the Government of Northern 
Ireland. We have discussed (cf. paragraphs 57-60) the help given for re
equipment and for the creation of new or the extension of existing enter
prises. From the firm's point of v,iew capital assistance provides immediate 
and substantial help in reducing the amount of capital which it needs to 
raise itself, and a continuing saving of interest and amortisation charges or 
of rent. From the Government's point of view the commitment is clearly 
defined at the outset and involves a once-for-all payment. 

83. We do not consider that the maximum rate of capital grants given 
to existing industry for re-equipment should be increased. It would be 
difficult to go beyond the limit of 33½ per cent. in a scheme of general 
and automatic applicat·ion without losing ,the only saitisfactory safeguard, 
which is the willingness of the applicant to invest a substantial proportion 
of the capital himself. (We discuss in paragraphs 85-89 the possibility o'.' 
allowing the inclusion of the grant in ,the total amount of capital expendi
ture for the calculation of taxation allowances.) Assistance towards 
industrial development under the Industries Development Acts, which cz.n 
be shown to provide additional employment, is not subject to any fixed 
limits and though normally the rate of grant given under it does not 
significantly exceed the rates available for re~equipment the total amount 
of aid can, as we have seen, be much more generous. 

84. I,t has been suggested that loans might be given instead of or in 
addition to grants. Loans would obviously not attract industry as an 
alternative to grants; the only question is, therefore, whether they might 
be used in addition to ,them. Since we recommend no ,increase in capital 
assistance for re-equipment the question does not arise in this case. They 
might be used to give further capital assistance to new industries or 
extensions, over and above grants or the provision of factories. There 
has not, however, been any exitensive demand for aid through loans up to 
the present. Nevertheless the power to make loans for these purposes 
exists and can be used in appropriare cases where genuine difficulty is 
experienced in providing the necessary capital. 

Tax Concessions on Capital Grants 
85. Although we do not recommend any higher level of capital 

assistance to firms the Northern Ireland members of the Working Party 
have suggested <that existing grants would be more attractive if firms 
receiving them were allowed •to claim depreciation allowances on the 
whole cost of the capital investment and not, as at present, only on the 
amount contributed by the firm. This would materially increase the value 
of the grant. The simplest way of ,illustrating the difference is by taking 
an asset of the value -of £150, deprecia,ted for income-tax purposes over 
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10 years, and calculating the comparative cost to the firm on three hypo
theses: that the firm receives no grant; that the grant is deducted in 
assessing the depreciaition allowed ; and that the grant is not deducted for 
this purpose. 

(a) Whole of £150 provided by the firm.-Towards this the firm would 
get capital allowances (discounted• to allow for their spread) 
amounting to approximately £86. The net cost to the firm would 
be about £64. 

(b) Grant of £50 deducted for depreciatio11.-The firm would get the 
grant (£50) and allowances with a discounted value of approxi
mately £57. The net cost would be about £43 (the value of the 
grant to the firm therefore being about £21). 

(c) Grant of £50, not deducted for depreciation.-The firm would get the 
grant at its full value of £50 plus allowances of £86, as in (a). 
The net cost would therefore be about £14. 

86. These calculations bring out four points. The first is that, if the 
necessary profits are earned, so that the allowances can be claimed, these 
alone reduce the gross cost of investment by over half. This applies 
throughout the United Kingdom. Secondly, they therefore reduce by over 
half the value of any capital grant-in this case from £50 to £21. Thirdly, 
since the value of the grant does not depend on profits being earned, 
while that of the allowances does, the grant may sometimes be worth more 
than its equivalent in allowances: this qualifies the force of the second 
point. Fourthly, if the firm both received the grant and could benefit 
from allowances on the whole of the investment the total cost of the 
investment 10 the firm would be less than a tenth of its •cash value. 

87. Another suggestion, which we have considered, is that firms in 
Northern Ireland should enjoy a maximum investment allowance of 40 per 
cent. instead of 20 per cent. This would mean an immediate tax con
cession of nearly £11 under (b) and about £16 under (c) in addition to those 
shown in paragraph 85. 

88. There are a number of objections to concessions of 1this sort. Firstly, 
they would be a discrimination in favour of firms in Northern Ireland in 
a field in which discl"imination is especially liable to provoke claims for 
similar treatment. There is, as has been pointed out, discrimination in 
the rate of investment allowances granted to shipping, but 1this has been 
justified by reference to the unique diffi.culNes of that industry, which faces 
competition from ships sailing virtually tax-free under flags of convenience. 
A concession to a whole region, comprising a mixture of industries of 
varying degrees of prosperity, would be far harder to defend. This 
argument gains particular force from the fact that such a concession 
would necessitate amendment of the tax law of the United Kingdom, 
and therefore a Clause in a Finance Bill which would certainly be the 
subjeot of much debate, in which many claims would doubtless be raised. 

89. A second ~bjec_tion is that the first concession would grant capi_tal 
allowances (includmg investment allowance) for capital expenditure wh1c_h 
has not been incurred by the taxpayer at all, but by someone else ; this 
is something against which the present law specifically provides. The 
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investment allowance itself produces an element of tax bonus because, 
taken with the other allowances, •it gives relief on 120 per cent. of the 
taxpayer's actual expenditure ; the concession would therefore give ithe 
taxpayer allowances of 120 rper cent. of expenditure which he has not 
himself incurred. Whatever view one takes on this objection of principle, 
the practical effect of the proposal has seemed to some members of the 
Working Party •to have great weight. The existing rate of grant coupled 
with the tax allowances can already reduce the net cost of ~nvestment to 
little under a third of the gross cost. We would find it hard to justify 
reducing it to less 1than a tenth. 

Public Works 
90. One of the measures most frequently recommended in order to 

create employment is an enlarged programme of public works. In our 
analysis of the economic situation we reached the conclusion (cf. para
graph 35) that, since the region was far from self-sufficient, additional 
employment could only be created either by increased exporlts or by 
increased subventions from Great Britain. Public works must depend on 
the latter though these may be offset by savings in unemployment benefit 
and assistance payments. They may strengthen the economy and enable 
it 1to export more, but most of them are a very indirect means of doing 
this.(1) The case for an increase ~n public works on general economic 
grounds does not, therefore, seem strong. 

91. It has been argued in the past that there is a case on;social grounds, 
since Northern Ireland is worse off as regards social capital than Great 
Britain, but much leeway has been made up in recent years. Public inves~
ment in roads, waiter and sewerage, hospitals, local authority health and 
welfare services and ·education ,is proportionately higher than in Great 
Britain, as the figures in Appendix XI show. We do not consider, there
fore, that there is a case on social grounds for any general increase in 
public works. Housing, however, is a special case. 

Housing 
92. The average number of houses built annually in Northern Ireland 

between 1956 and I 960 has been slightly under 6,000. Comparison of the 
number of families with the number of persons per house shows a relaitively 
unfavourable position in Northern Ireland compared with both England 
and Wa1es and Scotland. It appears that if the necessary programme of 
slum-clearance is to be carried •out, and the ratio of persons per house 
to be even slightly reduced, the annual rate of house-building will have 
to be increased :to about 10,000 a year. There is therefore a strong case 
on social grounds for a substantial increase in the programme. It is 
reinforced by the fact that, having regard to relative incomes, rents are 
reasonably high compared with those in England and Wales and much 
higher than those in Scotland. 

93. There are, however, serious difficulties to be ·overcome. The rate 
aJt which contracts are placed fluctuates considerably and there appears to 

( 1) One additional project under consideration which would have direct economic effects is a 
scheme for lhe drainage ~f minor watercourses. If carried out it would provide work for 
500 to 600 men over a penod of 12 years. The total cost is estimated at £7¼ million. 
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be some lack of confidence on the part of local authorities. The Northern 
Ireland representatives consider that 1lhis is mainly due to the effect on 
costs of variations Jo interest rates: they advocate ;that the rate of subsidy 
should be varied correspondingly, in order to maintain stability in costs. 
Other members of the Working Party believe that the excessive fluctuation 
in ,the rate of contracts is due Jn much greater measure" to variations in 
the capitalised value of the subsidy, and that the most effective encourage
ment to local authorities would be by maintaining a relatively high rate 
of subsidy. 

94. The second difficulty is the lack of a sk•illed labour force, adequate 
both in size and balance: at present there is a shortage of bricklayers. 
The building trade unions are unwilling to agree to the training of unem
ployed men, either because of a feeling of uncertainty as to the prospects, 
or from the traditional reluctance of a craft union to ·increase its numbers. 

95. The first difficulty will require further study by the Departments 
concerned. Every effort should be made to overcome the second: unless 
this is done no increase in the housing programme seems possible. We 
discuss this matter more fully in the note at Appendix XIII. 

Sea Transport 

96. We have received a great deal of comment on the difficulties of sea 
transport, some relating to the quality (type, frequency, standards) of 
existing services, some to the effect that the charges made by those services 
have on the competitiveness of Northern Ireland industry. The quality 
and cost of existing services is dearly a ma,tter for the House Committee 
and we have therefore refrainea from considering whether or how the 
services should be improved. 

97. We have however felt able to consider the effect of the costs of 
sea transport on Northern Ireland •industry without entering the House 
Committee's territory. The charges might be found to be reasonable 
enough in themselves but still more than Northern Ireland industry could 
bear, if it is to remain competitive. Actual evidence on the extra costs 
incurred by firms in Northern Ireland is varied and inconclusive. It comes, 
naturally, only from firms already operating in the region ; we cannot 
tell how many may have been de.terred from setting up in business there 
because of unfavourable estimates of probable transport costs. It seems 
to indicate, however, that on average transport cos,ts form a less significant 
part of total costs than is often supposed, though their importance naturally 
varies according to the size and weight of the goods in relaition to their 
value, and also according to the fineness of cost margins. It was repre
sented to us, for example, th_at the _Belfast harbour dues were high ; this 
is not borne out by comp_anson with other ports, although the position 
has been affected by -the mcrease of 20 per cent. in the rates from 1st 
January, 1962. It was also represented to us that because Belfast is not a 
port of call for the larger liners, some goods des,tined for export to foreign 
countries have to be transhipped to Liverpool and reloaded there ; and 
that ,this extra journey adds substantially to the cost of transport and 
makes •it harder for goods from Northern Ireland ,to compete in overseas 
markets. This disadvantage is not peculiar to Northern Ireland (although 
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it may be larger) since a large proportion of the goods manufactured within 
Great Britain and intended for export have to bear the cost of land 
journeys of varying length before they reach one of the few ocean liner 
ports-<:hiefly London or Liverpool.(1) It would be difficult and perhaps 
impossible to est•imate the comparative costs of such carriage to ocean 
ports of exports from Great Britain and from Northern Ireland. 

98. How:ever, the fact that raw materrials, tuel, components and equip
ment have to reach Northern Ireland rnanufa,cturers by sea and land rather 
than by 1rund alone does add to the p.r:oblems of pro:ducllion. T,hese seem 
to arise mainly from delays, handling and consequent breakages, pilferage 
aind the diffioulty of tll'!acing components. Many fi.rnns appearr- to find, in 
consequence, that they h.ave to maintafo larger stocks of raw maiterials and 
components. W.hate,verr- the scaile of these problems it does a:ppeair that 
Northern Ireland is ait some disadvantage arising fu"om difficulties of rrans
port, and that thtis must, at leaist in siome oases, be reflected in the cost 
of Lhe goods produce(). Tt is for this rea$On thrut the question of a 
subsidy hM be.en rniood. It mJght take the form either of oapita,1 assistance 
for improved serv.ices ·or of a subvention towards current costs. The infor
mati,om w.h,ioh the re,porrt of t-he House Committee wiill provide w.ill be 
necessary to any exhaustive consideration of this question, but we have 
given some preilim.iinairy th0,ught to it. 

99. The extent to which the cost of transport servkes or of the capital 
,investment necessairy to them 1s met by the users v,arties consiideraibly. 
Investment in new roads or road improvements, for example, brings in 
-no co!ITI.1Ileiroi•ail :ret1.Llill, wihateve.r its eooruomic adv.amtages, arnd .it may lJI\! 
argued that the sea barrier between Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
entruiJs more serious disadvanro,cr.,,es than any compairaible impedumemts of 
distance or topography in Great Britarin, including some which are being 
neLieved by majror schemes of road .imp:novement. Some of us fool that 
there are no grounds for differe111tiation between the cost to public funds 
of such improvements, am.d any comparable cost w.hioh would have to 
be borne in order either to improve transport services to and from Northern 
Ireliam.d or to reduce the:iir cost. 

100. Other members of the Workin1g Party see objections and difficulties 
whioh, ,in the:iir Vliew, ovemni.de the.se arguments 1n favol.llr of a subsidy. Once 
such a subsidy had been introduced it would prove difficult to discontinue 
iit: we haive aliready airgued that aid should be of a kirnd which will not 
lead to permanent subvenrtions to the industry of Northern Ireland. Further, 
it might be held to conflict wuth the viiew of the United Kingdom Govetm
men.t that the shipping industry as a whole should be operated on a 
commeirci.ail basis without subsidies. 

101. The question will call for fur1bher examinaition when the report 
of the House Committee is available, but it will be clear from the 
foregoing discussion that the preliminairy thought whioh we have given 
to it has ruot resulted in an aigreed view. 

( 1) The economics of ocean liner operation are such that it is necessary to cut down as far 
as possible the time spent in port. Liners therefore tend to concentrate their activities on 
those ports where large tonnage of liner cargoes can be assembled and Belfast does not fall 
into this category. 
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Fuel Policy 
102. In paragraphs 55 and 56 we have drawn attention to the disadvant

aaes inherent in the scheme fu.r subsidisi,ng im.dustriiial usocs of coaJ and 
the forms of energy derived from ooal: it helps fuel-intensive industries 
(such a:s cement mam:u:fo.cture) which a.ire not lairge. emp1oyetl"s of labo;ur, 
and discourages conversion to oil. Under present conditions oil is a 
natural fuel ror Northern lrelam.d. The transport problem of oonvey,img 
crude oil to Northern Ireland cannot be much greater llhan in the cmse 
of Great Brita.iin, and when the new refinery is completed its pnice should 
be little higher than in Greart: Britain. If tihe subsidy were discontinued 
we Wiout1d ex,pect that the rate of conve.rs:ioin to OUII-Wihioh in NOtrthem 
Ireland hals lagged behind that in Grea.t Britain-would be increased in 
future. 

103. Govemmernt policies affect the comparative prices of coal and 
oiil in Northern Lrcland in two ways, since coal is subsidised whiJe oil 
is taxed. Withdrawal of the coal subsidy would reduce the discrepancy 
ii,n treatment, but the NO!rtihern Ire.land members have suggested that an1 
alternative way of doiing so would be to exempt industria:l users in Northern 
Ireland from the tax of 2d. per gallon imposed in the Finance Act, 1961, 
or to make a grant to them equivalent to the tax paid on the oil which 
they use. T.his w1oiUJld oost about £450,000 a year, compared with tru.! aoial 
subsidy of £750,000. Instead of the price of coa.il rising the price of 
oil would failil. The grant ooulld be paid by legiislation in Northem Irela,nd : 
t:he ad.mirmstratiive diffi/cuJt:ies would not be insuperable. 

104. There is force in the a.rgument thail: Lhe tax on fuel oil has particular 
disadva!Iltages for Northern lrclamd, since it diiscoUJrage,s c01nvemsio[l to 
oil, which appears to .be the more economic fuel f.or the region generally. 
Therr-e w:oold, however, be serious objections to amy system of orants in 
refund oi tax. Northern Ireland is part of the fiscal airea of th~ United 
K.iingdoim, and such am a.nramgernent wo1uld areate a ge.a~r:iaip.hiical anomaly 
in the fiscal syis.tem, even if the refund were disguised as a grant. More 
speoificawly, it aoU1ld not be argued that there is a sigiILifica!Ilt difference 
between the price of fuel oil, delivered in Northern Ireland and thait in 
Great Biritain, as there is in the case of coail. Lndusbr:iia:Lists in Great 
Britain would therefore find irt difficult to understand why firms in Northern 
Ireland should be exempted from the effects of the tax. 

105. An ail,ternative method would be to inolude oil in the existing 
scheme of subsidy (whiich at present applies to oorul and electirJ,aity amd gas 
made from coal). The scheme would then become a general fue} subsidy, 
peiroentruge ~ts beling paiiid 01Il the mam.ufacturer's total foeJ bill iirirespec
tive of the type of fuel or source of power. It is estimated that such an 
extensiO!Il would cost up to £350,000 a year, addilliion,a:l to the £750,000 
paid at preselllt on the coal scheme. This proposal would be the scrmplest 
method of removing the disincentive to the use of oil in the present subsidy. 
The objections to a grant_ in ~efund of tax would not apply with the same 
foroe to a soheme Olf thns kmd. They w:oold not, howfWcr, be entiJrely 
removed. The indusitrfralist in Northern Ireland ntio:ht still be regarded 
by hiis oompetitons ~ Gr:eat Bmita1n as enjoyii.n.g a .refund of thr-ee-quairt«s 
of the tax on fuel 011, smce the arguments based on price, which can be 
used to justify the coail subsidy, do not apply. 
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106. We have noted the disadvantages which the coal subsidy entails. 
1t encourages the contam1ed use of coal 1n industriie.s for which oil would 
be a more suitable fuel. Some members of the Working Party consider 
that its economic disadvantages are such that its continuance cannot be 
justified. The Northern Ireland members, however, consider that unless 
some rulternative scheme of goneraJ application can be devised, the.re wouJd 
be no justification in raising industriaJ costs at the present time by the 
removal of this soheme. Ln the a:bsence of any more genera.I scheme of 
assistance they would prefer to improve the coal subsidy scheme by making 
it cover all imdustniaJ fuels. 

De-rating 
107. The comprurabiive advantage enj,oyed by firms in No.rthern Ireland 

from de-rating is, as we have seen, only in process of emerging as re-rating 
proceeds in Great Bnitlalim. It is therefiore espeai.a.11,y des1rabJe to assess 
1ts usefulness in promoting employment and to reaoh a decision as to its 
future before any greater margin of difference between Northern Ireland 
and Great Britain becomes established and expectaitions of the contin-uation 
of this difference rure created. We have noted that its inoide.nce is er.ratic. 
For a given raiteable value, the concession is equivalent to an aJ11Ilual sum 
saved by the firm amd is enjoyed fr.respective of its output. P.rofits are 
thus higher (or losses less) than if raites had to be paid in full, and ro 
this extent the ene.r,prise is more pnofitable and therefore im a bettea
position to expand and, other things being equal, more likely to do so. 
It is pairtiouJ.arr-Iy beneficial to einteriprises with extensive fixed assets. It has 
little rel.ation to the ourrent employment afforded and its' effect on the 
demand f,oo- labom is indliirect. T,he provision must, however, have con
siderable psychological value, especially for new elllte.rprises ; it may help 
increasingly, as the burden of rates on industry· in Great Britain increases, 
to make Northern Ireland a relatively more attractive place for starting 
new emter,pni,ses or for major extensians. It ma~ be am im.duoe.ment to 
oerrtain types of growth industries which, while not providing any significan-t 
employment tihemselves, may stimulate the devel,opme.nt of other im.duswies 
which are comparatively labour-intensive. Assistance direciJly related to 
actual employment wouild no doubt be a more effective stimu1lrus to labo:uir
irutensive industries provided the inducement were sufficiem.ly high to assure 
over a pemuod of yean, a satisfactory marg,in of p11ofit on the operati,on as 
a whole. The merits and limitations of such a scheme are considered 
in the fioLlowing pamg,raphs. 

Employment Subsidy 
General 

108. We come no,w to the mruim pmposal put forwaird by the Govenrumemt 
of Northern Ireland. This is for a grant of 10s. per week (equivalent 
to aibout 4 per cent. of the average weekly wages paid to adult employees 
in manufacturi,ng industry) illl respect of all eimpl~ees in firms qualify;ing 
for aid under the Capital Grants to Industry Acts, i.e., to productive 
industry. The number of Wlorkers affected WiOultl be approximateJy 215,000 
out of an insured population of 480,000. The cost would be about £5·6 
miMiio,n a ye.au. It w.oold therefore increase the airunrual amount of alid to 
industry in Northern Ireland by about half (cf. paragraph 52). It would 
~ to illldustry genera,!~. and would not be co.nditiLonal upon expa!Miioo 
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or conversion: its effeot upon employment could not therefore be measured. 
If no additioJl.aJl funds were avawlaible, and a:id of this ki~nd had to be 
given, for example, fu:-om funds saved by the discontinuance of de-rating 
and the coaJ subsidy, the total amount avooable would be ab:01ut £2·25 
milllion~ough to p11ovude a g;rant of approximately 4s. peir we.ek:. 

109. The proposal has been based on two ma:in arguments. First, it is 
recognised that iindll6tcy in Northem Lreiland nteJeds to Lower its costs in 
order to become more competitive. The element in its costs which appears 
to offer the most su,i.taible medium for a reductiocn iis the cost of labour. 
in relation to output. Since it is reasonaibly ce,rtain that, having regard 
to the trend towaros pamity with G~eat Br.iLain, wage mtes w.i,11 not be 
fixed at a level which would achieve this result, the only alternative would 
be to reduae the cost of labour to the employer by a subsidy of this 
kind. Second, for mainy yealfs to come, a great pa.t1t of industrial activity 
in Nto,rthern Ireland would b~ irrl the hard~pr.essed staiple industn1es ; and 
it is reo-aaded as esserutial to maintain employment in these industries as 
weLI as 

0

to p11omote it in new ones. A general subsidy of this kfa1d wo.UJ!d 
protect the level of employment in exi<sting i11;dustries ~h~e the policy of 
attracting new industries was gradually reducmg the ex1stmg level of un
employment. These arguments would be pressed even more strongly by 
the No,rthern LreLamd members .if the coal subs.idy or de-mtin,g were to be 
tapered off or abandoned. 

Economic Considerations 
110. If it is assumed that neither Goveiinment is prepaired to oon&der 

relying on migmtion to solve the problem of unemployment in Nom.hern 
Ireland, so that laboUT there is 1ikeJy to romaii.n re1atively plenti1f,u1, there 
i:. a case on economic grounds for an employment subsidy. There are two 
reiasolllS why Iaibour rather than capitail should be subsidised. The fi.rrst 
is simply that it is labour whioh is plentiful and whose use is to be en
c01urriaged, so that a diirect stimulus to employment constitutes a more 
potent instrument of policy than other subStidies. The second reason is 
that laibol.l[' is lar.gely a pnime cost and it is pnime costs w,hich nood to be 
reduced if existing firms are to be able to sell more and so expand their 
producti!Oln amd empLoyment. Thus the ca1Se for subsid~ing 1ab:om rests 
upO'll the fact that labour is over-priced, in conitrast to caipitaJ, because its 
r:e:~a1Ji,ve µleinty as compaired with Great Britain is not fully reflected in 
lower wage costs. 

111. Tihe logJLc of the arrigument suggests that s.im.ce it is increases m 
employment which are desired, while the standard of earnings is to be 
maii,nta,imed, it is increases Wihii.ch should be subSiidised. Hem.ae the idea 
arises of an incremeil/tal employment subsidy. Thls might be given for a 
Limited per~od; it might be based i:nitiaJ.ly on the number of new jobs 
whioh a firm expeot~d to ~rea~ and subsequently on the number aotually 
arooted. !he -~err1tua1 pomt JS that a subsidy which is directLy r;elated 
to the obJect 1t 1s supposed to achieve should be much more effective, 
pound £0tr pound, th0Jll o.ne which works indiirectly. 

Objections to a General Employment Subsidy 

112. There are a number of objections to a oeneral employmoo.t su:bsidy, 
quite apart from its greater cost in relation to 

0

results than one given only 
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for additruoinrul employment. F.iinit, there is tn~ danger that it might be 
partially frustrated by demands for higher earnings. We are not altogether 
agroed as to the likcliihood of this. As we have pointed out, general 
wage settlements are closely related to those in Great Britain, so that 
there would probaibiy be no effect on basic wage rates. Tihe existence 
of the subsidy might lead, however, to demands for bonuses or other 
payments aibo,ve basic r.ates. This w,ould reduce its effiectiiveine:ss. Secondly, 
any such subsidy would lead to strong protests from firms in Great Britain 
which prioduce competli,ng goods : we think it a•Imost oertaiin that there 
would be such pr.otests from the rest of the BrJtish shipbuildmg industry. 
Tltiirdly, it w.ould in aill probaibility ev;oke claims for siimillair aonoes.sioos 
to other less prosperous regions of the United Kingdom and perhaps to 
less pr1osper,01us im.dustries rulso. 

113. The principle of special treatment for Northern Ireland is well 
established, and this might lessen the force of the second and third 
objections. Claims for higher earnings might be resisted on the grounds 
that they w,ocld stultify the concession if they were girainted. There is, 
however, a more serious objection than any of these. Once a concession 
of this kind had been p;~ven, the structlll!e of industry in Northern LreiLand 
would ada.pt itself to it; experience shows how difficult it is to take away 
a pliOip to which iindustiry has become accustomed. The m0trc successful ::i 

policy wa,s in reducing unemployment in the declining industries the less 
attmcfrve Northern Lreiand wo~d be to new firms who aire at pres.em 
attracted by the availa,bility of labour. The immedfate problem of unem
ployment miight be soilved or ailleviated : but, £rom the porunt of vJew of 
Northern Ireland's long-term prospects, there is obviously a greait difference 
between socrvJ,ng the U!Ilemployment problem through the estahlishme.nt of 
new gr;oWJth industries able to compete in overseas maTkets and solving 
at th11i0iugh .s,ubs,idiieis to iin.dustnies whioh, for one reason or another, airc 
in chronic difficulties or have little hope of grow:l!h. In the former case, 
there i~ a good proiSlpect that the demand f.or help wl11 diminish ; i,n the 
latter, it is only too likely that it would grow. A stand would eventually 
have to be made against an increase in subsidy, but it would be better 
not to create a s1~uation which required it. 

114. We ha,ve pointed out (in para:gra.ph 17) that if eaimi.ngs were lo,wer 
.in Northern 1reland than in Great Britain this would tend to increase the 
demailld for labo.uir in Noctherin I-re.land. It oould there:foire be airgued 
that it would be in the interests of the Northern Irish labour force as a 
w:ho,Le if wages lagged somewhat behind those in Great Brit.a.in, and that 
those who are in employment at present benefit at the expense of those who 
are unemployed. An empfoyrnent stLbsiidy would (i,n so far as it was not 
frustra,ted by increased earnings) reduce the cosit of labour in the same 
way as a reductiiom. 1n eamiings and ilS therefore equivalMt at least in 
its immediate effects. The essential difference, however, is that, since a 

. genernJ employment subsidy wo,uld tend to perpetuate the ex,istimg indus
trial structure, pressures are likely to be exerted in the course of time to 
increase the subsidy ais the difficUJltiies of the deo1iill!ing industrieis inooease. 
On tihe other hand, if there were a wage differential instead of a subsidy, 
the demand of new industries foir labour as they ex,painded mj,ght exert 
pressure towards eliminating it. The relative level of earnings in North.em 
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Irish industry w:ould thus be restored, and per.haps br:ought close[" to that 
in Grea,t Britain without dependence on a subsidy. 

A Subsidy for Increases in Employment 
115. In view of the econrnruic a,rguments and of the diflioulti.es which 

a generail employment subsidy would rai'se we have considered whether 
aid of this kiind migiht be g;iven for increases in employment. T,here might 
be a subsidy lasting five years in respeot of each extra worker employed.(1) 

A scheme of this kind would have certain advantages compared with a 
general labour subsidy. It would be cheaper, i.e., more effeotive for a · 
given sum. It would be temporary, in that no firm which did not continue 
to expand would continue to receive the subsidy for more than five years 
after expansion had ceased, and the scheme would ,therefore be less likely 
to arouse demands for similar treatment from competing firms in Great 
Br~tain. Nothing would ·be paid to firms which did not increase employ
ment. There would be less risk that some of the subsidy would be lost 
in increased earnings, since not all firms would be receiving it. Aid would 
not be confined to clearly definable new enterprises or extensions, so that 
the scheme for an incremental employment subsidy would encourage many 
small increases in employment just as much as a few large increases. 
The scheme would not help declining firms, but this is hardly a drawback 
from ,the economic point of view, since such help is not an end in itself. 
The proper aim is to increase employment and to promote growth. Growth, 
however, demands change. By confining aid to firms with prospects of 
growth the scheme would assist that adaptation of the structure of industry 
in Nor,thern Ireland which alone can make it viable in the long run. 

116. In considering the difficulties and objections to which a scheme 
of 1this type might be open it is necessary to distinguish between its 
application to two different kinds of project: 

(i) to minor increases in employment which are not large or certain 
enough to qualify for aid under the Industries Development 
legislation, 

(ii) to new industries and substantial expansions of existing industries 
a,t present covered by that legislation. 

117. Aid given in the first type of case would be difficult to administer 
fairly and open to serious abuse. The following are illustrations of the. 
difficulties which might arise: 

(a) Whatever base period were chosen it would never be fair to all 
firms and it might very well be distinctly unfair to firms competing 
in the same trade. 

(') There might be, in theory, a number of different kinds of scheme. Basically, a firm 
would receive a subsidy for five years in respect of the increase of the number employed 
above that in a given year. If the scheme were introduced in year x, a firm employing 100 men 
in that year, and increasing that number to I 10 in year x + I, would receive a subsidy from 
year x + I to year x + 5 inclusive for the extra 10 men. If the number increased to 120 in 
year x + 2 it would receive a further subsidy, from year x + 2 to year x + 6 for, the second 
increase. If the labour force fell before the end of the five years, the subsidy would be paid 
either for whatever increase remained over the figure employed in the year before the increase, 
of for the average_ employed since that year, compared with the number employed_ in it. 
The base figure, with which employment in subsequent years would be compared, might be 
either the number employed in year x or the average over a number of years preceding year x. 
The scheme might apply to increases which had occurred before the year in which it was 
introduced (i.e., increases in years as far back as x - 5). 
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(b) Many finns put out work on comm1ss1on, e.g., hemstitching and 
clothing manufacture. There would be a strong inducement for 
this work to be brought in by the firm which normally placed it 
out, in order to get the benefit of the subsidy. 

(c) Amalgamations are constantly taking place between different firms. 
It would be extremely difficult to determine what was addi,tional 
employment in such circumstances and the a•id might be used, in 
effect, to subsidise take-over bids. 

118. In cases falling under the second head, where the increase in 
employment is relatively easily identified, the difficulties of administration 
would not be serious. The Ministry of Commerce already has powers 
to give a subsidy of this kincl for a defined period under the Industries 
Development Acts to new firms and to major extensions, but has not so 
far encountered much demand for it. The newcomer appears ,to prefer 
initial capital assistance, especially when this takes the form of a factory 
t'eady for •occupation. From the Ministry's point of view there would be 
two major disadvantages in any suggestion that the present arrangements 
should be replaced by a subsidy related to additional employment. First, 
the great advantage of these is that they are flexible: the Ministry has 
discreition to vary the amount of aid at will and to take into account 
whatever factors seem appropl"iate. An incremental employment subsidy 
would have to be announced as such and widely publicised in order to 
make it effective. Terms might have to be specified and the Ministry 
might thereby lose much of its power to discriminate., . · Secondly, an 
employment subsidy at ithe rate of 10s. per week for a period of five 
years would be only a small part of the total amount of help which a 
new enterprise may receive at present. In order to make it attractive the 
subsidy would either have to be continued for a long time, in which case 
iit would be open to some of the same objections as have been raised by 
some members of the Working Party against the general employment 
subsidy; or, ,if it were to run for a few years only it would have to be 
increased to a rate of several pounds a week. Assistance at such a level, 
together with ,the widespread publicity which would be necessary, would 
tend to auract less desirable types of firm which would invest little but 
would plan to operate for only so long as they received the labour subsidy. 

119. These objections are sufficiently strong to lead the majority of the 
Working Party to conclude that it would not, in general, be practicable ,to 
substitute a subsidy based on increases in employment for the present 
system of capital assistance. Some of us, however, consider that the 
economic arguments for the proposal outweigh the objections which have 
been advanced and the possible administrative difficulties which might 
arise. All of us recognise that the economic arguments have some weight. 
The Government of Northern Ireland already pays considerable regard 
to the prospect of direct !increases in employment when determining the 
aid ,to be given to new industrial developments. We consider that in 
offering assistance to new industrial development the Government of 
Northern Ireland should in future test the effectiveness of an employment 
subsidy by using it in appropriate cases as an alternative ,in whole or part 
to assistance towards a capital expenditure. This cou@ be done within 
the framework of existing powers and arrangements. 
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120. The Northern Ireland representatives argue, however, that no such 
scheme, whether in substitution for, or as an addition to existing aid, is 
likely to increase very significantly the number of jobs which can be 
creaited through the attraction of new firms and the expansion of existing 
industry. What is needed, in their view, 1s a general subs,idy to help the 
economy of the region at its weakest points, and thus to prevent an over
rapid contraction of employment in existing industry, while new industry 
is built up. They feel, therefore, that no such •incremental scheme can 
be a substitute for the general scheme proposed by the Government of 
Northern Ireland. 

Conclusions on Employment Subsidies 
121. We have been unable to reach an agreed conclusion on the pro

posal of the Northern Ireland representatives for an employment subsidy. 
Other members of the Working Party consider the objections to a general 
subsidy to be too strong, while the Northern Ireland representatives do 
not consider an incremental subsidy to be an acceptable alternative. In 
view of the importance of ,this pro,posal we discuss the implications of the 
difference of view in the Conclusions of our Report. 

Annual Grants against Tax Liability 

122. The Northern Ireland representatives have pointed out that, before 
the last war, grants were made in recoupment of the income tax payable 
by new industries which established themselves 1n special areas: these 
extended over the first few years of a firm's operations. It is suggested 
that some firms would prefer such grants as an alternative to capital 
assistance, if they could be made available for at least seven years, and 
if they were not regarded as taxable receipts. The amount of the grant 
would be not more than twice the amount of capital grants for which 
a finn would otherwise qualify. Essentially the proposal would be a 
challenge to firms. If they considered that they could establish themselves 
quickly in Norithern Ireland and earn profits they would obtain more 
help under this arrangement than from capital grants on the scale now 
offered. If they were unsuccessful they would naturally lose by opting 
for grants in recoupment of taxation, since the amount of the grant would 
depend on the amount of profits which they made. This form of grant 
would, in substance, be a " tax holiday" (with an upper limit) of the kind 
granted by a number of countries to incoming industries, though in form 
it would be a grant by the Government of Northern Ireland. In the view 
of the Northern Ireland representatives it would be a useful addition to 
the existing range of inducements, in arousing interest in the possibilities 
of •industrial development in the region. 

123. The provision of grants against tax would be a matter for legis
lation in Northern Ireland. Since the grant would, under existing practice, 
be a taxable receipt its value would be greatly diminished and it is not 
considered that the scheme would be worth instituting unless grants could 
be made non-taxable. This would require legislation by the United 
Kingdom Parliament but applying only to Northern Ireland. 

124. Some members of the Working Party point out that the legislation 
necessary to exempt the grants from tax would create a very striking 
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difference in fiscal treatment between Northern Ireland and the rest of 
the United Kingdom of which it forms a part(1) Further, it would involve 
a breach of the ,principle on which financial relations between the two 
countries are based, that there should be parity of standards of taxation 
in each country. In these respects it would resemble the proposal for 
tax relief on capital grants (cf. paragraph 88), though the latter would 
increase the help given to firms, while the tax holiday would be an 
alternative form of such help. Others, while recognising this, argue that 
the principle of discriminatory aid to industry in Northern Ireland is well 
established, though, admittedly, it has not so far been given under ,the 
fiscal legislation of the United Kingdom. 

125. The administration of such a scheme would be the responsibility 
of the Government of Northern Ireland. It has been suggested that it might 
attract firms which would invest little in the region and would stay only 
for as long as they enjoyed the tax holiday ; the Northern Ireland repre
senta.tives emphasise that the ,power to pay the grant would be at their 
discretion and consider, therefore, that it would be possible to safeguard 
against this danger. The Board of Inland Revenue has pointed out that 
there would be difficulties of administration and serious risks of abuse. 
If firms in Great Brita-in established branches in Northern Ireland, or 
existing firms in Northern Ireland were to expand their activities, it might 
be difficult to isolate that ,part of their activities which should be eligibk 
for the concessions. Fur.ther, firms in Great Britain might set up sub
sidiaries in Northern Ireland and channel their profits into .them in orde.r 
to obtain the benefit of the concession. If it were possible to devise 
arrangements to prevent abuse these might, in their view, require firms 
to conform to detailed and possibly complicated rules which they might 
find unacceptable. The Northern Ireland representatives recognise the 
difficulties but consider that the scheme might be so useful in attracting 
new industries to the region that they ought not to be considered as 
overriding. 

126. It can be argued that ,there is no need to introduce this fiscal 
differentiation. It is always possible to refund to a firm any given amount 
of tax. Thus, if a firm pays £100 in tax it can be given additional aid in 
one fonn or another sufficient to provide the £100, after the tax on the 
additional aid has been deducted. The formulation of this possibility 
shows, however, that it does not actually free the firm from the payment 
of tax. The notion of a " tax holiday" has undeniable attractions, even 
though these may be no more than psychological, and even though •its 
relative effectiveness in attracting new firms to Northern Ireland, compared 
with other inducements, cannot be established. 

( 1) Under arrangements with oversea countries for avoiding double taxation, tax paid 
overseas m~y be all?wed as a credit 7, for £ ag~inst United Kingdom tax on the same profits, 
!1nd accordmgly .rehef ~Y way of a . tax hohday" granted by. the oversea country simply 
mcrcases the United Kmgdom tax bill by the amount of the relief. The Finance Act 1961 
allov.:s tax relieved abroad to be treated as payable, so as to reduce the United Ki~gdorr: 
tax, m cases where a Double Taxation Agreement between the United Kingdom and the 
oversea country so provides. This is a provision for arrangements between the United 
Kingdom and countries outside its fiscal boundaries by international agreements; it would 
not in itself constitute sufficient justification for recommending the in trod vet ion of discrimina
tory measures within the fiscal area of the United Kingdom. 
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127. We have been unable to reach agreement on this matter. Some 
members of the Working Party consider the psychological advantages 
sufficient to justify the introduction of such tax-free grants in repayment 
of tax. Others of us believe that ,the objections on grounds of fiscal policy, 
the administrative difficulties and complexities and the---possibilities of 
abuse are too strong. 

VIL-OTHER GENERAL MEASURES 

128. In the preceding section we have discussed various forms in which 
financial assistance could be given to help the development of the economy 
of Northern Ireland. The analysis in Section V (cf. paragraphs 67-80) 
should have made it clear, however, that financial assistance alone will 
be inadequate to deal with the problems of Northern Ireland. In this 
section we discuss a number of developments which, it has been suggested, 
should be fostered as a contribution towards achieving this end. Some 
of them might involve further financial help. 

Advice to Industry 

129. It is clearly desirable that Northern Ireland firms should be 
familiar with the latest advances in research, in production and manage
ment techniques, and in markeHng; and that for this purpose they should 
be able and willing to call on competent advisory services. It has been 
suggested to us that there is room for considerable improvement in both 
the facilities available and the interest shown in them by individual 
managements. 

130. Industry in Northern Ireland necessarily relies to a large extent 
on research facili-ties provided for United Kingdom industry as a whole. 
It has access to the facilities provided throughout the United Kingdom by 
the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (D.S.I.R.) and a 
number of firms participate in their respective co-operative research asso
ciations. In addition, and to augment the means of consultation on 
scientific questions on the spot, the Ministry of Commerce, Northern 
Ireland, provides a technical information and advisory service for industry, 
supported by laboratory facilities and stall in Belfast. Information and 
advice on scientific questions are given free, and charges are made on a 
similar basis to the D.S.I.R. for laboratory work carried out on behalf of 
particular firms. Recently, the scientific staff has been strengthened and 
a programme of visits to industry has been undertaken with a view to 
bringing the services available more widely to the notice of managements 
and suggesting that there may be ways in which the services can contribute 
to efficiency or to the manufacture of improved products. The Ministry 
of Agriculture, Northern Ireland, has eight research divisions, with a staff 
of over 200, dealing with agriculturl'l,. ,.-esearch in all its aspects and giving 
assistance also in horticulture and afforestation. 

131. We have considered whether any further stimulus is needed to the 
interest of industry in the improvement of productivity and in the use of 
advisory services intended to increase efficiency. We have noted that there 
is no equivalent in Northern Ireland to the local productivity committees 
which operate in Great Britain under the aegis of the British Productivity 
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Council and which provide useful clearing houses for information and 
for the further development of group activities. We agree with the view 
that the initiative for developing such an organisation must arise from 
the desire of both sides of industry to participate. The Government of 
Northern Ireland has made it clear that •it is prepared in principle to give 
financial support to such a body if appropriate representation can be 
secured from both sides of industry. (There have, up to ,the present, been 
difficulties over trade union representation.) 

132. We are satisfied that advice on technical and administrative matters 
of the kind provided by industrial consultants is readily available to 
Nor.them Ireland firms seeking it, but less satisfied that adequate use is 
made of it. Several commercial firms of consultants are in operation, 
including well-known British organisations with offices in Belfast, and 
NUMAS Ltd., which was founded by the National Union of British Manu
facturers, also operates there. It seems possible, on the other hand, that 
firms with limited resources are sometimes deterred from seeking advice 
by fears of high costs of consultancy services and of the disturbance 
which consultants might cause in their organisations. Relatively little 
use appears to have been made so far of the facilities offered by NUMAS, 
the cost of which is more modest. 

I 33. Some financial incentive might be provided by the Governmen.t 
to stimulate interest in consultancy services. We recommend that a small 
scheme should be considered under which, for a limited period of, say, 
five years, grants could be paid towards expenditure on ; the services of 
recognised consultants. Such a scheme could be directed primarily, though 
not exclusively, to the smaller firm with limited resources, and grants 
could be payable as a proportion of expenditure subject to an upper limit. 

134. There remains the question of publicity. There is some evidence of 
growing interest in discussion and exchanges of information on productivity 
at management level. This is partly due, no doubt, to the influence of 
executives who have come to Northern Ireland with the new industries, but 
we ,think that a greater effort might usefully be made to publicise the 
consultants' services available to industry. Such publicity might, for example, 
be under.taken in connexion with the administration of re-equipment grants 
and with any scheme for providing financial incentives such as we have 
referred ,to in the preceding paragraph. 

Financial Facilities 
135. We have observed that most of the financial institutions of Northern 

Ireland are Jinked with or form part of those of the United Kingdom as a 
whole (though the banking system extends also over Ireland as a whole), 
and that there is neither a local money market nor local merchant banks or 
issuing houses. Local financial facilities are no more highly developed, in 
fact, than in other parts of the United Kingdom. We find nothing unusual 
in this situation. The Industrial Finance Company (N.I.) exists to provide 
long-term finance for new and established enterprises either through share 
or loan capital (in practice, primarily the latter) ; it has operated on a 
relatively small scale. We have already observed that the Northern Ireland 
banks use a greater proportion of their assets to make advances to customers : 
they have a tradition, which is absent in England and Wales, of making long-
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term advances for industrial purposes. We do not consider (cf. paragraph 
30) that there is force in the argument that an unduly high proportion of 
small savings is drawn out of Northern Ireland to finance the expenditure 
of .the United Kingdom Government. 

136. We have been assured, in response to enquiries, that any well-con
ducted business in Northern Ireland would find it no harder to obtain finance 
than comparable businesses in Great Britain, and that there are no special 
difficulties, peculiar to Northern Ireland, in obtaining funds for the develop
ment of industry. The Ministry of Commerce has no evidence of reasonable 
developments being held up for lack of capital. It has itself power to make 
loans in cases where a projected development is likely to lead to substantial 
additional employment. We do not consider, therefore, that any special 
measures are needed to develop new financial facilities. 

Training and the Labour Force 
137. If Northern Ireland is materially to reduce her present level of 

unemployment one of the prime necessities is that new industrial develop
ments should be able to find, or to train without undue difficulty, a labour 
force with the skills required. It seems clear, from our enquiries, that a 
sufficiently vigorous policy aimed at providing the kind of labour which 
employers will want (in so far as it is possible to assess this in advance) 
must be one of the most important parts of any policy to develop the economy 
of the region. The Ministry of Labour and National Insurance, Northern 
Ireland, estimates that in occupations to which it is customary to serve 
an apprenticeship there are some 4,000 unemployed men who could be termed 
craftsmen. There is, therefore, a balance of nearly 21,000 men-mainly 
semi-skilled industrial workers, clerical workers, farm workers, general 
labourers. Some of these would not be suitable subjects for training owing 
to age and other disabilities. Some, no doubt, might find unskilled work. 
The remainder would need to be absorbed into industry, and for this they 
would need some form of training. A number of the craftsmen, indeed 
(e.g., riveters and caulkers), possess skills which are no longer in demand ; 
and some, whose experience has been in a narrow field, need courses to widen 
their knowledge. Quite apart from the problem of training unemployed 
workers is that of training enough skilled workers such as toolroom fitters. 

138. There are two ways in which the Ministry of Labour and National 
Insurance plays a part in training. It provides courses in its own training 
centres or by arrangement with local education authorities in technical 
schools, and it gives training grants to employees training workers on their 
own premises. We refer to these in succession. 

Training by the Government 

13~. _There are two main factors governing the amount of training which 
the M1mstry of Labour and National Insurance can itself undertake. Firstly, 
apart from the instruction given in Government Training Centres to unem
ployed craftsmen either to improve or to add to their skill, it is the normal 
policy of the Ministry to set up classes only when there is a reasonable 
prospect of employment in the training occupation. It appears that engineer
ing is the principal field which, at present, offers opportunities for advance 
training and courses at Government Training Centres are principally devoted 
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to engineering trades. Normally only unemployed persons aged 18 and over 
are admitted to the centres: they have an output of about 500 a year. 
Secondly, the training given in these courses is limited. In most instances the 
duration of the -training courses at the centres has been fixed on the basis 
that the trainee will receive continued training with an employer, who is paid 
a training fee by the Ministry (cf. paragraph 143). The approach of the 
Ministry of Labour in Great Britain is different. The courses at the centres 
are longer and more specialised and, on completion of the course, the trainee 
is accepted by both sides of industry as a worker possessing the basic 
elements of his trade, who can eventually become a qualified tradesman. 
We understand, however, that .the system in operation in Northern Ireland 
has an appeal to new industrialists, since they can exercise more direction 
in the final training of the worker to their own methods and techniques. 
We would not, therefore, propose any change. The output of these courses 
seems adequate to meet demands though the range of training needs to be 
kept under review. 

140. The Government of Northern Ireland has, however, no facilities for 
training key workers. The possibility of training suitable employed or unem
ployed craftsmen to toolroom standard in Government Training Centres in 
Great Britain, by arrangement with the Ministry of Labour, or in Northern 
Ireland, should be explored. Arrangements made between the two Ministries 
should, if necessary, provide for financial adjustments in respect of training 
in Great Britain. · 

141. It appears that there are considerable numbers of women, especially 
married women, who are not registered as unemployed but who are willing to 
accept employment if a suitable opportunity offers. An analysis of the 
employees joining eight new firms :recently established in Northern Ireland 
showed that of the women employed no less than 19 per cent. of those who 
joined these firms had been at home or self-employed previous to taking 
up employment. We have considered whether any scheme of training in 
domestic work would be of help in dealing with the female unemployment 
that exists. The Ministry of Labour and National Insurance has for some 
years sponsored the running by Local Education Authorities of two training 
schools for hotel and institutional employment but it has had difficulty in 
keeping the classes up to strength. There are, moreover, few applications 
for ordinary domestic employment. Unless greater evidence were forth
coming regarding the willingness of women to undergo training for domestic 
work we doubt whether the introduction of a special training scheme would 
be justified. 

Training by Firms 

142. There ,are two problems here: first, the 1specialised skills which are 
sometimes demanded ; second, the shortage of key workers, such as toolroom 
fitters. 

143. Most of the new firms are engaged either in engineering or cin highly 
specialised production such as that of synthetics. In the latter category 
are firms like Courtaulds (Rayon), Chemstrand (Acrilan), Du Pont (Neoprene) 
and I.CJ. (Terylene). The Ministry cannot train in its centres general pro
duction workers for such firms, so that any assistance which can be given 
to this type of firm must be by way of grant towards training workers on 
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the firm's premises. The expansion of the engineering industry in Northern 
Ireland in recent years has made severe demands on the supply of the more 
highly skilled engineering workers such as toolmakers, toolroom fitters and 
maintenance fitters, and as these classes of workers are not normally to be 
found amongst .the unemployed new and expanding firms -~ave to bring 
them into Northern Ireland or recruit them from other employers. Financial 
assistance towards training on employers' premises is in general limited 
to ,the new industrialist and is designed to help him to build up an initial 
labour force. Normally such assistance is available only for training given 
to unemployed persons aged 18 years and over. 

144. The Ministry of Labour and National Insurance has been con
sidering methods of helping firms to improve these facilities. The method 
proposed to meet the first difficulty is through the scheme, recently 
announced, for financial assistance to the training of additional apprentices 
in the engineering industry. These would be trained by selected firms and 
would be additional to those whom they themselves would need. It is 
hoped that boys trained in this way would graduate to the more highly
skilled occupat)ions, but there is a general need to improve the oppor
tunities for apprenticeship in the region. There is a vicious circle here 
which it is not easy to break. The insufficiency of openings in industry 
means that there are fewer apprenticeships (only 14 per cent. of school
leavers enter them, compared with 38 per cent. in Great Britain). This, 
in turn, leads to a lack of skilled labour for expansion and a relatively 
high proportion of unskilled workers among the unemployed. One of the 
objects of the new scheme is to have apprentices at various stages of their 
training, e.g., in their second year or third year, readily available to the 
new industrialists. They should be available also to employers who have 
discharged their obligations in the matter of apprentice training but are 
nevertheless short of essential skilled workers. 

145. The shortage of highly-skilled men is a general phenomenon, not 
peculia.r to Northern Ireland, though the difficulties which arise from .this 
in Northern Ireland may be more acute ithan in Great Britain. J.t might 
be possible 10 persuade firms with adequate toolroom training facilities to 
move good-type fitters in their employment from production to toolroom 
!training. It would, however, be necessary for the Ministry to meet the 
cost of this training. This suggestion has not been explored in de-tail but 
it is believed that such training could take from 12 months to 24 months. 
While the cost of ithis training would be high in relation ,to the numbers 
trained, a substantial nucleus of highly-skilled engineering workers would 
be a decided attraction to new and expanding firms and it is around .these 
craftsmen ·that a force of semi-skilled workers can be built. Workers 
trained in this way should not, however, be earmarked solely for employ
ment in new industries but rather they should be regarded as forming a 
common pool from which both new firms and existing firms (which have 
been losing to new industry these types of workers, trained at considerable 
expense) could draw. 

Trade Union Co-operation in Training Schemes 
146. Training can only be undertaken with the agreement and co

operation of both sides of industry. We can understand that a trade union 
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might be justifiably reluctant to agree to the training of additional workers 
if there has been substantial and persistent unemployment in .the trade in 
question. But where, over a considerable period, demand for a type of 
IWorker has generally exceeded supply, then, in the interests of other 
workers who are unemployed, we feel that the trade union concerned 
should recognise this by affording some relaxation in ,the admission of 
additional workers into the trade. From the information we have received 
it would appear that the bricklayers' trade union-the Amalgamated Union 
of Building Trade Workers-is a case •in point. We have referred to the 
shortage of bricklayers in discussing the possibility of increasing the 
programme of house-building (cf. paragraph 94). The Northern Ireland 
officials of the Amalgamated Union of Building Trade Workers are 
opposed to the training of adult workers as bricklayers though they would 
not oppose an increase in the number of apprentices. Nor is this reaction 
a purely local one, for the National Federation of Building Trade Opera
tives is, we were ,told, opposed as a matter of policy to the training of 
able-bodied men. It argues that, in past years, there has been no planned 
building programme and consequently no stable volume of work, with 
resulting periods of unemployment (other than purely seasonal) for building 
trade workers generally and for bricklayers in particular. Expansion of 
house building could only be of limited extent without some expansion in 
the building labour force, partioularly amongst the bricklayers. If more 
bricklayers were available it would enable other building trade craftsmen, 
e.g., joiners and ,painters (of whom a considerable number have lost their 
jobs in the past 12 months in the shipyards) to be put to' work. On the 
other -hand the Amalgamated Engineering Union has realised that if ne-.w 
industries are to be attracted and employment provided in this way for its 
members, a properly ba.Janced labour force must be built up. It has, 
therefore, agreed to the training of unskilled workers to semi-skilled status 
and to the admission of additional apprentices into the crafts they control. 
We recommend the most vigorous representations to those trade unions 
which are reluctant to agree to adequate training schemes. They will be 
more effective if as much as possible can be done to achieve a reasonably 
stable level of activity •in the building trade. 

Air Freight 
147. There is little air freight to and from Northern Ireland at present, 

though the volume more than doubled between 1957-58 and 1961-62. 
With the exception of freight carried on charter flights and on the night 
mail service between Belfast and Manchester it is carried entirely by 
passenger a-ircraft. The great majority of scheduled services are flown by 
B.E.A. The further development of air freight, if it led to cheaper services, 
would be of considerable help to the development of industry in Northern 
Ireland. It would probably not carry more than a very small proportion 
of all freight but it would, in our view, be of special value to the kind of 
new industries which would be particularly suited to Northern Ireland
those produoing goods with a high value (because of the labour content) 
in relation to bulk. In addition to its practical advantages it might have 
important effects in lessening any fear of remoteness from main markets 
and sources of supply in Great Britain which may affect industry in 
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Northern Ireland. These fears may, in fact, loom larger in the minds of 
firms contemplating opening branches in Northern Ireland than in those 
of firms already settled there, but it is important ,that they should be 
dispelled. 

148. There is at present a good deal of doubt as to the possibility of 
developing air freight between Great Britain and Northern Ireland as a 
specialised service, and therefore a good deal of uncertainty as to the 
magnitude of the difficulties to be overcome and the possibility of over
coming them. The economics of large-scale freight services, operated with 
specialised aircraft over short hauls are uncertain: most freight on 
European routes is carried by passenger aircraft, and the experience 
provided does not provide information adequate for estimating the 
prospects of services restricted to freight. Some indications can, however, 
be given. The present traffic carried by B.E.A. between Belfast and 
Manchester, for example, averages 1 ton per day each way ; at the present 
average freight rate of 9d. per kilogramme a load of about 7 tons (59 per 
cent. of capacity) would have to be carried each way on each round trip 
for it to be ,possible to operate a daily Argosy service without loss. It is 
clear, therefore, that services would only be remunerative at lower rates 
with a very much expanded volume of traffic. If this made still larger 
aircraft practicable on this route the rates might be reduced still further. 
It is clear, however, that the growth of freight traffic in recent years will 
not provide enough .to justify a specialised freight service for many years. 
The question is whether a reduction in rates would multiply demand at 
a rate sufficient to justify it sooner. 

149. B.E.A. has not, in the past, been deterred from committing 
resources where there has been no immediate prospect of an adequate 
return. The development of a high-frequency freighter service to and 
from Northern Ireland would, however, probably necessitate an invest
ment of several million pounds: this combined with the doubtful prospects 
of the venture and the higher financial obligations now laid upon the 
nationalised industries in the Government's White Paper (Crnnd. 1337), 
might well deter them from going ahead with such a project, though 
we are informed that they would be very willing to co-operate in a detailed 
study of the prospects and problems. 

150. It seems likely that any such air freight service would require 
help, at least for an initial period, either in the form of capital assistance 
or of a subsidy to running costs (this might necessitate legislation in the 
United Kingdom Parliament). Present Government policy (as set out in 
Cmnd. 1337), does not envisage the payment of subsidies to nationalised 
industries for special services, though social and other obligations may be 
taken into account when their financial .targets are determined. It is 
possible that any proposal for a subs·idy might have to be justified before 
the Air Tram,port Licensing Board if a complaint were raised. This might 
be done by any other transport service if the aid were given to B.E.A., 
and by B.E.A. also if the aid were given to a new opera.tor on the route. 

151. We have been unable to pursue our enquiries to the point of 
formulating a definite recommendation: they have made it clear, indeed, 
that detailed study of the prospects and the difficulties is needed before 
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any such recommendation could be formulated. The potential value to 
the economy of Northern Ireland of an expanded air freight service is 
such that this study should be carried out. 

Travel Facilities for Executives 
152. One of the points most frequently made to us has been that travel 

to and from Northern Ireland by the directing and managerial staff of 
firms is unduly difficult during ,holiday periods, and particularly in the 
summer months. These complaints relate especially to air travel. Senior 
staff may as a result feel that they lack facilities for rapid and assured 
personal communication between Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
To this is added the complaint that hotel facilities in Belfast are inadequate. 
This kind of difficulty, whether real or imagined, can have an importance 
which •is not easily measured in economic terms: it interposes a psycho
logical barrier which reduces the willingness of firms to set up branches 
in Northern Ireland. 

153. The monthly load-factor on passenger aircraft between London 
and Belfast varies between slightly below 60 per cent. in the autumn to 77 
in July. It appears, therefore, that the problem is one of occasional peaks 
and particular flights, rather than of a general shortage. To provide a 
sufficient capacity to meet demand at the extreme peaks would, of course, 
lead to losses or to a considerable increase in fares. On the other hand, 
this does not take account of the frustration and delay caus~ to individual 
passengers who cannot obtain seats on the flights they want, even thougn 
these flights have vacant seats when ,they take off. This situation is caused 
by passengers who book seats on several different flights and cancel all 
but one of the reservations at the last moment. In order to remedy this 
situation B.E.A. has applied to the Afr Transport Licensing Board for 
permission to introduce booking deposits, cancellation fees and " no show " 
charges on domestic mutes. If this is approved it should seriously dis
courage the practice of multiple bookings. In addition B.E.A. plans to 
•increase capacity -on their London-Belfast route by more than 20 per 
cent. in 1962. Air communication between Northern Ireland and Great 
Britain is vital to Northern Ireland's industrial attractiveness, and we think 
it important that the adequacy of services should be kept under close 
survey by the Ministry of Aviation. So far as hotels are concerned the 
facHities in Belfast probably do not compare unfavourably with those in 
cities of comparable size. Nevertheless, if it is desired to project a 
favourable "image" of Northern Ireland into the minds of those who 
may have to take decisions whether to establish firms there or not, some
thing better may be needed than the market would justify. The new 
scheme for hotel improvements which is being introduced by the Govern
ment of Northern Ireland (cf. paragraph 174) should lead to the provision 
of better hotel accommodation. 

VIII.-INDIVIDUAL INDUSTRIES 

154. In this section we discuss the possibilities of further help (over 
and above that given by way of the general measures discussed in 
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Section VO to those staple industries of the region in which employment 
has been declining or may decline: linen, shipbuilding, aircraft con
struction and agriculture. We refer also to the possibility of developing 
tourism. 

Linen 
155. It has been suggested that there should be a full-scale enquiry 

into the design, production and marketing of linen, and into the possibility 
of reorganising the linen section of the textile industry and expanding the 
development in the use of man-made fibres, but we do not consider that 
such an enquiry would reveal any new factor. We have noted (cf. para
graph 19) that the industry has been active in adapting itself to changes 
in demand. The factors which have affected its development will no 
doubt continue to operate, and we cannot foresee any new major factor 
which is likely ,to create large new markets. Markets are widespread and 
bulk business not readily achieved, owing to the relatively low consump
tion per caput of linen. It is possible that the rationalisation and integration 
which have already taken place have not reached finality. 

156. For a long time the industry has considered that the best hope of 
maintaining the demand for linen lies in conducting a co-operative 
publicity campaign designed to maintain the prestige of linen in com
parison with the newer fabrics. It has found itself unable to provide 
sufficient money from within the industry to mount a campaign which 
could compare with those of other textile industries. Since 1950 the 
Government of Northern Ireland has therefore given substantial sums 
towards the publicity campaign. In recent years the help has been of 
the order of £100,000 a year towards a campaign costing about £250,000 
a year. In our view there is a good case for a continuat·ion of support 
for co-operative publicity. 

Shipbuilding 
157. We have noted (cf. paragraph 20) that the outlook for the ship

building industry as a whole is !iicely to be difficult: the available capacity 
in the world may for some time be as much as twice as large as the likely 
demand for new ships. The problems facing the industry as a whole fall 
outside our own terms of reference, as do any general questions relating 
to the productivity of British yards. 

158. The firm of Harland and Wolff is the most important single 
industrial enterprise in Northern Ireland and any decline •in its prosperity 
and the employment which it can offer may have serious effects on the 
economy of the region. We have already referred to its position and 
prospects in the second Section of our report. It is obviously very important 
that the firm shou1d be able to maintain and, if possible, to improve its 
position in the severely competitive times ahead ; it is already receiving 
considerable help which should enable it to do so. It is a well-established 
firm, which should be able to compete in the shipbuilding industry on a 
level footing with any other in the United Kingdom. Shipbuilding and 
the ancillary activities associated with it, such as marine engineering, do 
not at present suffer any disadvantages peculiar to Northern Ireland. The 
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firm already enjoys the advantages generally available to industry in 
Northern Ireland. It has been suggested that the pre-war Loans Guaran
tees legislation should be revived for Northern Ireland alone, through 
legisla,tion in the Northern Ireland Parliament; this would enable ship
owners to borrow money with a Government guarantee and therefore at 
a favourable rate of interest, so long as the order was placed in Northern 
Ireland. Any such further help would be hard to justify ; it would 
undoubtedly provoke strong protests and claims for equivalent treatment 
from other shipbuilding firms in the United Kingdom which are having 
to complete as best they can for new business in a difficult market. 

Dry Dock 

159. A great deal has been said on the desirability of providing a new 
large dry dock at Belfast. The largest exis,ting dry dock, the Thompson 
Dock, is capable of taking ships up to some 40,000 d.w.t; in recent years 
it has been occupied for an average of 31 weeks a year by an average of 
24 ships. A large dry dock would make it possible for the final docking 
of the largest ships built by Harland and Wolff to be done locally and 
would enable the firm to compete for all classes of repair work as well 
as large reconstruction contracts. It would cost about £5 million ; the 
alternative of enlarging the existing dock (which is to be the subject of a 
technical investigation initiated by ,the Belfast Harbour Commissioners) 
might not cost much less and ,the existing dock would be out of commission 
for two or three years. Construction of the dock would .provide employ
ment for 200 to 300 over a period of two or three years. The overall 
demand for the ·use of large docks will obviously be affected by the future 
numbers of very large ships and the ports from which they operate. I,t is 
not possible to give any precise estimate of the amount of employment ; 
but if it were assumed that enough additional work could be attracted to 
keep a large dock fully used without affecting work in the Thompson 
Dock, it is not likely that the direct employment would be more than a 
few hundred, with possibly some ancillary effects elsewhere in the shipyard. 
It would require a very large outlay ,of money with a relatively small 
return in terms of employment. 

160. Generrully speaking (and leaving aside questions of prestige), the 
pmviiision of suah a <look appea,rs to be a dcsiiirable iila1lher ,than am essential 
pa.rt of the capital equipment which might be available for shipbuilding a,nd 
shiip-repruiJ,1ng iirl Northern iLretland. Dry docks aire not Jl!ot'ffiatLly very pno.fit
a,ble ,investmeruts: expenditure on ,tihem is unlikely to be justified unless 
tJ~ ibring aibout a.n wnarease fa1 business for the firms usiing them. 

161. It is for these reasons, no doubt, that no private interests are 
prepamed to make ainy s.igil1lifioant contr:ibution to the capitail cost. VrurtuailJy 
the whole of it would th~efore have to be provided by ,the Government of 
Northern IreJanrl, iand illiltirnate,ly by the United IGngdom Exoheque.r. Sinre 
Hadand and Wolff tis i1lh:e only shipbuilding firm ,on the Lagam, a,nd the 
cost cannot tih.e,nedlo.r:e be spread 1amo.ng severrul firms, ,as IOiil the Clyde, it 
might he justifiaible for the Gov,ernmenrt: to contribute a larger share of 
the coiSt thain elsewhere. It lhas to he borne in mi!lld, :however, that aiid 
given elsewhere has been by ·loan, not by grant. It would hardly be 
justifiaible for suah ;a dock to be ibui,lt e,nt~rely at G:overmme.nt expense. 
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Aircraft Construction 
162. We ,ha,ve referred in paragraph 21 rto the difficulties of the aircraft 

oonstructicm firm of Short Brothers 1and Haml:Mld. Its proopects depend 
paritly on the •future of the British aircraft indus,try ais a whole. The relations 
of that aindustry with the Government iare :pecu1ia:r1Jy olose, since ii.t receives 
a great deal of Government support rthrough defence contracts, and aiid 
tow.airds ll"esea.rch a.111d developme.nt. It is Govennment policy to asStist the 
development iand production 10£ transport aircraft in it.he hope that the 
~,ndustry ·w.i.11 contiinue to develop its eXJport busiiness. Nevertheless the 
demand for aircraft depends ultima;tely on defence :requirements both of 
the Uniited Kwngdiom and of ,othea- coUlllt:f1ies, on the development of air 
transport and on tlhe success with which British firms compete in world 
mairkets. Ainy asse&51Ill.em.t of the future ,prospects of the industry must be 
uncertann, bUlt ,the present tota!I capacity of the industry seems Ito be in 
excess iof demand :aind soone contraction ,i,n totail employment iis likely. 

163. T,he .position of a i!"clativeily smaiJ.I, iindepe:ndent 01I1d geo~phii.c.aJJy 
isolated firm m :this situalt.ion iis not Jikely to ,be ,ea,sy. The question 
111aturailly rurises, thei!"efore, h!ow muah the United IGngdom Government can 
and should do in order to help ~t. It has been cl"epresented to us that, in 
order to !help the firm, the Goveamme.nt should order moce Belfast tireiiighteirs 
for the RAF. and continue active development of the S.C.-1 vertical 
take-off 3illl"Craft project wlh.ich Shorts ,built under a Governunem.t cootrect. 
(In order to ass~st the ·firm in maintaining employment t!he Government of 
NoirtheiilIJ. Lrcland m.s already agreed tc make a Joon af £5 mii11ion towairds 
the development and production costs of the Belfast freighter.) Although 
these orders wouJ.d be welcome Jf they came about :na,turaihly, we do not 
corusider ithart we could reasonably recommend that they should be given 
to the firm 'UI1Jles.s there ,is a genuine Tequi,rement. We do ill.Ot kno,w at 
this stage whether suoh a requirement wiII materialise. 

164. The United Kingdom Govequnent will no doubt find it necessary, 
in these circumstances, to review its policy for ,the firm. We, for our part, 
must emphasise that our discussion of the economic prospects over the next 
few years assumes (as tihe figure~ ir Appendix VII iShow) only a limited 
fatLI in the number of emp-loyie,d by tihe firm (from 6,900 to 5,000). If 
the fall should be greater our view of ,the prospects ,would be marterially 
affected. 

165. The firm is making greart efforts to diversify its activities with 
assistance tirom the Miruistry ,of Commerce, but iis ·expe:nieaioi.ng diffioulty in 
deve1oping new lines of produ~on. Some of them require new premises, 
s.ince the peculia,r structure aind ,layout of an ·aiirocaft factory is rarely 
suitable for the economical manufacture of other products. We hope that 
the fu-rn w,i.Ll do its utmost to overcome these di.ffioultie.5 a,nd to make full 
use of its trained marupower. 

Agriculture 

166. We do not consider it likely that employment in agriculture wiJl 
mcrease. Indeed, as ~tell" .efficiency is ,achieved iiin agniculture the 
numbers employed may well decrease. Northern Ireland suffers in its agri
culture from two rnruim. diisabillties : the remotJeness of the bulk of its 
production from rits ma,in market in Great Britain ; and its large njllmber 
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of ..smaJJ non-viabile farms. The trend is towards greater mecharusation, 
the creation of larger, viable rums by amalgamation and the beitter use 
of grassland to produce larger numbers of fatstock. Competition in agricul
ture is :bound to increase in the next few years, and it seems advisable to 
concentrate on the improvement of efficiency rather than on the expansion 
of employment. We do not, however, expect any further decline in the 
numbers of paid workers employed in agriculture and forestry together. 

Forestry 
167 . .A!bout 1,750 moo a.ire employed either directly o.r mdiirectly i,n 

forestry at present. The policy of the Goverill:I11ent of Northern Ireland is 
to maillltaiin the exiistimig pilantiim.g irate iof about 5,000 acres a ye.arr iln State 
forests Ml.d thereby to increase employment to about 7,500 by the end of 
a 30-yeair peawod. About £6¼ million :has ,boon tinvested iirrl fcmestiry so far 
and the aJlJJlual net expenditure is now about £800,000. This rate will rise 
slightly ovea- the next decade, after which tit will begin to decrease. By 
1985 the servi~e should be fully ,self-supporting and thereafter a surplus 
of income over expenditure is likely to emerge. The Government of 
Northern Ireland does not propose any increase in the programme of 
plantii,ng, ma.iiirLey beoause of the uncerLa.i.nty•of beiing ,able to buy a sufficient 
area of land of poor agriculrtural value. Th~ amount of employment crea:ted 
,in forestry iill1 re:lra,trion to eXJpenditur,e does not lead ,us to recommend 
any increase in ,the planting programme, even if this were practicable. 

Processing of Agricultural Products 

168. There .J;Uay be some scope for increased proces&im.g of a~icultural 
products. It is desirable that as many stages as possible of the processktg 
of agricultw,ail products should be oomplered in Northern Ireland, bot:h 
in order to increase the value of products sold in Great Britain and elsewhere 
and in order to create the maximum employment in Northern Ireland. Much 
has a1Lready been dooe in thus respect fur a~culturail products sudh as 
pigs, eggs, fruit, potart:oes and milk. Northern Ireland could gain from 
the a,p:pairent opportunity fior developing seilli.ng oulllets i,n Great Bnitaii.n 
for premium _grades of pig products (bacon, sausages, etc.). More could 
perhaps ,be done in mi.Lk :processing if, 1LI1stead of expo:rtiing condensed mi:lk 
and chocolate crumb for •the manufacture of confectionery in England, 
more of th~ finirul product could be ma.de in Northem 1reland, thouglh th~ 
transport costs borne by the exporters would be greater. Cheese-making 
might be expanded, particularly of special types and branded packs, but 
milk sold for cheese-making is relatively unprofitable. Nevertheless, about 
one-tenth of the totrul mrl,lk .pr1oducti,ocn of Northem Ireland (i.e., 11 mhlJJion 
gallons) is already used for cheese, a far higher proportion than in Great 
Bnitain. 

169. There is an increaising demand in Great Britain for "oonvenience 
foods " mainly pre-1packed ian.d 1I1eady to serve. Northern 1reilood food 
processoPS will certa.iruly wish to secure their share of this madcet and we 
understand thait some firms ar:e already interested amd have started to 
market pre-packed foods in ia small way. We think it is important that 
the maximum effort sh!Ofuld be devoted to research into new forms of pre
paramion, packaging, preservruliion. and marketing. Some help has already 
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beoo ~i,verr1. by the Government of Northren Ireilamd towairds apple and fruit 
caruting and towards the grading and packaging of both seed and ware 
potatoes. We a.ire of opiruon tJhat Government assistance shol.lJld wherever 
possible be given to encourage producers and processors in this direction 
because of the employment which may subsequently emerge. 

170. The most importam.t potential deveil0ipment, however, would be in 
connexion with the marketing of fat cattle. At present 130,000 head of 
cattile are shipped on tJhc hooof eaoh yeiar ; thei.r totatl value ,is £7 mi1LLion. 
If all of these could be sfa.ughrtered and chilled in Northern Ireland the 
value might rise by £2½ million and a thousand jobs in Northern Ireland 
might be provided. Further, Northern Ireland would retain the hides and 
othielr by-products as potentJiaJ rruw matell1ia1s for other 1ndustnielS (taumeries, 
tripe dressing, gut cleaning, fat and tallow melting, animal food processing 
.and fortiiliiser maufaictlllI'.e). The Government of Northern Lre1am.d has g;iven 
every encouragement to private indust'ry to establish undertakings and 
some ar.e a1ready illl operation on a mode.st soaile. Lairge ones req,rure 
considerable capirtaJ, techruical and research facilities, muoh marketing 
exp•~riemce amd close contacts iJI1 Great Britaim, am.ct ,u,ntil reoontly efforts 
to establish one or more have been unsuccessful. We understand, however, 
that two ,lairger meat umderta.Icings a.ire now consiidariing settrung up majm 
processing units. Both tJhese projects should, in due course, make a sub
sta.ntiail impact oo the marr-keting of meat and the pmcessi.ng of by-products 
in Nontlhem Ireland and should provide welcome employment. 

Tourism 
171. Tourism is estimated to be wonth a,bout £11 million a yea,r in local 

trade f.rO!ID vli.&itJoms oomwng to Northern Ireland. About 300,000 hoJii.day 
visirt:ors a year come from Great Britajn out of a total of 450,000 people 
viS!iting Northern Irelam.d for a:H pur,pose.s. Tthe.re has be:e.n a ste!ady 
upward trend in this traffic since the war: this is not surprising in view 
of the ,r:aipid ~owth of tolllrisrn generailly. Employment statistics do not, 
however, show a corresponding upward trend in the regular insured 
J.a.bom rorce in the hoteJ am.ct catering industry, w.hrich -is ~timated to han 
remained at around 10,000 in the last decade. The industry is probably 
makimg mo.re eoonomical use of labour to-day than it was in 1950. In 
addition there is probably a considerable labour force (e.g., self-employed) 
engaged diirectly or irndirr"ectly in the tOiunist industry, which is not covetred 
by these statistics. The amount of seasonal variation cannot be accuraitely 
assessed but it is lcm!oWiD that dur,ing the peak pemiiod in July the reguilarr 
labour force is substantially augmented by the use of family workers and 
the engagement of tern.poracy workers, e.g., students and married women. 

172. Northern Ireland depends more on its natural surroundings and 
scenery than on highly-developed seaside resorts. Nevertheless there is scope 
for further development, particularly for touring visitors, if sea and air 
oomrnunii.oatioms can be improved. W1hillst such m-affic may not diirectly 
create substantial additional employment, it does benefit the economy by 
brial.giing aidditiiO!!lal ial.aome into it. Although the aidditiional employment 
would be seasonal, nevertheless the development of tourism may do some
thing to in.crease the prosperjty of the country di.str,icts wihioh have suffered 
from the reduced employment in agriculture and other rural activities. 
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173. A good deail obv.iously depe . .nds on publicity. Ttb..is is t!he respo.ns:
bility of a statutory body, the Northern Ireland Tourist Board, which 
ireooi-ves a direct .gramt (£101,000 in 1961-62) from the Government of 
Northern Ireland. This grant is generous by the standard of grants given 
for to.unist development in Great Britruin but is sma11 in compamison witih 
the Government fl.lJD.ds devoted to this purpose by the Irish Republic. Our 
gem.era.I impress,~on is that the toUI'ist "ii.mage " of Northern LreJamd is not 
so firmly implanted in the public mind as that of other tourist areas in 
the Bnitiish Isles. We therefore consider that the Government of NortJheirn 
Ireland might increase the grant to the Tourist Board in order to test the 
effects of a substam..t~al expansion in publicity. We have noted that th~ 
contnibutioo to toll[list ex,penditme mom the industry, including looal 
authoiI1ities, is comparatively small: £4,200 towards publicity and £5,500 
in ,registration fees whidh are paid dir,ect to the Exchequer. We appreciate 
the difficulty (which is not peculiar to Northern Ireland) of persuading an 
mdustry, composed of such divie.rse units, to make substam.tial contr~butions 
to a com.non fund. Nevertheless we recommend that the Governmenrt of 
Noo-thenn Lrelamd should make some part of amy 1ncrea1se 1n the Tourist 
Board's fw1ds condiiitional on an increased contribution from the industry. 

174. The sbamd.air.d oif h;oteJ accommodati,on must affect the development 
of tourist traffic. Tille Government of Nor.them Ireland has had the 
matter unde.r consideratioo and had been contemplating llhe intmoduction o! 
a scheme of assistance for which a sum of £200,000 would ha.ve been made 
available over a period of three years. This would have sufficed to provide 
graruts of 25 per cent. towards improvements. It would not have provided 
hei1p tow:airds the buuldiim.g o!f new hote-Js. We consider that in the interests 
both of industr:i:aJ dev:elopmenit (cf. paragraph 153) and of the tourist trade 
help could justifia1bly be gii.v.en towards the building of new hoteils. Since 
Iegislatiion was in prepairation we have already conveyed our views to 
the Government of Northern Ireland. We l.llilderstand that the pr:ovlis.iion 
has now been increased to a total of £500,000 over three years, and that 
the p~po.ses whlil include b:oth tlle improvement of ex.isting h:oteJs am.d the 
building of new ones. Grants will cover a quariter of the cost of con
struction, subject to a limit of £100,000 in 1ndivldual cases. 

175. We have a.ilso considered whether anything might be done to improve 
,the tmruning facilities fior ho.ted and carer,im.g staff. RaoirLities foc s.ome 
trairuing are already provided locally but there might be advantage in 
a:rramg;ing fior a limitied nurnbeir of staff to bi! sent to the main centres of 
training in Great Britain or on the Continent. This couJd probaibly best 
be encouraged by the J)if1ovision of tra•iJ11i.ng sohiolarships through the Northern 
Ireland Tourist Boarr-d and we recommend that additional funds should be 
g.r;amte.d to the Boaird for this pu11pose. 

176. Other ways in which we have been advised that Northern Ireland's 
attracti:ocri to tourists might be oohanoed are by the .improvement of local 
amenities in tourist centres and by the provision of more adequate facilities 
for the transport of cars across the ohannel. The Government of Northern 
Ireland already has power to make grants to local authorities to improve 
amenities but we undemstand that, as the sea.si1de and other tourist ce.ntires 
in Nor:thern Ireland are relativley small places, even a moderate amount 
of oopiital e,c,penditure would be a heavy burden on the rotes. If our 
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recommendatlion for increased publicity for the tourist industry is accepted. 
the Government wiJJ no doubt consider Wihether, in parti.ouJ3JI' ca.5e5, 

increased grants are justified to secure the improvement of local amenities. 
There is considerable OO[llpLaiint about the adequacy and the cost of tihe 
services fior the handling of cars by sea. We have not examined this 
question in detail since it falls within the terms of reference· of the House 
Committee. We have been surprised to find, however, that if, as is 
ailileged, the.re is a strong dema.nd for the tramsport of cars f,ru- ho1iday 
traffic, specia,1 air services have not been developed for this purpose. We 
recommend that the questions whethe.r suoh se:rvlces oouJd be eoonomioailily 
developed, and whether any special assistance would be necessary to 
enao11Tage tihcir :irrui~iati.on, is.hould be made tlle subject o,f fmther 
examimuliion. 

IX.-MOVEMENT OF LABOUR 

177. We have noted (cf. p:3JI'agraph 33) that tihe United Kingdom Govern
ment has never regarded the movement of workers to work elsewhere as 
the pr.imcipaJ solution of pmblerns of regional unemploymemt, and im the 
:three preceding sections of ow- report we have been concerned with 
measures wthich mi,ght create additional employment iirl Northern 1Teila,nd. 
We have said, nevertheless, that the encouragement of migraition, eibher to 
Great Bnitam or elsewhere, should be regairded a:s one o;f a composite 
mixture of measures to alleviate unemployment. It would be unrealistic to 
take any other view : Wiorkers have traditiionaJily tended to move fa,oan tihe 
less prosperous to the more prosperous parts of the United Kingdom, and 
there is no reaoo111 to swppose that this tendency wiiM or should cease. We 
have noted, moreover (cf. paragraph 71), that it seems unlikely that in 
the foreseeable future the opportunities of employment offering in Nortihern 
Ireland will be sufficient to absorb as high a proportion of the poteJ1itial 
laibol.111" force as in Great Hnitaiim. In pairtioula,r, there is Likely for a long 
time to be a substanrtial number of unskilled men wh:o will be unsuitable 
for employment in the new iirldustrr;ies in which most of the oppo.rtunit,ies 
of additional employment are likely to arise. In addition to the creation 
of suoh additi01110J opportumities in Northenn Lr.eland, therefore, we think 
it necessary tili.a,t further steps should be taken to find opportunities outside 
the region, and oo induce unerrnp1oyed workers to avail themselves of them. 

178. The net movement of insured workers to Great Britain is about 
5,000 a year, but the gross movement is probably in the region of 13,000. 
An average of 3,000 persons a year return after employment in Great Britain 
and register as unemployed in Northern Ireland. Of those who take work 
in Great Britain, some 1,500 are placed in jobs by the Ministry of Labour 
and National Insurance, Northern Ireland; the remainder move to and from 
Great Britain on their own account. 

179. The movement of workers from Northern Ireland might well have 
been greater. in view of the persistently higher rate of unemployment, but 
for the combined effect of a number of deterrent factors. In the first place 
the relatively high level of social services and unemployment benefit in 
Northern Ireland, as in Great Britain, alleviates the pressure which unemploy
ment exerts. The type of labour is not that which is in specially short 
supply in Great Britain. As we have noted, over 80 per cent. of the 25,000 
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men on the unemployed register in Northern Ireland are unskilled or semi
skilled ; but as there is a shor:tage of unskilled unemployed men only in 
particulat localities in Great Britain the scope for the movement of unskilled 
workers from Northern Ireland is limited, and the jobs available to them are 
often considered to be unattractive, either in pay or in conditions of work. 
The prospects for craftsmen are better, but even here the types most required 
by employers (e.g., skilled engineering workers, such as toolroom fitters, tool 
makers, etc.) are rarely found in .the unemployed register. There is always 
the hope, moreover, that by remaining at home an unemployed man will 
stand a better chance of getting a job in one of the new enterprises starting 
up in Northern Ireland. 

180. There are, in addition, social and economic reasons why workers 
are unwilling to move. Workers are no doubt deterred from moving to 
Great Britain by the feared difficulty of adjustment to life in a somewhat 
different environment. It is only natural, in any case, that most people should 
prefer to work in places where their own friends and relations live. Married 
men and women are generally reluctant to move for self-evident reasons. 
Accommodation is sometimes hard to obtain, expensive and uncongenial ; 
and for these reasons men frequently go on their own and return when they 
Jose their job in Great Britain, or can find another close to their homes in 
Northern Ireland. 

181. There is, in summary, a relationship (though one which it is hardly' 
possible to define precisely) between the rate of unemployment, the level of 
social services and the rate of migration. Thus, the net outward migration 
from Northern Ireland is about 9,000 (or 0·6 per cent. of the· population) a 
year ; that from the Irish Republic, whose population is about twice as large, 
but whose present social services are much more modest, is about 40,000 
(or 1 ·4 per cent.) a year; and ,that firom Scotland is about 25,000 (or 0·5 per 
cent.) a year. Scotland's population is four times as large as that of Northern 
Ireland so that this figure is relatively low, but the average rate of unemploy
ment has been only 3½ per cent. over the last five years, compared with 7·7 
per cent. in Nor.them Ireland. 

Present Arrangements 
182. Any vacancy arising in Great Britain which is notified to regions of 

the Ministry of Labour outside that in which it occurs, is notified also to 
Northern Ireland. Employers are encouraged to visit Northern Ireland when 
this appears to be justified, and ,the Northern Ireland authorities carry out 
preliminary selection on behalf of the employer. Most of the vacancies, 
however, are for skilled men, who are nearly as difficult to find in Northern 
Ireland as in Great Britain. 

183. The Ministry of Labour and National Insurance, Northern Ireland, 
provides workers who are taking up approved employment in Great Britain 
with free -travel warrants and travel allowances ; with lodgings allowances (to 
married men or those with similar responsibilities) of 35s. a week for up to 

· one year on conditions similar to the Temporary Transfer Scheme in Great 
Britain ; and with free fares home to take up employment, on termination 
of the lodging allowance or of employment (if the worker is not at fault) 
and for certain other reasons. Total expenditure for aU these purposes is 
rather less than £15,000 a year. 
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Possible Measures to Encourage Movement of Labour 
184. There are, as we have noted, a number of powerful deterrents to the 

movement of labour from Northern Ireland. There are, nevertheless, a num
ber of useful measures which might help. Our first suggestion is that, 
since unemployment is Northern Ireland's greatest economic problem, steps 
should be taken to find out as much as possible about the reasons why men 
and women are reluctant to move and why such a high proportion eventually 
return to Northern J,reland, Fuller information might make it easier to 
devise means of overcoming at least some of the difficulties. We understand 
that an enquiry into labour mobility in Great Britain is already being 
planned by the Social Survey of the Central Office of Information in collab
oration with the Ministry of Labour and other interested United Kingdom 
Departments. We think that it would be useful if this enquiry could be 
extended to cover Northern Ireland, in order to throw further light on the 
questions mentioned above. 

185. We see no ireason to suggest improvements in the arrangements for 
notifying vacancies and for encouraging firms in Great Britain to look to 
Northern Ireland for labour. There appears to be no lack of information in 
either quarter, and it appears to be diffused sufficiently quickly. Wt! think 
that it would be unreasonable to expect regions to notify vacancies which 
they expect to be filled locally. This, unfortunately, applies to all but the 
less attractive vacancies for unskilled men. 

186. We have considered whether the Government Training Centres in 
Northern Ireland might provide the men with basic skills to fit them better 
for employment in Great Britain. This is a complex question which is not 
readily capable of solution, and we suggest that the Government of Northern 
Ireland should give further consideration to it. 

187. Some limited increase in movement might be achieved by giving 
more financial assistance and possibly by helping migrants to find accom
modation. More help for families to move would also be useful, particularly 
as family ties have been represented to us as one of the main reasons why a 
high proportion of emigrant workers return to Northern Ireland each year. 
These are matters which should be considered in detail by the Government 
of Northern Ireland in conjunction with the appropriate authorities in Great 
Britain. 

X.-THE ORGANISATION OF ADVICE AND PLANNING 
188. We have considered a number of proposals as to the ways in which 

the provision of advice and help to the economy of Northern Ireland might 
be improved ; the most important have been for a Development Corporation, 
for an Economic Planning Council and for an Industrial Development 
Advisory Service. We have already expressed our views (cf. paragraphs 129-
134) on matters with which the third of these organisations might be con
cerned. It has been suggested that the Development Corporation should 
be given power (including financial means) to initiate new public enterprises 
which might develop the resources of Northern Ireland and provide additional 
employment; that it should initiate pilot manufaoturing and trading enter
prises ; and that it should both mobilise local savings for investment in the 
economy and make these available to firrns, if appropriate in the form of risk 
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capital. It would replace both the New Industries Branch of the Ministry 
of Commerce and the Northern Ireland Development Council. The Economic 
Planning Council would include representatives of the Government, of various 
public bodies, of industry and of .the trade unions ; it would draw up a 
programme of economic development. It would have authority to plan 
several years ahead, though parliame_ntary approval of the expenditure, would 
have to be obtained annually. 

The Control of Planning and Development 
189. The notion of planming, as a means of helping to cure economic 

ills, 1s not peculiar to any one poditicau outlook, thou~ it oan cover very 
different functions. The Economic Planning Council described above would 
cleanly take over in lairge measure the generaJ directLOal. of the eoon.omy 
of Northern Ireland and would exercise a closer control of the economy 
~"1 that at present ex,eiraised by the Government of Norllhetrn Lreilian.d : 
the Devel10rpment Corporation would intervene at a number of specific 
points in t!he eoon.omy iJl competitioo wlith prwaite enterpnise, besides 
deveiloping facilities which are held to be lacking in the region. Apart 
fiOOtIIl llhiis tihe.re aire the mare modest functions whioh mi,~t be exe;rcised 
by a purely advisory body, f.rom which the Government might seek advice 
on current eco,nomic pr:oblems and, so far as this was appliiopr,i!ate and 
useful, on the developmeOJt of the economy of the region as a whole. 

190. We do not think it ewther constitutto,nally ruppropniate or pracliicai!Jy 
necessary to set up an. autonomous body of either kind. Government 
Deipartments rure in close touclJ. wlith locaJ affairs; there is no need in so 
small a region for duplication by an elaborate and possibly expensive form 
of org.anisatiion. 

191. There aire several other points to be borne in mind when forming 
a view as to t!he possil:illi ti.es of a,ny of these kinds of planrniing. T,he first 
is that, as we have observed, the economy of Northern Ireland il5 part of 
tlmt of the UIILited K,-ililgdom. The scope of economic pla1nning m. the first 
sense i1s tiherefore very limited, sin_ce the powers of the Government of 
Natrtheirn Lreland aire themselves limited. It has no power ovelf tariffs ; its 
powers of t,ax,ation are very lim.ired ; there is no cel1!tral bank and no 
possi;b,iJ:ity of pUJrsuing a sepanate monetary pooicy. Some modiificati.uons 
in credit policy may be possible, but tihe ma.in decisions affecting the 
eaooomy of Northenn Lreland must be made ~n London. Nor, as we haive 
seen, is the region independent finanoially, in vuew of the direct and 
mdtirect s,UJbwmtwns w.hlch it receives f,rorn the United Kiingdo,rn Gove.nn
ment. 11he Local interests of Nmthern Ireland mlllst obviously be sub
ordinated to the wider nia.tionail iintenest when decisio,ns aire taken affectiing 
the economy of the United Kingdom as a whole. W,e recogn~se. however, 
the importance of secur.i.ng that the legitimate iJlterests of Nocthern. 1rela.nd 
are fully known and borne in mind: this may be importaJ11t, especia!lly 
since the deois.i!OIJlS on natitonaJ eaon.omic planning ma1' we,IJ be less appro
priate to conditions in Northern Ireland than to those in the rest of the 
United KWlgdiorn, if only beoause resources w.ill probably b,e less fully 
employed. We ass,u,me that, in theise circllffilSLan.ces, whemever there is the 
opportuJllity of exempting Nort:hern Ireland firorn tJhe Uruited Kingdom 
measures-e.g., speciaJ deposits or cuts in public investment----1.hese con
sider.ati,oru; will be taken fllllly into account. 
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192. We have referred at various places in our report to the possible 
desi.Ta;biil!ity of Gove.mm.e.nt .iinitiat!1ve in t!he development of new 1lorms of 
economic activity. We have indicated, however, that the appropriate role 
of the Goveimmen.t of Northern 1Tdand would appear to be to stLmuJate 
and encourage private enterprise to do what needs to be done, rather than 
to undertake commitments itse:Jif. We have a.\rea;dy observed 1Jhiat we do 
not think it necessary to propose ways and meains of improv1ng the financial 
f.aciilitlies of Northern lrclaind. No formail orga.n.iisallion, such as a Develop
ment Corporation, would appear to be necessary: if the Government of 
Northern Lreland shOIU!ld find it necessacy to sponoor some specific traililTlg 
enterprise it could no doubt acquire the necessary powers by means of 
legislation. 

Economic Advice 
193. It remarins to consider the prov.ii.sii:001 of economic adVlice, rund the 

relartionsmp of whart: miight be developed in llhis field to the present and 
potootiaJ activ,ities of the Norlloorm lr:etlM1.d Development Oorurrlcil. 

194. Until recently Dio central organisation existed to carry out economic 
reseairoh o,r to offer economic adv:ice, though stati,snical stud,ies were oamed 
out by the various Nortlhern Ireland Departments, in liaison with the 
Centiral Statistical Office. T1rus situall1on ha5 now been changed by tlhe 
creation of the Office of the Economic Adviser to l!he Government of 
Nortiheum Ireland, and the appoiintme.nt as Economic Adv.iseir of Sur Douglas 
Harkness, K.B.E., forme:rily PennaneI11t Secretiary to the Ministry of Fioonce 
and one of the members o;f our WOII'Jdng P,aaty. Tihe office wiill make 
regular a:ppreciaitio.ns of t!he economic situation of Northern Ireland and 
the effects of the po~ioies of the Governments, espeoia.Lly on employmemt, 
amd will advise the Prime Minister of Northern Ireland on these ma,tJters 
and on specific prorpooall.s v.ihwah may be before t:he Oo.vernment of Noothern 
Ireland. It will have regard to the problems of partioula.r industries in 
the reg;ion and the effect on them, amd on the Nortihern Lri&h OOOJ11omy 
generally, of entry by the United Kingdom and the Irish Republ;ic into the 
E uoo:p,eiain Ec.on10\tlliic Community. 

195. We regard the provision of general economic advice as important 
for a nlliillber of reasons. T1he economic situation of NOII'therm Lrelamd 
is a good deal less complex than thaJt. of the United Kingdom as a whole ; 
on the other hand the Gov:ernmoot of Noo11hemn Lreland is faced with the 
problem of persiistently high unemployment and has to take active measures 
to cmmteir it. T1hese effiorts ca.n hairdly achieve the max.imurn effect wtithout 
adequa,te advice as to the situation in which they are ta.ken a.nd which 
they are designed to .irm,pro.ve. Seoond.ly, sinoe NortJhem Lreland is relatiVeiJy 
isolated a special effort is p.eeded to keep in touch with economic develop
ments elsew.heme (amd viie.ws on llhem), in so fair as they may affect the 
economy of the region. fo spite of its geographical separateness the 
eoonomy of tlhe regii.on can be deeipJ.y affected by such developrnemts. We 
think tha.t it will be particula.rly desirable for the Office of the Economic 
Adviser to maintain close contact with ,the economic statistical and 
administrative o:rgams of the Unirted Kingdom Government and to develop 
a UJI1:ified supply of eooaromic an.d statrl.s.ticaJ infurmation. 

196. We have considered whether or not the Government, and the 
Economic Adviser ia1 particular, should have the help of an Eaoo1.0mic 
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Council of persons drawn from outside Government service and especially 
from both siides of iiildustry. The functions of suoh a body w:ouJd neres
sarily be lim~ted. There is no scope as we have seen, for separate con
sideration of the major factors which may affect the economy of the region. 
On the other hand such a body might serve a useful purpose in keeping 
unde[' review the impact on Northern Irelaind of the economic poJ,icies 
pursued by the United Kingdom Government, and their effects on particular 
industries in Northern Ireland and on the economy of the region as a 
whole. It is for consideration, however, whether any such formal body 
as a Oounci~ is needed for this pw,pose, or w:hellhe.r llhe necessar,y adv1oe 
cannot be obtained by informal consultation with individuals and 
orgarui.sa tioos. 

The Northern Ireland Development Council 
197. TJ-ie Northern Ireland Development Council wa:s set up under 

the Ohruiirrnan.ship of Viscount Chandos 1n May 1955. Its t:enms of reforence 
are "to promote new industries and to reduce unemploymenrt: in Northern 
Ireland", and within these very wide terms it has concentrated on two 
functions related to the aittraotion of new industry. The first has been the 
personal oanv;ass of i,ndustriaJists who might be persuaded to esta:bLish plants 
in Northern Ireland ; the second hru-. been the supervision of publicity 
designed to make k.n.ow.n tfue advantages of Northern Lrelaind to industry in 
Great Brirt:ain. The publicity and public relations work done by the Counce 
has contributed to a fair w.ider appreoiatian among Br~tish ilil.dustmaliists 
of ·the opportunities for development in Northern. Ireland and has gone 
a loog way to oVlell'ooime prejudice. The Counohl also did VMuaible pi.oneeJ." 
work in the United Srt:a;tes, where it maintained a representative to attract 
Ame.nicain industry UIIl.til th-it; function was transferred to the MiilJistry of 
Commerce as a result of its participation in the British Industrial Develop
ment Office. Tihe ~unctilons of the Council necessitate knowledge a111d 
experience of industry in generaJ rather than of the affairs of NoJTthern 
Ireland in pairt:ioular. For the latter the Council cam. turn to tJhe Ministry 
of Commerce, which remains responsible for the detailed work and negotia
tions arising from any contacts which the Council may establish. The 
Council has, therefore, its own distinct and valuable functions ; having 
boon oomstituted pr.im.3JI'ily to establish c001tact w~th expancLiing industry 
outside Northern Ireland it is not especially qualified for the invesitiga:tion 
of the gooetiaJ economic problems of Northern Irela!Ild. T1heire shouJd be 
no danger of its work overlapping that of any economic advisory body 
which might be set up. · 

XL-CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

198. We need not recapitulate the conclusions emerging from our analysis 
of the economic problems of Northern Ireland (cf. paragraphs 34-37), nor 
the questions which we identified as relevant to decisions on the individual 
proposals· which we have examined (paragraph 80). The problem is to 
develop new and viaible industries in Northern Ireland in order to absorb 
the labour which can be expected to become redundant in parts of the 
economy, to provide the extra jobs which will be needed in view of the 
increase in the working population, and to reduce significantly the existing 
level of unemployment. The number of industries prepared to extend tl1eir 
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operations to Northern Ireland is limited, though the pace quickened in 
1960 and 1961. Policies must continue and develop to encourage and help 
this process as much as possible. New employment opportunities, however, 
must be seen against the problem presented by some of the old staple 
industries, in which employment has been falling. Here the task is either 
to stabilise the level of employment in existing lines of prnduction or to 
create alternative employment through diversification. A great deal of the 
available aid is already given to maintain employment rather than to create 
new jobs, and this will have to continue at any rate until the situation has 
considerably improved. 

199. We have been able to reach agreement on many individual recom
mendations which are set out below, though on many of these, in turn, the 
recommendation is necessarily in general terms. We agree, for example, that 
it would be desirable to increase the programme for the ,tJraining of labour 
and generally to do all that is possible to ensure that the greatest potential 
asset of Northern Ireland, the labour force, is as well-fitted as it can be made 
for the industrial structure which is already developing. We agree also that 
as much as possible should be done to encourage firms to avail themselves 
as fully as possible of the results of research and of the most modern tech
niques of management. We consider that more might be done to encourage 
the improvement of tourist facilities. We think that an increase in the 
housing programme would be justified on social grounds and might offer 
useful opportunities of employment at relatively little extra cost. 

200. We have been unable to reach agreement, however, on the main 
proposal put forward by the Gover:nment of Northern Ireland-that for an 
employment subsidy. Our differences arise partly from the relative import
ance which we attach to short-term, as opposed to long-term, considerations, 
and partly from the degree of optimism or pessimism which we feel about 
th;;: long-term prospects themselves. · 

201. Some of us feel that a general subsidy to wages, besides being 
expensive in relation to the results which it might achieve, would have 
undesirable long-term effects which would outweigh any immediate benefits. 
The danger would be two-fold. By maintaining employment (especially 
of scarce skilled labour) in existing industries which cannot be expected 
to expand it would, on this view, prevent the labour becoming available for 
new growth industries and thereby inhibit the healthy process of change and 
development. Secondly, it would be difficult to discontinue the subsidy, 
once introduced, while the difficulties of the old staple industries might well 
lead to pressure to increase it. 

202. Those who hold this view point to the facts that the policy of 
attracting new industries has created a large number of jobs, and that if it 
were not for recent reductions in employment in the older industries, especially 
shipbuilding, the employment position would have improved already. 
Northern Ireland is unfortunate in that so much of her employment has 
been in agriculture, shipbuilding and textiles, all industries where employ
ment has also fallen off in Great Britain. At the same time there is a some
what high number of ageing, unskilled workers who, as has been explained 
elsewhere, present a special problem. It is not that present policies are 
unsuccessful, much less that they are wrong, but that the magnitude of the 
task has been unexpectedly large. 
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203. These members of the Working Party think that, in order to achieve 
the lasting improvement called for in our terms of reference, the main 
emphasis must be on a continuation of the present forms of aid to new and 
expanding industry, and for re-equipment and conversion. This would avoid 
the risk of harming .the desirable long-term development of the economy, 
though it might mean waiting longer for a decline in unemployment. Unless 
a decision by the United Kingdom to join the Common Market should have 
adverse effects on agriculture, no further decline in paid agricultural employ
ment is expected. There are some grounds for hope, they feel, that employ
ment in shipbuilding will be stabilised. The present inducements to new 
firms and for the expansion and conversion of existing ones should continue 
to prove effective, and the problem of unemployment should be much 
alleviated through the establishment of industries which are likely to grow. 
These inducements should, inter alia, give grounds for hope that employment 
in the textile group as a whole can be maintained, even though some further 
decline is to be expected in the linen industry. The positive measures to 
which we have referred above (paragraph 199) would all be useful, !hough 
not spectacular, additions to present policy. Increased help might be given 
through greater emphasis on relating aid to increases in employment (cf. 
paragraph 205 below). 

204. Others of us feel that the problem of unemployment is at present so 
acute and causes such distress and social strains, that a fairly drastic step, 
such as the proposed wage subsidy, is necessary in the immediate future. 
While recognising that there is a danger of distorting the industrial pattern. 
they think that suitable safeguards could be devised and, in particular, tha': 
if potential new industries appeared at a rate fast enough to threaten ll 

shor.tage of labour, the wage subsidy could be tapered off. They also feel less 
optimism about the long-term prospects, and consider that the continuance of 
heavy unemployment in Northern Ireland, despite all the measures taken in 
recent years, creates a strong presumption that such disadvantages as 
Northern Ireland suffers as an industrial area make it necessary to provide 
general help to industry, over and above the present measures, at least for 
some years to come. That is, they do not share the view (expressed in 
paragraph 203) that the employment position in existing industries is tending 
to stability, so that new industries will not only provide sufficient Jobs 
to keep pace with the increase in the working population, but wili in due 
course reduce the present level of unemployment. 

205. As regards the suggestion of an employment subsidy related to 
additional employment, which we have discussed, the Working Party is 
impressed by the administrative and practical difficulties which would arise 
and we do not recommend such a scheme. We feel, however, that there is 
substance in the view on which it was based, namely, that as between two 
schemes costing the same amount, and with similar prospects of continuing 
success, it would be better in the circumstances for Northern Ireland to 
choose the one which offered more employment or, in other words, which 
required the larger proportion of labour to capital in the input for a given 
output. The Northern Ireland representatives have explained tha,t, in exer
cising its powers to encourage industrial development, their Government has 
varied the amount of assistance to take account of employment and any 
other factors which would affect the value of particular projects to the 
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Northern Irish economy. As they have pointed out, the number of new 
firms likely to be successful which have come forward up to the present has 
not been so large that the Ministry of Commerce could afford to exercise 
much discrimination in choosing between them. We think, however, that 
as opportunities permit the Ministry of Commerce should endeavour to 
strengthen the emphasis of its incentives in favour of firms likely to employ 
more labour per unit of capital. It already has the powers under existing 
legislation to give a grant towards the cost of additional labour for a limited 
period and these powers might lbe more widely used. The Ministry of
Commerce is already aware of this point which, as we have said, is likely to 
be of particular importance in the next few years. 

206. The discussion in the preceding paragraphs indicate that we have 
reached no agreed conclusion on the proposal for an employment subsidy. 
We consider, however (cf. paragraph 205), that as opportunity offers the 
Ministry of Commerce might be authorised to make wider use of its powers 
to relate aid -to direct increases in employment. The remainder of our con
clusions and recommendations on individual proposals which have been made 
to us and on individual problems which we have discussed may be 
summarised as follows. 

207. We do not recommend any increase in the maximum amount of capital 
~ronts to individual firms for re-equipment or conversion. Assistance to new 
firms or major extensions is not subject to any fixed limits ; it should not be 
on such a scale as to destroy the initiative and responsibility of the enterprise. 
Loans might be used more extensively ,to give further help to new industries or 
extensions where there is genuine difficulty in raising capital (paragraphs 79, 
83, 84). 

208. We see a number of objections to the proposal for tax concessions on 
capital grants: in particular, they would reduce the net cost of investment to 
less -than a ,tenth of the gross cost (paragraphs 88-89). 

209. We do not recommend any general expansion of the programme of 
public works (paragraph 90). There is, however, a case on social grounds 
for an increase in the housing programme (paragraph 92). The difficulties 
which hamper this require further study. Every effort should be made to secure 
a balanced labour force of adequate size (paragraphs 93-95). 

210. We have not considered exhaustively the question of sea transport, 
since the report of the House Committee on -the adequacy of services and the 
reasonableness of charges is not yet available. Our preliminary consideration 
of the matter has not enabled us to formulate an agreed view (paragraphs 
98-101). 

211. The subsidy to the industrial users of coal and energy derived from it 
entails certain economic disadvantages and some members of -the Working 
Party recommend that it should be abolished. They consider, further, that 
although there is force in the argument that the tax on fuel oil has particular 
disadvantages for Northern Ireland, there would be serious objections to 
any system of grants in refund of tax. These objections would not apply 
with ,the same force to the inclusion of oil within the scope of the existing 
subsidy scheme, nor would they be entirely removed. The Northern Ireland 
representatives consider, however, that it is important to avoid any increase 
in industrial costs, and that, in the absence of any more general scheme of 
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assistance, the coal subsidy should be retained and extended to cover all 
industrial fuels (paragraphs 102-106). 

212. The importance of industrial de-rating in Northern Ireland will 
increase as rerating proceeds in Great Britain. It is particularly beneficial to 
industries with extensive fixed assets (e.g., shipbuilding), though its effect on 
employment is indirect. It has considerable psychological value, especially 
in the attraction of new enterprises (paragraph 107). 

213. We have not .reached agreement on the proposal that tax-free grants 
should be made in repayment of tax incurred by new firms over an initial 
period. Some of us consider the psychological attraction of a discretionary 
scheme of this kind .to be such as to outweigh any objections on grounds 
of fiscal policy, the difficulties of administration or the risks of abuse. The 
remainder of the Working Party finds these objections decisive (paragraphs 
124-127). 

214. The initiative for developing local productivity committees with a 
view to improving productivity and stimulating the use of industrial advisory 
services must arise from the desire of both sides of industry to participate 
(paragraph 131). A small scheme of grants towards expenditure by finns on 
the services of recognised industrial consultants should be considered (para7 
graph 133). A greater effort might usefully be made to publicise the services, 
including consultants' services available to industry (paragraph 134). 

215. No special measures are needed to develop new financial facilities 
for industrial development (paragraph 136). There is no force in the argument 
that an unduly high proportion of small savings is drawn out of Northern 
Ireland to finance the expenditure of the United Kingdom Government (para
graph 135). 

216. A vigorous policy to train the right kind of labour force must be 
one of the most important parts of any policy to develop the economy of the 
region. The system of linking Government training courses to prospective 
employment, often in co-operation with particular firms, should not be 
changed, although ,the range of training should be kept under review (para
graph I 39). The possibility of training suitable employed or unemployed 
craftsmen to toolroom standard in Government Training Centres should be 
explored (paragraph 140). It might also be possible, with financial assistance 
from the Government, to persuade firms with adequate toolroom training 
facilities to move good-type fitters in their employment from production to 
toolroom training (paragraph 145). If these two projects mature they will 
be strong candidates for financial assistance. Vigorous representations 
should be made to those trade unions which are reluctant to agree to 
adequate schemes for the training of adult unskilled workers to semi-skilled 
status and for the admission of additional apprentices into the crafts they 
control (paragraph 146). It is doubtful if a training scheme in domestic 
work for women would be justified (paragraph 141). 

217. The possibilities of developing an expanded air freight service, if 
necessary with financial assistance from the Government, should be 
thoroughly investigated (paragraph 151). 

218. There are complaints about .the inadequacy of air travel facilities 
for executives. Some of these appear to relate to occasional difficulties at 
times of peak demand, though there are general complaints of over-booking 
and of aircraft leaving with spare seats after bookings have been refused. 
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These latter difficulties arise from multiple booking ; we understand that 
B.E.A. is taking steps both to discourage this practice and to increase 
capacity on the London-Belfast route. Hotel facilities in Belfast do not 
compare unfavourably with those in cities of comparable size, although it 
might be necessary to improve them if it is desired to project a favourable 
"image" of Northern Ireland in the minds of those who may have to take 
decisions whether to establish firms there or not (paragraph 153). 

219. An enquiry into the design, production and marketing of linen, and 
into the possibility of reorganising the linen section of the textile industry · 
and of expanding the development in the use of man-made fibres, would be 
unlikely to reveal any new factor (paragraph 155). There is a good case for 
a continuation of Government financial support for co-operative publicity by 
the linen industry (paragraph 156). 

220. The firm of Harland and Wolff does not at present suffer any disad
vantages peculiar to Northern Ireland, and we do not comment on its 
general difficulties, since the problems facing the shipbuilding industry as a 
whole fall outside our terms of reference. Further help, by revival of the 
pre-War Loans Guarantees legislation but limited to Northern Ireland, would 
not be justified (paragraphs 157-158). The construction of a large new dry 
dock at Belfast entirely at Government expense would not be justifiable 
although, since Harland and Wolff is the only shipbuilding firm on the 
Lagan, it might be justifiable for the Government to contribute a larger 
share of the cost than elsewhere (paragraph 160). 

221. The future prospects of Short Brothers and Harland must give cause 
for concern, since the aircraft industry as a whole seems likely to contract. 
Our forward estimates of employment in Northern Ireland assume a limited 
but not a critical fall in employment in the firm (paragraph 164). We attach 
considera.!1i_e importance to the firm's efforts to diversify its production in the 
hope of blr-setting the decline in work on aircraft (paragraph 165). 

222. It would be advisable to concentrate on the improvement of efficiency 
in agriculture rather than on the expansion of employment (paragraph 166). 
We do not recommend any increase in the forestry programme (paragraph 
167). It is desirable that as many stages as possible of the processing of 
agricultural products should be completed in Northern Ireland, and the maxi
mum effort should be devoted to research into the grading, preparation, 
packaging, preservation and marketing of convenience foods (paragraphs 169-
170). We understand that developments in the processing and marketing of 
fat cattle are under consideration (paragraph 170). 

223. There is scope for further development of facilities for tourism 
(paragraph 172). The Government grant to the Northern Ireland Tourist 
Board should be increased in order to test the effects of a substantial increase 
in publicity. Some part of the increase should be conditional on a further 
contribution from the industry (paragraph 173). Government help is being 
made available for the improvement of existing hotels and for the building 
~f ~ew hotels (paragraph 174). Th~re might be advantages in arranging for 
hm1ted numbers of hotel and catering staff to be sent to the main centres 
of training in Great Britain or on the Continent (paragraph 175). Considera
tion should be given to increasing the scale of grants towa:rds the improve
ment of local amenities in tourist centres. The provision of special air ferries 
for cars should \be further explored (paragraph 176). · 
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224. The encouragement of migration should be regarded as one of a 
composite mixture of measures to alleviate unemployment, and further 
steps should be taken to find employment opportunilties outside Northern 
Ireland and to induce unemployed workers •to avail themselves of them 
(paragraph 177). There are obviously powerful deterrents to the movement 
of laboll.1" firom Northern Ireland, but we think that an enqlllicy aimed at 
obtaining fuller information about the reasons why men and women arr-e 
reluctant to move and why such a high proporti:on of those who move 
return to Northern Ireland would be useful in helping to devise means 
of overcoming at least some of the difficulties (para~ph 184). The 
arrangements for notifying vacancies and encouraging firms in Great 
Britain to look to Northern LreJ.,a,nd for labo,ur are adequate (pall'agiraph 
185). Further conJSideration should be given to using Government Training 
Centres in Nortlhern Ireland to provide men Wlith basic skills to fit them 
better for employment in Greait Britain (paragraph 186). More financial 
assistance, ina1uding help lior famhlies who w.i.s.h to move, and aiid i.n finding 
accommodation should be considered (paragraph 187). 

225. Neither a Development Corporation nor an Economic Planning 
Council wouJd be constitutionally approp.niate or practiica:Lly neoessairy 
(parr-agraph 190). We assume that the special problems of Nor1Jhern Ireland 
will be taken into account W1henever there is an opportunity of exempt:iin~ 
the region from particular United Kingdom econ:ornic measures which migr.t 
berur heavily 0t11 it (p~agaa,ph 191). The pr.ov,ision of general eco11011iic 
advice to the Go,vemnment of Northern 1reland js iimportant, amd tih•~ 
EcOJ1omlc Adv.iseir should maintain alose contact w:itih the econom:.c, 
statisllica1l and adminiiistiratJi.ve orgams of the United IGngdom Government 
(paira~raiph 195). The estaib11shment of an eoonomic a.dviioocy body of 
persons drawn from outside the GoverJ1!Il1ent service should be consider.ed 
(pruragraph 196). 

226. The Northern Ireland Development Council haos its own distJ.nct 
and valuable functioos in the field of pubLicity, and there is no damge,r 
of its work ovenlapping thait of any economic advisory body which might 
be set up (.pruragraph 197). 

May 1962. 
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APPENDIX ,I 

EARNINGS AND WAGE RATES OF ADULT MALE iEMPLOYEES IN 
NORTlffiRN IRELAND A!ND IN TIIE R:ESf OF THE UNITED 
KINGDOM. 

Earnings 

I. The statistics of average actual earnings of manuail workers in va,rious 
industries published every six moniths by the Ministry of LaJbour relate to the 
Uruited Kingdom as a whole !including Northern Ireland. No attempt has been 
made to arrange !the collection of this inforrnaition in such a wa,y !that comparable 
figures of average earnings could •be obtained 1for any pa.rit of the United 
K:ingdom. The estaJblishments in ;the sample covered by the enquiry may not 
fuHy represent ,the position tin Northern Ireland. ~he failure on the part of one 
la.age Northern Ireland employer .to complete a return in ,respect of a paritricuJar 
enquiry may have a marked effect on the Northern Ireland earnings figure for 
the industry or tindu.stry group concerned. Any estimates made are therefore 
SU)bject to a farge margin of enror. Moreover the figures of average earnings 
relate not ,to ,particular occupaitions but ,to all manual workers, including both 
skihled and unskilled. 

2. Allowing for these reservations, however, iit appears that average earnings 
in manufacturing jndustry ,generaHy are ilower iin Northern Ireland than in Great 
Bnilaiin, hy more than 20 per cent. in a ;few cases hut ma!inly by between 10 and 
20 per cenlt. 

Wage Rates 

3. I;t is not possible ,to quote wage :rates corresponding to ~e e.airnings figures 
for the various ,industrial groups. Average ea:rning.5 are calculaJted from returns 
completed by employers which show the ,total number of manual workers at 
work, the tot3Jl amount of wages rpaid itO those workers and rthe total number 
of hours actually worked by them. The returns are analysed according to the 
Standard Industrial Classification, and each ,is allocated to ,the minimum list 
heading appropriate to the major aclli.Vlity of itlle firm. On the other hand, 
information is =t availaible aibout 11:he actual ,wage rates paid at factory level, 
but only aibout ithe mintimum or standard rates of pay •laid down in voluntary 
collective a~eements or Statutory Orders. These do not follorw a un:iform 
pattern~ome specify only the minimum for ,the 1owe.st ,rated workers, while 
o;thers -lay down the minimum rates for unskilled, semi-slcilled and skilled occupa
tions-and rtheir scope very rarely co·incides with an ",industry " as defined in 
the Standard Industrial Classification. 

4. Generally speaking, there is Jiittle difference between miniimurn wage rates, 
whether fixed by voluntary agreement or fby statutory order, in Northern Lreland 
and in Great Britain (excluding London and some other areas to which abnormaJ.ly 
high rates apply). In a very fow !industries the Northern Jrelarrd rates are slightly 
higher and in a rather larger number they are lower. The majority of rates are 
identical in both countries and many are negotiated for ,the United Kingdom 
as a whole. 

5. In engineering there is one agreement covering the rwhole of the United 
Kingdom hut specifying different rates •by districts. Some current rates ar-e as 
follows: 

District Fitters Labourers Differential 
s. d. s. d. s. d. 

Birmingham 195 2 164 10 30 4 
Coventry 196 6¾ 168 It 28 5¼ 
London 199 9t 167 1 It 31 10 
Belfast 198 8 164 10 33 10 

It must, of course, be borne in mind that these are minimum weekly time rates 
which may -bear •little resemblance to the II'3Jtes actually paid, especially where 
laibour iis difficult to obtain. 
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6. The current rates in the building industry are: 
Craftsmen 

Great !Britain-Liverpool 5s. Std. an hour. 
Other areas 5s. 7d. an hour. 

Nonthern Ireland 5s. 5td.-5s. 8d. an hour according to area. 
Labourers 

Gre.a.t Britain-Liverpool 5s. ld. an hour. 
Other areas 4s. 11 td, an hour. 

Northern Ireland 4s. 2td.--4s. 6½-d. an hour. 

TABLE I 
Average Weekly Earnings of Adult Male Manual Workers in Northern Ireland 

and Great Britain at October, 1961 

Col. 2 
Northern Ireland Great Britain expressed as 

Industry Group (Estimated (Estimated a percentage 
Figures) Figures) of Col. 3 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

s. d. s. d. per cent. 
Food, drink and tobacco ... ... 247 I 291 4 84·8 
Chemicals and allied industries ... 270 5 313 3 86·3 
Metal manufacture ... ... ... 237 5 329 2 72·1 
Engineering, electrical goods, ship-

building and marine engineering 264 II 320 5 82·7 
Vehicles ... ... ... ... 287 6 354 5 81·1 
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 253 0 313 3 80·8 
Textiles ... ... ... ... 217 II 283 I 77·0 
Leather, leather goods and fur 220 9 275 7 80·1 ' ... 
Clothing and footwear ... ... 226 3 272 11 82·9 
Bricks, pottery, glass, cement, etc .... 251 8 313 3 80·3 
Timber, furniture, etc. ... ... 230 II 299 3 77·2 
Paper, printing and publishing ... 274 5 358 I 76·6 
Other manufacturing industries ... 254 8 310 0 82·2 

All manufacturing industries .. . j 249 6 319 I 78-2 

TABLE II 
Average H 011rly Earnings of Adult Male Manual Workers in Northern Ireland 

and Great Britain at October, 1961 

Ind;1stry Group 

(I) 

Food, drink and tobacco ... .. . 
Chemicals and allied industries ... 
Metal manufacture .. . .. . .. . 
Engineering, electrical goods, ship-

building and marine engineering 
Vehicles ... ... ... ... 
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 
Textiles ... ... ... .. . 
Leather, leather goods and fur .. . 
Clothing and footwear .. . .. . 
Bricks, pottery, glass, cement, etc .. .. 
Timber, furniture, etc. . . . .. . 
Paper, printing and publishing .. . 
Other manufacturing industries .. . 

All manufacturing industries ... I 

Northern Ireland 
(Estimated 

Figures) 
(2) 

d. 
62·7 
71 ·5 
65·9 

71 ·8 
79·5 
66·9 
58·0 
60·2 
62·0 
60·9 
62·3 
78·8 
63·3 

66·5 

65 

Great Britain 
(Estimated 

Figures) 
(3) 

d. 
72·1 
80·3 
85·9 

81 ·5 
94·7 
79·5 
72·7 
70·8 
74·9 
76·2 
76·9 
92·0 
78·2 

81 ·8 

Col. 2 
expressed as 
a percellfage 

of Col. 3 
(4) 

per cent. 
87·0 
89·0 
76·7 

88·1 
83·9 
84·2 
79·8 
85·0 
82·8 
79·9 
81·0 
85·7 
80·9 

81·3 



APPENDIX II 
INSURED EMPLOYEES IN EMPLOYMENT IN NORTHERN IRELAND 

AND GREAT BRITAIN 1950--61 

TABLE ,I 
Insured Employees in Employment in Northern Ireland (1950-61)(1) 

(Numbers in ,thousands: Mid-year figures) 

Net Net 
1950 (') 1959 (2) Change 1959 (') 1961 (3) Change 

1950-59 1959-61 

Agriculture, forestry 
and fishing ... 21 ·4 13·5 - 7·9 14·0 13 · l - 0·9 

Mining and quarrying 4·0 3·3 - 0·7 3·3 3·4 + 0·l 
Construction ... 30·9 37·7 + 6·8 38· 1 38·6 + 0·5 
Shipbuilding and 

marine engineering 24·2 23·9 - 0·3 23·9 20·2 - 3·7 
Textiles ... ... 72·8 54·1 -18·7 58·6 56·3 - 2·3 
Other Manufactures 104· 1 116·4 +12·3 96·6 100·9 + 4·3 
Transport, com-

munications, etc. 30·5 27·3 - 3·2 27·5 29·3 + 1·8 
Distributive trades ... 47·7 50·5 + 2·8 58· 1 59·9 + 1 ·8 
Public administration 32·6 33·2 + 0·6 32·2 34·3 + 2·1 
Professional services 27·0 41 ·2 +14·2 41 ·2 43·9 + 2·7 
Other services ... 43·0 38·7 - 4·3 46·3 49·6 + 3·3 

... I I I + 1·6 
I 

Total 438·2 439·8 
I 

439·8 449·5 + 9·7 

Source: Northern Ireland Digest of Statistics. 
( 1) The figures in this table have been calculattd by subtracting from the number of insured 

employees (end May) the total number of registered wiemployed (wholly unemployed and 
tem:porarily stopped) for the month of June. 

( 2) 1948 Standard Industrial Classification. 
(') 1958 Standard Industrial Classification. 

TABLE II 
lnmred Employees in Employment in Great Britain (1950-61) 

(Numbers ,in ,thousands: May each year) 

Net 
1950 1959 (1) Change 1959 (2) 1961 

1950-59 

Agriculture, forestry 
and fishing ... 799·8 641 · 1 - 158·7 641 ·1 590· I 

Mining and quarrying 852·6 827·4 - 25·2 830·3 733·4 
Construciion ... 1,294·4 1,364·7 + 70·3 1,378·8 1,475 ·9 
Shipbuilding and 

marine engineering 280·7 268·2 - 12·5 266·4 243·0 
T£·xtiles ... ... 1,007·8 840· 1 - 167·7 839·7 835·3 
Other manufactures 7,029·6 7,819 ·5 + 789·9 7,197·6 7,711 ·8 
Transport, com-

munications, etc. 1,730·0 1,628·2 - 101 ·8 1,625·2 1,637 ·4 
Distributive trades ... 2,081 ·7 2,507·7 + 426·0 2,694·3 2,798 · 3 
Public administration 1,363 · l 1,305·0 - 58 · 1 1,240·6 1,261 ·8 
Professional services 1,421 ·6 1,823 ·7 + 402· I 1,916·8 2,051 ·7 
Of.her services ... 2,440·9 2,462·0 + 21 · 1 2,856· 8 2,911 ·0 

Net 
Change 
1959-61 

- 51 ·0 
- 96·9 
+ 97·1 

- 23·4 
- 4·4 
+ 514·2 

+ 12·2 
+ 104·0 
+ 21 ·2 
+ 134·9 
+ 54·2 

Total ... I 20,302-2 I 21,487·6 \ +1,185·4 21,487·6 I 22,249·7 \ + 762·1 
I 

Source: Ministry of Labour. 
( 1) 1948 Standard Industrial Classification. 
( 2) 1958 Standard Industrial Classification. 
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TABLE Ill 

Insured Employees in Employment in.Ma1111fact11ring Industry, 1961(1) 

(Mid-year figures) 

1. Grain milling . . . . . . . .. 
2. Bread and flour confectionery and 

biscuits ... ... ... . .. 
3. Bacon curing, meat and fish products 
4. Milk products . . . . . . . .. 
5. Tobacco ... ... ... . .. 
6. Other food, drink and tobacco .. . 
7. Chemicals and allied industries .. . 
8. Metal manufacture . . . . . . . .. 
9. Electrical goods . .. ... . .. 

10. Textile machinery and accessories ... 
1 1. Other engineering goods . . . . .. 
12. Shipbuilding and ship repairing ... 
13. Marine engineering... ... . .. 
14. Aircraft manufacturing and repair-

ing... ... ... ... . .. 
15. Other vehicles ... ... . .. 
16. Metal goods not elsewhere specified 
17. Carpets ... ... ... . .. 
18. Other textiles ... ... . .. 
19. Leather, leather goods and fur ... 
20. Clothing and footwear . . . . .. 
21. Bricks, pottery, glass, cement, etc .... 
22. Timber, furniture, etc. .. . . .. 
23. Paper, printing and publishing .. . 
24. Other manufacturing industries .. . 

Total, all manufacturing industries 

Great Britain Northern Ireland 

Per cent. 
of total of 

Number Mam,- Number 

41,300 

196,500 
71,000 
41,700 
39,500 

413,300 
529,500 
629,500 
800,100 
55,500 

1,264,300 
175,400 
67,500 

297,100 
592,200 
557,800 
35,500 

798,200 
62,600 

568,700 
343,400 
286,900 
612,600 
304,500 

8,784,600 I 

facturing 
Industries 

0·47 

2·24 
0·81 
0·48 
0·45 
4·70 
6·02 
7·17 
9·11 
0·63 

14·39 
2·00 
0·77 

3·38 
6·74 
6·35 
0·40 
9·09 
0·71 
6·47 
3·91 
3·27 
6·97 
3·47 

100·00 

3,059 

7,195 
3,182 
2,287 
7,350 
4,229 
1,770 

461 
6,261 
5,552 
9,075 

13,100 
7,152 

6,273 
932 

1,579 
1,181 

55,123 
633 

25,436 
3,954 
4,232 
6,022 
1,470 

177,5081 

Sources: Ministry of Labour. 

Per cent. 
of total of 

Manu
facturing 
Industries 

1·72 

4·05 
1·79 
1·29 
4·14 
2·38 
1·00 
0·26 
3·53 
3·15 
5·11 
7·38 
4·03 

3·53 
0·53 
0·89 
0·67 

31·05 
0·36 

14·33 
2·23 
2·38 
3·39 
0·83 

100·00 

Northern Ireland Ministry of Labour. 
( 1) The figures in this Table and in Appendix Ill, Table II, are compiled on the same basis 

as those in Table I of this Appendix (see Note (I) to Table I). Consequently the Great 
Britain figures in this Table differ from those published in the Ministry of Labour Gazette, 
which include the temporarily stopped. 

APPENDIX III 

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES IN GREAT BRITAIN AND NOR.TIIERN 
IRELAND SINCE 1950 IN AGRICULTURE, SHIPBUILD.lNG AND 
TEXT,ILES. 

The attached trubles show: 
(I) ·Emplo,yment ~n agriculture, forestry and fishing in Great Britain and 

Northern tlreland tocrether wiLh total civil employment. The figure covers 
employers and scl.f-:mployed, including farmers' families, but excludes 
wholly unemployed persons. 

(2) Insured employees in emp)oyment .in textiles _and shipbuilding, together 
witih the total number of ansured employees m employment. 
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The numbers employed Jn agriculture have declined shaJrply and continuously 
in bo~h countnies, 1but rartiher more dn Northern ·Ireland, rwhere ,they fell by 
27·7 per cent. between 1950 and 1961. The corresponding Great Britain figure 
was 18·3 per cent. 

From 1950 ,to 1961, employmerut in shipbuilding and marine engineering fell 
by slightly more in Northern freland (16·4 per cent.) itban iin Great Bnitain 
(13·5 :per cent.). However, since June, 1961, tlhere have been furither large 
redundancies Jn it:he •Belfast shipyards which are not shown in 11:he.se figures. 

The change dn rhe Standard IndustriaJ Olassification makes direct comparison 
between 1950 and 1961 difficult Jn rthe case of ,textiles. However, indirect com
parisons show tha.t employment in this industry declined sharply in both regions 
during -this ,perJod-aby 18·1 per cent. in Great Britatin anid 28.7 per cent. in 
No[1>uhern Ireland . 

.Between 1950 and 1961, :the groWilih in the total number of insured employees 
in employment was appreoialbly smadler Jn Northern frela.nd (2·7 per cent.) than 
in Grea,t Britain (9.4 per cent.), while the nwnbers m civil employment actually 
fell 1by l ·3 rper cent. However, iin Nor'lthern Ireland the number of insured 
employees ,in employment ·rose considerably •between June, 1959 and June, 1961. 
Til.is was mamly due to an exceptional ryear iin 1960 ,when there rwas a considerable 
increase in rthe insured ,popula.tion and more !insured employees were in emplory
ment than ever •before. The subsequent -lack o.f employment opportunities has 
checked rthe rise Jin ~be insured population. 

Th~ folfowing .tahle shows it:he chanw in the comparative importance of these 
industries in the two regions: 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

Great Britain Northern lreland 

Percentage of all cil'il employment 
1950 5·3 I 18·5 
1961 4·0 13·5 

Percentage of all insured employees 
in employment 

Shipbuilding and marine engineering ... 1950 1·4 5·5 

Textiles ... 

1961 l·l 4·5 

1950 
1961 

TABLE I 

5·0 
3·8 

16·6 
12·5 

Numbers Employed in Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing, and Total Numbers in 
Civil Employment, in Great Britain and Northern Ireland (1950-61) 

(end-June figures) Thousands 

Agriculture, etc. Civil Employment 

Great Britain Northern [reland Great Britain I Northern Ireland 

1950 ... . .. 1,161 IOI 21,993 546 
1951 ... . .. 1,139 95 22,214 547 
1952 ... . .. l,ll2 92 22,ll9 528 
1953 ... ... 1,087 91 22,238 533 
1954 ... ... 1,074 90 22,604 544 
1955 ... . .. 1,066 88 22,933 544 
1956 ... ... 1,032 88 23,149 548 
1957 ... . .. 1,025 85 23,245 544 
1958 ... . .. 1,009 81 23,080 527 
1959 ... . .. 999 79 23,197 534 
1960 ... . .. 983 79 23,628 545 
1961 ... ... 948 73 23,925 539 

1950-61 ... - 213 

I 
- 28 + 1,932 

I 
- 7 

Percentage 
change - 18·3 - 27·7 + 8·8 - 1 ·3 
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TABLE II 
Numbers of Insured Employees in Employment in Shipbuilding and Ship

repairing (including Marine Engineering) and in Textiles, and of all Insured 
Employees in Employment in Great Britain and Northern Ireland (/950-61)(1) 

(Mid-year figures) 

1950 ... 
1951 ... 
1952 ... 
1953 ... 
1954 ... 
1955 ... 
1956 ... 
1957 ... 
1958 ... 
1959~2~ ... 
1959 3 ... 
1960 ... 
1961 ... 

Year 

1912(1) ... 
1924 ... ... 
1930 ... ... 
1935 ... ... 
1937 ... ... 
1949 ... ... 
1950 ... ... 
1951 ... ... 
1952 ... ... 
1953 ... ... 
1954 ... ... 
1955 ... ... 
1956 ... ... 
1957 ... ... 
1958 ... ... 
1959 ... ... 
1960 ... ... 
1961 ... ... 

Shipbuilding Total insured 

ship-repairing and Textiles employees in 

marine engineering employment 
(Thousands) 

Great I Northern Great I Northern Great 
Britain Ireland Britain Ireland Britain 

... 280,700 24,229 1,007,800 72,807 20,308 

... 274,100 23,691 1,028,400 75,725 20,514 

... 281,500 23,568 796,800 57,194 20,360 

... 284,700 23,231 960,900 67,419 20,582 

... 285,600 24,217 986,700 69,178 20,950 

... 287,600 23,426 938,200 65,813 21,249 

... 295,100 23,303 921,700 65,646 21,477 

... 291,500 22,502 929,600 64,283 21,585 

... 280,600 21,842 846,900 50,686 21,391 

... 265,800 23,859 827,400 54,100 21,457 

... 

I 

264,700 23,859 835,100 58,628 21,457 
... 253,000 25,470 840,000 60,599 21,915 
... 242,900 20,252 833,800 56,304 22,224 

See Note to Appendix II, Table Ill, on page 55. 
( 1~ See Note (I) to Table III of Appendix II. 
( 2 Figures based on 1948 Standard Industrial Classification. 
( 3 Figures based on 1958 Standard Industrial Classification. 

. .. 

. .. 

... 

. .. 

. .. 

. .. 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

. .. 

... 

... 

. .. 

... 

APPENDIX IV 
TI-IE LINEN JNDUSTRY 

TABLE I 
Yardage of Cloth Woven 

Cotton and Rayon 
Linen and cotton/rayon (spun or 

Union continuous mixture filament) 

Million Million Million 
sq. yds. sq. yds. sq. yds. 
226·4 (2) -
167·4 2·5 -
118·4 2·3 -
146·0 3·8 -
161·5 5·2 -
87·9 21 ·0 50·3 
92·7 17·7 63·7 
99·2 17·5 68·9 
73·9 14·8 32·5 
96·6 13· 1 41 ·1 
8S·9 18·3 43·5 
87·5 18·3 38·7 
91 ·1 14·9 44·4 
87·5 15·0 38·4 
69·5 16·4 34·8 
74·4 16·2 29·8 
72·2 24·1 33·3 
59·8 I 26·6 35·3 

Other 
Materials 

Million 
sq. yds. 

-
-
-
-
O· I 
2·0 
l ·6 
I ·8 
1 ·4 
1 · 8 
3·2 
5·0 
7·3 
9·4 
8·3 
9·2 
9·8 

I 
9·9 

I Northern 
Ireland 

438 
442 
416 
430 
440 
441 
445 
444 
426 
440 
440 
452 
450 

Total 

Million 
sq. yds. 
226·4 
169·9 
120·7 
149·8 
166·8 
161 ·2 
175·7 
187·4 
122·6 
152·6 
153·8 
149·5 
157·7 
150·3 
129·0 
129·6 
139·4 
131 ·6 

( 1) The census of production for 1912 covered the whole or Ireland but an adjustment 
has been made to exclude production in what is now the Irish Republic. 

( 2) Assumed to be negligible. 
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Year 

1949 ... 
1950 ... 
1951 ... 
1952 ... 
1953 ... 
1954 ... 
1955 ... 
1956 ... 
1957 ... 
1958 ... 
1959 ... 
1960 ... 

TABLE II 
Employment, Output and Capital Expenditure 

(Firms employing 25 or more persons) 

I ... 
Number of Average Net Output Gross Net number Establish- Outpu~ Output of persons per person 

ments employed employed 

£'000 £'000 £ 
275 70,201 21,267 58,321 365 
296 81,037 25,156 61,214 411 
292 100,369 27,589 61,826 446 
286 75,084 18,373 52,596 349 
290 74,193 20,581 54,226 380 
298 77,147 21,446 56,414 380 
297 75,089 20,535 52,908 388 
290 73,553 20,745 52,362 396 
281 73,998 21,601 49,942 433 
260 62,686 19,022 43,106 441 
247 66,446 20,761 42,346 490 
250 71,024 21,928 42,112 521 

70 

Capital 
Expendi-
lure on 

buildings, 
plant and 
vehicles 

£'000 
2,061 
2,525 
2,250 
2,165 
1,909 
1,904 
1,684 
1,833 
1,294 
1,626 
1,579 
1,737 



-..l -

Unit 

APPENDIX V 

POPULA11ION AND E'MPLOYtMENT, 1950-60 

June each year atem 2 annual figures) 

I 1951 I 1952 I 1953 I 1954 I 1955 I 1956 I 1957 I 1958 I 1959 I 1960 I 1961 

1. Total population ... I OOO's \ 1,373 / 1,375 j 1,384 11,387 I 
2. Estimated net outward migra- \ I I I I 1· 

tion ... ... ... 
1 

OOO's 6·5 11·1 4·8 I 10·8 9·6 

I,l94 j 1,391 ~11,402 / 1,,os I '·•20 I '·•" 
6·1 I 11-9 I ~ 10·9 I 4·2 8·5 

3. Civil employment 
(a) Agriculture 
(b) All other ... 
(c) Total 

----------

OOO's I 95 I 92 I 91 OOO's 452 436 442 
, OOO's 547 528 j 533 

4. Insured employees ... I OOO's I 466 I 466 I 467 

5. (a) Insured employees in 
employment ... ... I OOO's 1442 

(b) Index Northern_ l_reland } 1950=lOO { IOI 
(c) Index Great Bntam ... 101 

6. Unemployment: 
Northern Ireland 
Great Britain 

7. Unemployed 
vacancies: 

to 

(a) Northern Ireland 
(b) Great Britain 

unfilled 

Per cent. of 
insured 

employees 

Ratio 
Ratio 

5·1 
0-9 

0·40 

416 
95 

101 

l0·6 
2-0 

1 ·44 

430 
98 

101 

7·9 
1-3 

l ·01 

90 
454 
544 

1-470 

441 
IOI 
103 

6·3 
1 ·0 

0-63 

88 
456 
544 

1473 

441 
IOI 
104 

6·8 
1 ·O 

32 
0·46 

88 
460 
548 

85 
459 
544 

1473 1476 

445 
l02 
105 

5·9 
l ·O 

26 
o-55 I 

444 
101 
106 

6·8 
1 ·2 

29 
0-86 

81 
446 
527 

1470 

426 
97 

105 

9·3 
2-0 

57 
2·01 

Sources: Northern Ireland Digest of Statistics: United Kingdom Monthly Digest of Statistics. 

79 
455 
534 

1476 

440 
100 
105 

7·6 
l ·9 

46 
l ·68 

79 
466 
545 

482 

452 
103 
107 

6·2 
1 ·4 

31 
0·84 

73 
466 
539 

483 

450 
103 
107 

6·9 
1·2 

50 
0·69 



APPENDIX VI 

FlNANOIAL RELAT!IONS iBETWEBN 1lHE GOVERNMENTS 
!.-Transactions between Exchequers, Funds, etc. of United Kingdom and 

Northern Ireland (excluding Imperial Contribution) 

I 1955-56 I 1956--57 I 1957-58 I 1958-59 11959-60 

Payme11ts to Northem Irela11d 
Social Services Agreement 4,674,558 4,424,829 4,668,281 4,996,052 6,441,071 
National Insurance Fund 2,618,417 4,910,000 4,436,000 5,860,000 6,767,000 
Agricultural Subsidies ... 13,773,000 21,429,000 30,100,000 21,000,000 21,900,000 
Agriculture Act, 1957, 

Section 32 ... . .. - - 850,000 840,000 1,200,000 

Land Annuities retained by 

388,3321 
the Northern Ireland 
Exchequer ... . .. 401,034 393,404 391,777 386,844 

Total ... . .. . .. 21,467,009131,l57,233140,446,058 33,084,384136,694,915 

II.-lmperial Contribution 
The ·lrnpez,fa!J C.Ontribut,ion .is Northern Jreland's contr.ibution to.wards the 

cost of those services whioh are for the genera,l ,benefit of the Un.i,ted Kingdom. 
The services towards whioh contribution ,is required a:re those listed in Schedule 6 
of the Act and are as follows: 

Nabional Debt Oha·rges. 
Naval, military and a.ir force expenditllife, including pensions and 

allowances. 
Civil List and i!Jhe Ro,yail !Family. 
United Kingdom Parliament. 
Naitional Debt Commissioners. 
Foreign, C.OmmonweaHh and Colonial Services. 
Trade :with any place outside ii.he United Kingdom. 
Royal Mint. 
£xpenditu·rl! in connection with any other Government Department as 

the Joint Exchequer Board may determine to 1be 1lrnpenial expenditure, 
after deducting any sums received otherwise rtban by way of taxation 
whioh ·the Joint iExchequer ,Board may determine to :be Imperial 
receipts. 

The Imperial C.Onilributiion paid in ,the last five yeairs has ,been as follows:' 

1959-60 
1958-59 
1957-58 
1956-57 
1955-56 

···' 

... : 

••• 1 

•••I 

•••I 

••• 1 

£ million 
7 
9 
9·5 

14 
16 

It is evident that these .payments are less than those which would have been 
required ~f Northern Ireland were asked ito co-nitribute to the Imperial Services on 
a population basis rather than on the basis of taxable capacity. This must 
undoubtedly 1be -true of other ~egions of the United Kingdom, 1but because 
Northern Ireland ~s treated as a separate entity :it is possible to quantify the 
difference. Thus ii.f ,the cost of it.he services detailed abo,ve was allocated by 
reference to 11:he population -of the two countries, it.he cost attributaible to Northern 
Ireland would have been as follows: 

1959-60 
1958-59 
1957-58 
1956-57 
1955-56 
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APPENDIX VII 

AN ESTIMATE OF EMPLOYMENT IN NORTHERN IRELAND IN 1965 

The figures given in this estimate are all subject to a wide margin of error. 
They assume the continuation of existing policies for the encouragement of 
economic development in Northern Ireland and of favourable economic con
ditions in the United Kingdom as a whole. The following notes indicate the 
other main assumptions which have been made. 
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Quarrying 

The decline in the number of insured employees in agriculture seems to be 
slowing down and it has been assumed that any further decrease will be balanced 
by increasing numbers in forestry. Fishing and quarrying are not likely to 
change appreciably. 
Textiles 

The estimate of 58,000 in 1965 assumes a further loss of 3,000 jobs in existing 
firms and an increase of 5,000 due to industries which have announced plans 
for starting or expanding production in Northern Ireland. 
Clothing 

It has been assumed that employment will remain about the same and that 
the 1,000 jobs which are expected in new projects will be offset by reductions in 
existing firms. 
Ma11ufacturi11g Industry 

The Ministry of Commerce estimates that 15,000 new jobs will be available 
by mid-1965 made up as follows: 

Textiles . . . 5,000 
Clothing 1,000 
Food, drink and tobacco 1,000 
Engineering 6,000 
Other manufacturing . . . 2,000 

1960 and 1961 were years of great success in the attraction of new industries 
(particularly light engineering firms) but it ~annot be assumed that the same 
rate of increase will be maintained. These estimates assume that any shortfall in 
the employment to be provided by known projects will be made good by 
additional projects coming forward between now and 1965. 
Co11Structio11 

The expanding programme of road works (investment in which is expected 
to total £11 ·5 million this year) has helped to create additional employment in 
this sector. The projected increase of 3,000 before 1965 also takes account of 
some construction workers (e.g., joiners) who ~ere still in the shipyard in June, 
1961, but who will have returned to construction work by now. 
Services 

There has been a remarkable increase in this group in recent years ; much of 
it is due to public sector investment in health and education. With rising living 
standards expansion of some services in the private sector will take place but a 
slowing down in the rate of increase bas been assumed. 
Insured Employees 

In estimating the future working population, it is generally assumed that the 
number of insured employees (employed and u'?efr!ployed) va11ies with the size 
of the population of working age (15-64): th1~ 1s not always true. Recent 
experience has shown that when employment 1s running at a high level in 
Northern Ireland, or when new opportuni~ies of employment are presented, 
married women, retired persons, returning_ef1?1grants and the self-employed inflate 
~he number of insured employees and this 1s al_so one of the reasons why new 
industries do not reduce the unemployr.nent register by as much as anticipated. 
!n contrast, w~en employment is falh_ng ~ome of these categories leave the 
insured population. Fluctuations of this kmd can be greater than the normal 
net increase in the people of working age but they are impossible to forecast 
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several vears ahead. In this estimate the insured population has been taken as 
495,000 ·in 1965 but this could well be up to 500,000. 

Unemployment 
This is the residual item in the estimate. 

Self-employed 
This estimate takes no account of self-employed. Very little movement takes 

place between the categories of self-employed and insured employees. Reduction 
in the number of self-employed in agriculture is usually accounted for by 
retirements. 

TABLE 

Mid- Year Employment Estimates in Northern Ireland 
thousands 

Industry Group 1950(1) 1955(1) 1960 1961 1965 

Agricult~re, forestry, fishing and I 
quarrying . . . . . . . . . 26 20 17 17 17 

Shipbuilding and marine 
engineering . . . . . . . . . 24 23 25 20 13 

Aircraft ... ... ... ... 5 8 7 6 5 
Textiles .. . . .. . . . . . . 77 70 61 56 58 
Clothing . . . . . . . . . 25 27 26 25 25 
Food, drink and tobacco ... 19 22 27 27 28 
Engineering ... ... ... 14 16 20 21 27 
Other manufacturing industries 22 22 21 22 24 

Total manufacturing industry I 186 188 187 177 180 

Construction ... . .. . .. 31 34 36 39 42 
Professional services ... . .. 27 33 43 44 48 
Distribution ... ... . .. 55 58 59 60 62 
Other services ... ... . .. 113 108 110 113 115 

Total services ... 226 233 248 256 267 

Total ... 438 441 452 450 464 

Unemployed 26 32 30 33 31-36 

Insured employees 464 473 482 483 495-500 

(1) Adjusted to the 1958 S.T.C. 

APPENDIX VIII 

ASSISTANCE TO AGRICULTURE IN NORTHERN IRELAND 

In order to complete the picture of the help from Government sources (either 
by the United Kingdom Government or the Government of Northern Ireland) 
given in Section IV of the report it is necessary to bear in mind also that assistance 
is given to Northern Ireland agriculture which forms a much larger proportion 
of the economy than is the case in Great Britain. The total amount of subsidies, 
paid on a basis comparable with that on which they are paid in Great Britain, 
was £24·4 million in 1959-60 and £112 million over the five years from 1955-60 
(the detailed figures are shown in Appendix VI). Owing to the different com
position of agricultural production in Northern Ireland, and the limited size of 
the remunerative market for liquid milk, these payments have amounted to a 
higher proportion of the agricultural output in Northern Ireland than in the 
United Kingdom as a whole. For instance, in 1960-61 the proportion was 32 per 
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cent. in Northern Ireland compared with 18 per cent. in the United Kingdom. 
A more detailed comparison is given in the following table: 

1958-59 ... ... 
1959-60 ... ... 
1960-61 ... ... 

Agricultural Subsidies as ratio of total output in 
Northern Ireland and in Great Britain 

Northern Ireland Great Britain 

Output(!) Subsidies(2) Subsidies as Output(1) Subs;die,('rub,;J;e, m 
per cent. per cent. 

£ million £ million of 011tp11t £ million £ million of 011tp11t 

93 · I 23·6 25·3 1,314· I 214·2 16·3 
87·7 24·8 28·2 1,347·4 228· 1 16·9 
90·6 28·1 31·0 1,355 ·5 230·9 17·0 

( 1) Total output less value of imported store animals (this figure excludes valuation changes). 
(2) Fanning grants, subsidies and payments under agricultural price guarantees. 

In addition a special subsidy is paid to Northern Ireland farmers. Between 
1949 and 1953 they enjoyed virtual equality with farmers in Great Britain in 
the prices which they received. In 1953 the United Kingdom changed the 
arrangements for subsidising agriculture, and under these new arrangements the 
price received by Northern Irish farmers was adversely affected by their remote
ness from their main markets. It was therefore agreed to pay a special additional 
subsidy in partial compensation for this disadvantage. The proceeds from this 
subsidy have been paid direct to Northern Irish farmers under special schemes 
to encourage greater efficiency on farms, rather than being based on the amount 
of produce supplied to the markets. 

The amount of the special subsidy payable during the five-year period begin
ning I st April, 1962, has been fixed at £1 ¼ million a year. During the previous 
five-year period (1957-62) the average amount payable was £1 million a year. 

APPENDIX IX 

EXISTING MEASURES TO ASSIST EMPLOYMENT 
De-rating of Industry 

I. In 1929 the Northern Ireland Government followed the example of the 
United Kingdom Government and adopted a 75 per cent. de-rating of industrial 
property. When in 1959 industrial de-rating in Great Britain was reduced from 
75 per cent. to 50 per cent., the Northern Ireland Government did not follow 
suit on the grounds that economic conditions in Northern Ireland were very 
different and that it would be inappropriate to throw an extra burden on local 
industry at a time of high unemployment. At the present time the net annual 
value of industrial property in Northern Irelan~ is about £2 million and an 
average rate of about 20s. in the £. Therefore mdustry (75 per cent. de-rated) 
is now paying about £½ million a year in rates ; if de-rating had been reduced to 
50 per cent. it would be paying about £1 million. In terms of cash therefore 
Northern Ireland industry is currently being saved about £½ million as compared 
with industry in England and Wales ; this cost falls entirely on the Exchequer 
and is not financed out of the rates paid by shops and private householders. 

2. In Great Britain de-rating of industry will disappear entirely with effect 
from 1st April, 1963. Since the next General Revaluation in Northern Ireland 
is not due to take effect until April, I 966, there will be a period of at least three 
years in which 75 per cent de-rating in Northern Ireland will operate alongside 
complete rerating in Great Britain. The Government of Northern Ireland has 
proposed that 75 per cent. industrial de-rating should be retained in Northern 
Ireland after the next General Revaluation, but it is not possible to forecast what 
the effect of this will be until decisions have been taken on other aspects of 
valuation policy, e.g., the treatment of commercial buildings and dwelling houses. 
Coal Subsidy 

3. A subsidy of £750,000 a year is distributed among industrial users of coal 
(or gas or electricity produced from coal) who use at least 50 tons of coal (or 
equivalent) per annum. 
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Capital Grants 
4. All industrial undertakings which qualify for capital allowances under the 

Income Tax Act in respect of industrial buildings are eligible for grants of 
33½ per cent. (increased from 25 per cent. in 1959) in respect of capital expendi
ture on (a) new or second-hand plant and machinery or (b) new buildings or 
improvements to existing buildings. Provided the firm qualifies as productive 
or processing industry and the expenditure is admitted by tho Inland Revenue 
the grant is normally paid without any requirement as to approval of schemes, 
location, employment, etc. There is a scheme for repayment (or reduction of 
subsequent grants) in respect of the receipts from assets disposed of in the same _ 
year as grant is paid or in the following year. 

Expenditure in the financial year 1961-62 was £4½ million. 

5. Grants to firms which commenced production after 1956 are limited in 
each year to £130,000 in respect of plant, etc., and £70,000 in respect of 
buildings. The object of this limitation is to enable the Government to take 
account of employment and any other factors involved in new projects requiring 
heavy capital expenditure, which can be dealt with individually under the New 
Industries Scheme. New firms and existing firms undertaking expansions which 
give additional employment may choose between their entitlement to assistance 
under this scheme and an offer under the New Industries Scheme. 

New Industries (Industries Development Acts) 
6. Some or all of the following are offered to new industries or expansions 

of existing industries involving additional employment. The precise make-up 
of the offer varies according to the needs of the firm and the Government's 
assessment of its desirability in relation to employment, location, prospects of 
growth, new techniques, etc. 

(a) Grants towards capital expenditure on plant or buildings, normally not 
exceeding 33½ per cent. may be offered (cf. paragraph 48). 

(b) Grants towards the cost of transferring plant already owned by the firm. 
(c) Grants towards the transfer and housing of key workers and executives. 
(d) Grants towards the payment of interest. 
(e) Loans for fixed investment or working capital. 
(f) The provision of factories. 

Provision of Factories 
7. In special cases the Government of Norithern Ireland has purchased existing 

premises (usually war-time factories erected by Departments of the United 
Kingdom Government) and renovated them. The great majority of Government
provided factories are, however, newly built by the Government of Northern 
Ireland and made available to firms: 

(a) On rental terms.-The standard rent is based on the current market value 
for a 21-year lease, but as a special concession rent may be based on 
the l 939 value for the first 10 years. Current rates for standard factories 
run from ls. 6d. to 2s. 3d. per square foot with a possible concession 
of about 50 per cent. This scheme applies to factories of standard type 
which in some cases are built in advance of requirements. 

(b) 011 repayment terms.-In these cases factories are built by the Ministry 
of Commerce, Northern Ireland, for purchase over a period of years 
(usually 25 years) by an annual payment calculated to cover capital 
cost and full current interest. If the case should merit a grant under 
the Industries Development Act an appropriate reduction is made in 
the capital and interest to be covered by the annual payments. This 
scheme is used when the firm so desires or when the factory is non
standard. 

Expenditure on factory building in the financial year 1961-62 was £4 million. 
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Basic Services for Industry 
8. Grants or loans may be given towards expenditure on the basic services 

required by industrial undertakings ; lthe assistance is usually given. direct to the 
local or public authority conC<:rned ~ather than to the firm. This power -~as 
been used mainly to give special assrntance to water and sewerage authonw_es 
incurring expenditure for industrial purposes,. but it has _also been used to ~ss1st 
a major housing development. The power 1s used mainly but not exclusively 
for new industry. 

The expenditure, which varies considerably from year to year, has amounted 
to £650,000 over the last five years. 

Other Aids to Industry 
9. In addition to the aids to industry described above a variety of other 

forms of aid are given: 
(a) Housing of Key Workers.-Ga-ants of £400 are given towards the cost of 

erecting houses required for workers certified as key workers for any 
industry. Expenditure amounts ,to a few thousand pounds a year. 

(b) Trai11i11g.-Training schemes are operated either ~n employers' premises 
or at Government Training Centres by the Ministry of Labour and 
National Insurance in connexion with new .industries and occasionally 
to deal with shortages in existing industry. Expenditure over the last 
five years lhas amounted Ito £400,000. 

(c) Transfer to Key Workers.-The same Ministry has recently introduced a 
scheme for giving financial assistance towards the •transfer of key workers 
from Great Brrtain to Northern Ireland in connexion with the estab
lishment Qf new industries. This will partly supersede similar grants · 
noted under 6 (c). 

(d) Gu~rantees.-The Ministry of Finance may guarantee Joans (up to a 
maximum _of £2,500,000 a year) for 1he purpose of facilitating the 
reconstruction or development of industries in Norithem Ireland. Loam 
totalling £105,000 have been guaranteed in the last five years. 

APPENDIX X 

TABLE I 
Occupational Analysis of Wholly Unemployed Persons Aged 18 and Over 

at 12th March, 1962-Northern Ireland(I) 

Belfast L.O. area only 
I 

All Northern Ireland 
Occupations 

(abbreviated descriptions) 
I women I I I Women I Men Total Men Total 

I. Builders, decorators, etc. 
General foreman ... . .. 
Carpenter, joiner ... . .. 297 297 594 594 
Dricklayer ... . .. . .. 14 14 161 161 
Handyman, etc. ... . .. 20 20 39 39 
Mason 4 4 34 I 34 ... . .. 
Slater, tiler, etc. ... . .. 40 40 49 49 
Plasterer ... ... . .. 30 30 152 152 
Painter, etc. ... . .. . .. 157 157 414 414 
Plumber ... . .. . .. 96 96 168 168 
Pavior, road surface layer, etc. 22 22 39 

I 

39 
Others ... ... . .. . .. 99 3 102 296 3 299 
Builder's labourer ... ... 251 251 730 730 
Helpers (miscellaneous) ... 231 231 325 ! 325 

Totals ... 1,261 

I 
3 

I 
1,264 13,001 

I 
3 

I 
3,004 

(658) (1,611) 

( 1) Totals of time-served craftsmen shown in parentheses. 
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Belfast L.O. area only All Northern Ireland 
Occupations 

(abbreviated descriptions) J ... _._, 

_____________ 
1 
__ M_en_+_W_o_m_e_n_:~ Men Women Total 

2. Shipbuilders, boilermakers 
Plater ... ... . .. 
Riveter ... . .. 
Holder-up ... . .. 
Iron caulker . . . . .. 
Driller, machinist ... 
Shipwright .. . . .. 
Others... ... ... 
Helpers (miscellaneous) 

Totals 

3. Engineers, etc. 
Patternmaker . . . . . . . .. 
Fowider and moulder ... 
Smith, etc. ... ... . .. 
Welder, burner, cutter ... 
Brass finisher, coppersmith, 

etc. ... ... . .. 
Sheet metal worker . . . . .. 
Electrician, wireman, etc. . .. 
Crane driver, etc. ... . .. 
Fitter-

Aircraft metal fitter, etc.(•) 
Maintenance (not electrical) 
Other (2) ••• ••• ... 

Electrical .. . .. . . .. 
Assembler (motor, etc.) .. . 

Turner, iron and steel .. . 
Machinist-

Tool-setter, etc. . .. 
Other ... . .. 

Others... ... . .. 
Helpers (miscellaneous) 

Totals 

4 Vehicle and aircraft body builders 

174 
102 
59 
79 
87 

140 
64 

347 

1,052 I 
(705) 

2 
19 
22 

188 

9 
102 
116 
54 

135 
11 

136 
9 

17 

41 
38 
49 

256 

1,204 
(861) 

49 

49 

174 
102 
59 
79 
87 

140 
64 

347 

, 1,052 f 

2 
19 
22 

188 

9 
102 
116 
54 

135 
11 

136 
9 

17 

41 
38 
98 

256 

1,253 

196 
104 
63 
86 
95 

161 
93 

364 

1,162 
(798) 

3 
28 
48 

232 

20 
111 
251 
159 

206 
24 

304 
16 
10 
22 

66 
229 
213 
302 

2,244 
{1,500) 

76 

76 

196 
104 
63 
86 
95 

161 
93 

364 

1,162 

3 
28 
48 

232 

20 
111 
251 
159 

206 
24 

304 
16 
IO 
22 

66 
229 
289 
302 

2,320 

Aircraft body builder, etc. ... 40 40 47 47 
Others . . . . .. . . . . . . 11 8 19 20 8 28 
Helpers ... ... ... I 1 

1----'-----1----1----1----1----

Totals ... 51 8 59 68 8 76 
(40) (47) 

5. Cabinet makers, upholsterers, etc. 
Cabinet maker ... . .. 30 30 61 61 
French polisher . . . . . . 23 23 43 1 44 
Upholsterer ... ... ... 35 21 56 49 25 74 
Others .. . . .. .. . . . . 9 9 20 20 

Helpers ... ... . .. i----:----:----'---1_, ____ ._l __ 1_ 

Totals ... ci~) , __ 2_1 -cl, __ 11_s_~, 26 ,.I __ 200_ 

( 1) Toolmakers and " precision " fitters, if wiemployed, are included here. 
( 2) Motor mechanics, if unemployed, are included here. 
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Occupations 
(abbreviated descriptions) 

Belfast L.O. area only All Northern Ireland 

Men I Women I Total Men I Women I Total 

6-.-S-,-u-,d-ry_w_o_rk_e_r_s_in-n-,e-ta-l----:----1~:----:----:----:----

Textile machinery, fittings, 
etc., maker... ... ... 9 1 10 9 1 10 

Others... ... ... ... 15 19 34 102 53 158 
Helpers ... ... ... 3 3 

!----

Totals ... 24 I 20 44 r 54 168 

7. Laimdry, domestic (/rote/ and 
prfrate), etc., workers ... ... 279 852 1,131 3 2,505 3,248 

8. Clerical workers, etc. .. . 

9. Transport, storage, etc., workers 
Horse driver, etc. . . . . .. 
Motor, tram, bus driver, etc. 
Seaman, etc. . . . .. . . .. 
Porter, messenger, etc. . .. 
Packer, storekeeper, etc. . .. 
Others... ... ... . .. 
Miscellaneous labourers ... 

Totals 

IO. Farm, forestry, garden, 
workers... . .. 

etc., 

11. Quarry, brick, tile and pottery 
workers, etc. 
Quarryman, etc. . .. 
Pottery worker ... 
Brick, etc., maker ... 
Others... ... . .. 
Miscellaneous labourers ... 

Totals 

12. Chemical workers, match 
makers, etc. (i11cludi11g helpers) 

13. Paper makers, printers, etc. 
Paper mill worker ... 
Compositor, printer, etc. 
Others... ... . .. 

Totals 

412 703 

3 
389 2 
110 I 

17 
90 284 
19 2 
41 10 

669 I 299 I 

35 

1 

s 
3 

10 

19 I 

8 

IO 

2 

2 I 

17 

1,115 895 1,453 2,348 

3 8 8 
39) J,233 3 1,236 / 
111 296 1 297 , 

17 35 1 36 
374 320 422 742 

21 57 I 3 60 
SI 89 15 104 

:----:----
968 I 2,038 I 445 2,483 

:----1----

45 

1 

s 
s 

10 

2,737 

18 
10 
19 
84 

101 

21 I 232 

25 18 

44 

14 

s 

19 

25 

2,781 

18 
24 
19 
89 

101 

251 

43 

2 2 1 2 3 
6 34 40 I 5 38 I 53 
2 63 65 5 92 97 

,_ _______ 1 ____ 1----:------

8 I 99 1_1_01_. __ 2_1 _I 132 1_1_s3_ 
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Occupations 
(abbreviated descriptions) 

14. Textile, hosiery and rope 
workers(•) 

Flax scutchers, etc. . .. 
Flax roughers, sorters, heck

lers, drawers, rovers, etc .... 
Spinners, twisters, etc. . .. 
Winders, warpers, pattem

cutters, harness mounters, 
etc. ... ... ... . .. 

Weavers, etc. . .. ... . .. 
Bleachers, printers, finishers, 

etc. ... ... ... . .. 
Rope, cord, twine, net makers 
Others... ... ... . .. 
Textile labourers .. . . .. 

Totals 

Belfast L.O. area only 

Men Women I Total 

6 
6 

6 
5 

13 
1 

28 
81 

I 

69 
253 

166 
43 

14 
75 

249 
72 

1 

75 
259 

172 
48 

27 
76 

277 
153 

All Northern Ireland 

Men I Women I Total 

25 

39 
31 

27 
99 

71 
3 

100 
177 

4 

163 
480 

450 
237 

42 
78 

626 
110 

29 

202 
511 

477 
336 

113 
81 

726 
287 

, __ 14_6_,_9_4_2_1 1,088 I 572 I 2,190 I 2,162 

15. Stitchers, clothing workers, etc. rl 26 271 ~I 297 l: __ 9_6_i:,-1_,2_7_9_:l_1_,3_7_5_ 

16. Food, drink, tobacco workers 
Food and confectionery 

worker ... ... ... 35 73 108 161 279 440 
Drink worker . . . . . . 4 4 4 4 
Tobacco worker . . . .. . 1 4 288 292 5 342 347 

F:::,::'• labo="··· : : ~i--3-7-:-t--4-::--t--2-:-:-:1--6-~-:-1--::-:-

17. Boot, etc., makers and repairers, I 
29 12 

I I 
10
~1 I 

18. ::;::~~,:,;" : ::: 1'--1-:-:-:---44-6_1 __ 6

4

-1:-~11.•'.: 1'-1.-:-::-
,----1-------

19. Sundry ... 

20. General labourers 

Grand totals 

176 550 82 I 258 I 335 I 215 
1----1----;---- ----t----

1 9,981 I 366 3,446 

9,172 
(2,352) 

76 

4,284 

3,522 

13,456 

10,347 
----1----

35,873 

1

25,258 I 10,615 
(4,109) 

1----1----:,---- ,----1----
Workers who are qualified for more than one occupation are entered in the return once 

only in respect of their usual or primary occupation. 
( 1) Except in the first two items workers on other fibres and fabrics are included as well as 

workers in flax and linen. 
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00 -
4-6 
2 

Spell(1) 

:r 5 years 
years ... 
years ... 
years ... 
years ... 
weeks to 
year 
39 weeks 
26 weeks 
3 weeks ... 
weeks ... 
weeks ... 
weeks ... 
to and 

1cluding2 
'eeks ... 

TABLI! II 
Analysis of Part of Northern Ireland Live Register-Wholly Unemployed Insured Persons I11cl11ding 

Non-Claimants and Casuals-According to Date 011 which Persons last came on Register 

At Monday 12th March, 1962 

MALES 
! FEMALES 

(2) 
Cum. Under! 

18 118-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 & Total Per Under 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-59 60& Total 
Over cent. 18 Over 
----- --------

- 3 26 55 85 145 - 314 - ii 3 8 15 15 42 
- 5 17 31 59 114 I 227 - 4 7 19 20 56 
- 8 40 77 105 161 3 394 - II 22 36 41 116 

I 53 99 127 193 266 4 743 - 16 16 46 89 43 I 211 
15 172 356 467 455 581 14 2,060 14 6 104 220 127 150 108 5 720 

24 153 306 372 361 443 12 1,671 13 165 230 113 133 54 3 711 
43 300 447 528 460 498 20 2,296 29 50 408 460 192 206 106 I 1,423 

235 1,079 1,241 1,252 1,104 962 28 5,901 50 158 929 769 278 316 131 3 2,584 
209 900 897 794 722 597 10 4,129 66 153 558 371 178 181 61 2 1,504 
117 383 356 293 264 214 6 1,633 122 367 250 102 88 35 964 
121 488 445 395 309 235 2 1,995 79 98 339 216 107 92 37 889 
169 528 540 407 351 258 10 2,263 88 143 395 245 118 120 36 1,057 

219 704 766 649 578 434 12 3,362 148 481 211 153 130 45 4 1,172 

... 
1
1.153 I 4,776 5,536 5,447 

--
4,9081122 

--
3,775 I 3,00611,451 11,4491 Totals 5,046 26,988 891 1,575 732 19 

(2) Totals (2) 

Cum. Cum. 
Per Per 

cent. ___ I cent. 

356 
283 
510 
954 

10 2,780 13 

2,382 
'29 3,719 29 
51 8,485 51 
64 5,633 65 

2,597 
81 2,884 80 
90 3,320 88 

4,534 

38,437 

(i) Last spell of registered unemployment. 2-4 weeks means more than 2 weeks but not more than 4 weeks, etc. Registration is not necessarily interrupted 
by short spells of employment lasting not more than 3 days each. Figures for " temporarily stopped " claimants (such stoppages do not last longer than 
6 weeks at the outside) are excluded from the above table. 

(2) The "cumulative percentage" columns show the numbers on the register, expressed as a percentage, who have been unemployed for more than one 
year, 26 weeks, 13 weeks, 8 weeks, 4 weeks and 2 weeks respectively. 

Sq11r_c_e: Ministry of Labour and Natio11al Ins11ra11ce, Northern Irela11d. 



TABLE III 

Occupational Analysis-Wholly Unemployed Adults 

at 11th December, 1961-Great Britain 

Occupation group 

Farmworkers, fishermen, etc. 
Miners and quarrymen ... 
Gas, coke and chemical makers 
Glass workers ... 
Pottery workers . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Furnace, forge, foundry, rolling mill workers 
Electrical and electronic workers ... 
Engineering and allied trades workers 
Woodworkers ... 
Leather workers 
Textile workers ... 
Clothing, etc., workers ... 
Food, drink and tobacco workers 
Paper and printing workers ... 
Building material workers . . . . .. 
Makers of products not elsewhere specified 
Construction workers . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Painters and Decorators ... 
Drivers, etc., of stationary engines, cranes, etc. 
Transport and communication workers 
Warehousemen, packers, etc. 
Clerical workers 
Shop assistants ... 
Service, sport and recreation workers 
Administrative, professional, technical workers 
(1)Labourers/otber workers 

Total 

Men 

5,159 
494 
178 
76 
82 

984 
1,950 

13,567 
2,309 

568 
799 
915 
640 
356 
105 
352 

3,682 
5,739 
1,879 

17,306 
2,794 

20,993 
4,097 

11,581 
13,650 

140,002 

250,257 

Women 

352 

214 
84 
96 
90 
77 

2,540 
47 

274 
2,137 
2,400 

780 
570 
37 

270 
3 

92 
24 

3,033 
2,210 

14,020 
8,994 

18,885 
2,201 

27,023 

86,453 

(') In the case of men this category includes "general labourers", "factory hands" and 
" other labourers ". In the case of women the category is described as " other workers " and 
includes" factory hands"," charwomen, cleaners" and" miscellaneous unskilled workers", 

Condensed from Ministry of Labour Gazette-February 1962. 
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TABLI! IV 

Analysis of Part of Great Britain Live Register-Wholly Unemployed Insured Persons Including No11-Claimants
According to Date on which Persons last came on Register 

At Monday, 11th December, 1961 

MALES FEMALES 

SpeJl(l) 
(2) 

Under Cum Under 
18 18-24 2S-34 3S-44 45-54 5S-64 65 and Total per 18 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-59 60 and Total 

over eent over 
--- ------

Over I year 83 J,032 3,267 5,774 8,577 20,849 629 40,211 16 11 519 910 1,158 2,130 1,921 72 6,847 
39 weeks to I y~~~ 59 490 1,363 1,712 2,172 4,567 211 10,574 46 486 543 495 690 SOI 35 2,196 
26-39 weeks ... 125 953 1,990 2,664 2,843 5,385 251 14,211 25 85 882 900 785 964 573 49 4,238 
I J..-26 weeks ... 595 3,213 5,567 5,973 5,785 8,870 458 30,461 37 398 2,797 2,475 1,932 2,166 1,159 143 11,070 
8-13 weeks ... 634 4,959 6,805 6,273 5,956 8,589 485 33,701 so 700 3,802 3,010 2,554 2,111 1,349 197 14,389 
6-8 weeks ... ... 496 3,194 4,045 3,676 3,104 3,466 217 18,198 451 2,434 1,750 1,553 1,582 677 99 8,552 
4-6 weeks ... ... 852 4,456 S,511 4,531 3,760 4,021 312 23,509 67 748 3,378 2,645 2,146 1,965 835 141 11,858 
2-4 weeks ... 1,610 6,683 7,617 5,960 4,675 3,982 297 30,824 79 1,144 4,056 2,973 2,318 2,141 833 145 13,610 
Up lo and ineludi~-g 

2 weeks ... ... 4,213 13,590 13,607 9,954 7,355 5,675 440 54,834 2,731 6,002 3,704 2,115 2,639 941 172 18,904 
--- ------ ------------

Totals ' ... 8,667 38,570 49,8)8 , 46,517 44,227 65,404 3,300 256,523 6,386 24,416 18,910 15,656 17,054 8,789 1,053 92,264 

(2) Tot11ls (2) 
Cum Cum 

per per 
cent cent 
---------

1 47,058 
13,370 

13 

15 18,449 23 
27 41,531 35 
43 48,090 48 

26,750 
65 35,367 66 
80 44,434 79 

73,738 
---------

348,787 

( 1) Last spell or registered unemployment. 2-4 weeks means more than 2 weeks but not more than 4 weeks, etc Registration is not necessarily interrupted by short spells of 
employment lasting not more than J days each. Figures for " temporarily stopped" elaimanls (such stoppages do not lllSt longer than 6 weeks at the ou1side) and CllSunls are excluded 
from the above table. , 

(2) The "cumulative pereentage" columns show the numbers on the register, expressed as 11 pcreentagc, who have been unemployed for more thnn I year, 26 weeks, 13 weeks 
8 weeks, 4 weeks and 2 weeks respectively. 

Condensed from Ministry of uibour Gazelle-Jam,ary, 1962 



CX) 
,I>. 

1956-57 

NI 
GB NI p,r 

cent 
£m £m GB 

Electricity ... 239 5·9 2·5 

Roads ... ... 17 1·7 10·0 

Universities ... 7 0·6 8·6 

Education ... 93 4·1 4·4 

Housiog ... ... 320 6·1 1·9 

Water and sewerage 57 3·5 6·1 

Local authority 
health and wel-
fare services ... 0·2 

Hospital services ... 16 2·0 12·5 

Forestry ... ... 0·3 

Factory building ... 3· 1 

Government build-
ing ... . .. 0·4 

-------
Total ... 749 23·9 3·2 

Population propor-
lion ... . .. 49,812 1,396 2·8 

Note: 

APPENDIX XI 
TABLE 

Comparison of Public Investment in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 1960-61 

NI NI NI NI 
GB NI per GD NI per GD NI per GD NI per 

cent ce111 cent CCIII 
£m £m GB £m £m GB £m £m GB £m £m GB ------------ ----

273 6·2 2·3 300·1 6·0 2·0 357·2 5·5 1·5 336·0 4·7 1·4 

29 2·1 7·2 58·4 3·0 5·1 72·8 3·5 4·8 82·5 6·3 7·6 

IO 0·4 4·0 14·7 0·5 3·4 20·0 0·3 1·5 20·4 0·6 2·9 

105 4·8 4·6 119·6 3· I 2·6 118·2 3·7 3·1 121·8 4·3 3·5 

292 5·3 1·8 271·3 4·5 1·7 286·5 4·5 1·6 280·0 6·6 2·4 

59 3·5 5·9 62·5 3·4 5·4 72·6 3·3 4·5 76·1 2·7 3·5 

0·2 6·7 0·3 4·5 11 ·0 0·6 5·5 13·4 0·5 3·7 

21 2·6 12·4 24·4 2·6 10·7 26·3 2·7 10·3 30·3 2·3 7·6 

0·3 0·4 2·7 0·3 11·1 3·4 0·2 5·9 

3·7 1·5 3·5 233·3 5·5 3·0 54·5 7·0 3·7 52·9 

0·4 9·8 0·4 4·1 8·7 0·6 6·9 12·2 1·0 8·2 -------
~127·3 789 24·9 3·2 3·1 981 ·5 28·0 2·9 983· I 32·9 3·3 

--
50,278 , I ,402 2·8 1 50,963 1,420 50,057 1,398 2·8 2·8 50,578 1,407 2·8 

1961-62 estimate 1962-63 estimate 

NI NI 
GB NI per GB NI per 

cent cent 
£m £m GB £m £m GB 

--------------
362·8 4·6 1·3 396·5 -,.5 1·9 

97·6 5·9 6·0 113 · 5 7·0 6·2 

25·3 0·6 2·4 27·0 1·1 4·1 

134·2 4·7 3·5 142·4 4·6 3·2 

273·0 7·6 2·8 272·0 9·6 3·5 

94·8 2·9 3·0 105·9 2·5 2·4 

17·5 0·7 4·0 22·2 1·2 5·4 

38·3 2·8 7.3 43·4 3·5 8·1 

3·3 0·2 6·1 3·4 0·2 5·9 

8·0 3·7 46·2 10·0 5·5 55·0 

13·5 1·6 11·9 15·0 I ·5 10·0 
----

1,068·3 35·3 3·3 1,151 ·3 44·2 3·8 

51,250 1,425 2·8 i 

This table compares public sector investment in Northern Ireland with that in Great Britain on the items for which figures arc available. For 1959-60 the comparison covers 
£26·3 million out of the £?.9 million public investment in Northern Ireland. For 1956-57, 1957-58 and 1958-59, the" total" figure covers only those items for which figures are 
available in the Great Britain column. 

Sources: The Great Britain figures for 1956-57 and 1957-5D are from the Economic Survey, 1959 (Cmnd. 708); those for 1958-59 to 1962-63 from the White Papers on Public 
Investment in Great Britain for 1960 and 1961 (Cmnd 1203 and 1522). 

The Northern Ireland figures are taken from the Annual Summary of the Investment Programme except those for Forestry, Factory Building and Housing which were not split 
between private and public in the Investment Programme and were therefore obtained from the Ministries concerned. 



APPENDIX XII 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRY IN NORIBERN IRELAND 
1. Northern Ireland has its own problems of regional development and the 

distribution of industry. There is a nMmal tendency for industry •l'O conce.nJtrate 
in Belfast or within easy access of the main east coast ports. This is partly due 
to transport considerations but also to the economic and social attractions of an 
established industrial area. In some cases the size and composition of the labour 
force required by ia new industry preclude its establishmeat .away from the Belfast 
area · in others the industrialist requires access to facilities for higher technical 
educ~tion or to sub-contractors, or sees :difficu]ty in persuading executives and 
technicians to settle outside a large itown. The Governmment of Northern Ireland 
in such cases has the option of accepting the establishment of the firm in or 
near Belfast or losing it altogether. 

2. The decline in agricultural employment and ,the fact that a fair proportion 
of 11:he linen industry has always been located in country areas give rise to 
unemploymenrt in ,those areas. It has been the policy of the Government of 
Northern Ireland as far as possible ,to encourage industry to settle away from 
Belfast itself and furilier ;to establish suitable industr.ies outside the larger 
industrial area round Belfast Lough and the Lagan Valley. To this end some
what more generous ltenns may be offered 1to firms choosing a country focation, 
and a Government factory may be offered with Jess onerous requirements as to 
the Ja,bour ,to be employed. 

3. In practice ithe distribution of new industry has not hitherto been greatl.} 
out of line with the distribution of population and unemployment. The Belfast 
area containing 37 per cent. of the population and 40 per cent. of the unemployed 
register (October 1961) has received 41 per cen,t. of new industry in ,terms of 
employment. The wider industrial belt formed by Belfast Lough and the Lag:m 
Valley containhng 55 per cent. of the populaltion and 51 per cernt. of the unem
ployed has received 60 per cent. of new industry. This discrepancy, however, 
becomes more marked if foreseeable employment in industries which !have :.10t 
yet built ~p <their labour forces is included ; the proportion then becomes 67 per 
ce_nt._ It 1s. clear _that there is a tendency for 1industry ,to require a locait:i_on 
w1thm the mdustnal. belt referred to above, especially for industries employing 
a reasonable propo11t1on of men. It cannot be said however thait tthe ,problem 
of excessi~e in~ustrial concentration with its adverse ~ocial, and' possibly economic 
effects, ex1s'ts m Northern Ireland as i•t does ion Great Britain Even if it were 
practicable, a policy of wider dispersal would involve higher· grants and there
fore mcrease lthe cost of Government aiid to industnia:I development. 

4. It h~s. been sugg~ted rthait the development of industry has been hampered 
~y th~ aot1vity of housmg authorities in providing new houses where the popula
tH?n 1s now l_ocaited, .rather than near •to ,towns Where 1industria[ employment 
might be provided. '!"e have made enquiries into this question. The distribution 
of ~?rl!her.n_ lreland s post-war houses has had to take into accounrt the Ulster 
trad1t10n which favours scattered development; farms are small and the farm 
workers,. small tradesmen_, rteachers, postmen, busmen, etc., who se.rve the rural 
oommumty, are necessarily more widely spread than would be the case in a 
country of large f~rms and ,traditional village life. The Government of Northern 
Ireland has done its best to hold a balance between rthe desire of rural dwellers 
to havt: new homes near where ithey work and ,llbe desirability of grouping 
houses _m _or n~ar centres of population. The great majority of houses built in 
rural disltr1cts smce 1945 have been added to exisbing communities. 

5. The provisional 1961 Census figures of total inhabited houses suggest that 
the 42,000 new houses in rural areas have led to the abamdonni"en't of over 25,000 
un~t rural houses. Over 25,000 new houses have been built tin the rural districts 
Wh:ich abut on Belfast while the abandoned houses ,tend to be in more remote 
areas .. When the b~i~ding in Belfast and nearby urban areas (31,136 houses~ is 
taken mto accoun,t, 1t 1s clear that a major population movement to areas offermg 
better employment prospects and a fuller communal life has taken place since 
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1944, and that this movement has been made possible by the provision cf 
these additional houses. 

6. So far as housiing rto facilit,alte industrial development is concerned, lit is 
felt that, through the combined efforts of local authorities, the Housing Trust and 
private enterprise, there has been no major difficulty ia1 ca:tering for the needs of 
new industry. The Northern Ireland Government has always bad the co-opera
tion of ,tlhe Housing Trust or the local authority in building up housing in 
areas where large new projects were planned ; the provision of housing has not 
been a ser.ious handicap in the development of new industry in any part of 
Northern Ireland. 

APPENDIX XIII 

HOUSING 
I. In this note we discuss itll greater detail ,the case for ian increase in the 

housing programme and ithe difficulties which appear to prevent it. (Report, 
paragraphs 92-95.) 

2. The average number of houses built annually in Northern Ireland during 
the period between 1956 and 1960 has been slightly under 6,000. Roughly one
third of these were built by local authorities, a quarter by ,the Northern freland 
Housing Trust, and raither over a 1hird by private enterprise with the aid of a 
subsidy. Table I compares the present standards of housing in Nortlhern Ireland 
with those in England and Wales and in Scotland. Comparison of -the number 
of the families witli ithe number of persons per house shows a relatively UITl

favourable position in Northern Ireland. Table II compares rthe target which 
the Minister of Housing and Locail Government would wish to achieve in 
England and Wales (though present performance falls short of it) compared with 
the sntuation ,to be expected in Northern l"reland if the rate of building could 
be increased to 10,000 per annum. In England and Wales, if ,the target is 
reached, three-fifiths of .tihe houses built will be for replacement. The figures 
for Northern Ireland assume an increase of annual output of 4,000. They 
show a much grea,ter concentrn.ltion on slum clearance iamd replacemen~. The 
number of new houses built, however, would not improve the relationship 
between the nwnber of families and lthe stock of houses, oompared with that 
in England and Wales. 

3. There is room for argument about lthe average age at which houses should 
be replaced, but it seems undeniable that there is a strong case on grounds of 
social need for a substanLial increase in ,the Northern Ireland housing pro
gramme. The argument is strengthened by the fact that rents are reasonably 
high in Nor.them Ireiiand compared wmth ,those in England and Wales, and much 
higher than ithosc in Scotland, when relative levels of income are taken into 
account. The siharing of costs is shown in the following table: 

Private payments 

Local 
Authorities 
per cellt. 

Housing 
Trust 

per cent. 

Prfrate 
Enterprise 
per cellt. 

(rents, etc.) 51 52 · 5 89 
Public subsidy 

(Exchequer and rates) 49 47 · 5 11 
The comparative figures for local authority housing in England and Wales arc 
71 per cent. for rents, 29 per cent. for public subsidies and iin Scotland 32 per 
cent. rents and 68 per cent. public subsidies. The Scottish Special Housing 
Association, whose programme is being increasingly devoted to overspill houses, 
have built houses in ithe district of local authorities with an urgent housing 
problem beyond ,their OWIIl resources. Rents cover 37_ per cent. of ,their cost, 
leaving 63 per cent. to be met by public subsidy,(1) 

(I) The Association's percentage of income attributable to rents will rise in the near future 
as the result of the progressive review of rents they ere presently undertaking; the same is 
true of the percentage receivable by the local authorities in Scotland, most of whom in 
accordance with Government policy, are in process of raising their rents. ' 
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4. There are serious difficulties to be overcome if 1he rate of housebuilding 
is to be raised, but we are not unaniimous in our diagnosis of tht:5e difficulties. 
As the figures in Table III (column 12) show, the rate of completion of houses 
buiilt by public authorities has fluctuated greaitly, although the demand bas 
remained high and steady. Even more significant has been the uneven spacing 
of contracts placed during this period (column 11) which leads to an uneven 
flow of work, lower productivity and therefore higher costs. Local authorities 
in NortJhern Ireland arr-e peculiarly sensitive to !increases in the coslt of building, 
since they are anxious to avoid subsidies from lthe rates over and above the 
contrubutrion of 25 per cent. of ,the totoal subsidy from public funds, which they 
are statutorily bound to make. They are less able to meet increased costs by 
raising rents, since ,the ratio of pre-war to post-war houses (and .therefore the 
proportion of houses with low pre-war rents) is only 1 :7 compared with I :2 in 
GreaJt Briitain. They therefore •try to refrain from placing contracts when 1they 
judge the financial climate to be unfavourable. 

5. There is a difference of v,iew, however, as to the relative importance of 
the factors which create an unfavourable financial climate. The Northern Ireland 
represenltatives argue thait variations in interest rates !have been by far <the most 
potent factor : they recognise that the level of help from the Exchequer has been 
substantially higher •than in England and Wales, and comparable with thM in 
Scotland, but consider that the changes in the rate of subsidy have not been 
sufficiently closely related to changes in the effective cos1t of houses to induce 
the local authorities to feel that it would be prudent rto place a steady flow of 
housing conl!racts. They therefore consider rthat some means should be devised 
of varying the rate of Exchequer subsidy in accordance with movements in the 
rate of iiniterest. This would exempt Northern Ireland from •tihe effects of tlle 
general credit policy of the United Kingdom in this respect, but it is argued that 
there are precedenlts for such exemption. 

6. Other members of the Working Party do not think that variations· of 
.interest rates have so marked an effect. They point out that 1the figures in 
Table III appear to show that fluctuations in the level of tenders placed by local 
authorities have corresponded in the past much more closely 'to changes in the 
rate of subsidy than to variations in interest rates. They believe <that the best 
way of encouraging ithe local authorities 110 increase tiheir programmes is to 
maintain the existing policy of a relatively high rate of subsidy.(1) The 
increases grainted in recent years appear 10 be achieving their effect, even though 
they do not offer the same guarantee of stability in the cost of borrowing as 
would a system of subsii:clies linked in some way ro ~nterest rates. 

7. The second difficulty is the shortage of skilled building labour. In recent 
years, when ishipbuilding has been rela,tively prosperous, there has been a 
shortage of carpenters, plumbers, electricians and other tradesmen who can 
find work there; at present (cf. Appendix X, Table I) the main shortage is of 
bricklayers. This shortage could obviously be eased by training unemployed 
men, but the building trade unions are unwilling ,to agree to ,this. It is suggested 
that they are motiva•ted by ·the feeling of uncertainty in the building trade which 
results from IUhe fluatuation in the ~evel of activ,i,ty in housing. Other members 
of the Working Party have pointed out 1hat craft unions arc frequently reluctant 
,to see an expansion in their numbers, irrespective of the state of demand, and 
that 1he same attitude is shown by the building trade unions in Great Britain. 
Nevertheless, a larger programme subject .to •less flucturution would deprive the 
unions of an important argument against expansion. We discuss the oroblem of 
trade union co-operation in training iin Section VII of our report. -

( 1) The subsidy is £46 9s. a house and there is at present a temporary addition of £11 a house 
For 1958 also a temporary addition of £11 a house was granted on a lower maximum of 
£40 and for 1959 this temporary addition was £5. These temporary additions have been 
granted from time to time in recent years in order to alleviate difficulties caused by increases 
in interest rates and building costs. 
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TABLE f 

The Present Position 

Northern 
Ireland Scotlqnd 

England 
and Wales 

46 · 07 million 
14·7 million 

Population (1961) ... 
Number of households 
Houses built 

1919--44 
1944-June 1961 ... 

Present stock of houses 
Percentage of present stock-

Built before 19 I 9 .. . 
Built before 1880 .. . 

Persons per house 

1 ·42 million 
373,400 

51,000 
92,000 

385,000 

63% 
43% 
3·81 

TABLE II 

5 · 18 million 
n.a. 

370,000 
450,000 

1,633,000 

50% 
31 % 
3·24 

4,400,000 
3,411,000 

14,600,000 · 

47% 
25% 
3 · 15 

The Possible Future Posirion 

Northem 
Ireland 

(Assuming 10,000 

England 
and Wales 

(Assuming 300,000 
/Jouses per annum) 

50,000,000 
16,600,000 

Assumed population at 1981 ... 
Number of separate households 
Assumed building rate 

(a) Replacement 
(b) General need 

Existing stock of houses ... 
Loss by slum clearance and obsolescence 
Stock at 1981 
Persons per household ... 
Persons per house 

/Jouses per annum) 
1,500,000 

435,000 

145,000}(1) 
55,000 

385,000 
145,000 
440,000 

3·56 
3·52 

6,000,000 

14,600,000 
3,700,000(2) 

16,900,000 
2·86 
2·94 

(1) The 1958 Survey showed that out of a stock of 376,000 houses, 95,000 were unfit. Of 
these 54,000 were incapable of repair and 41,000 repairable. These will all need replacing 
within a 20-year period and before the end of that period it is considered that at least 50,000 
other houses will have become unfit. 

(2) Estimate assuming the replacement of houses within 100 years after building. 
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TABLE III 

Tables Showing Housing Building Progress by Public Authorities i11 Northern Ireland 
in Relation to Interest Rates and Subsidies during the period 1954--61 

Building " Effective" 
cost, building 

Weekly rent indicated by Building adjusted Change in cost, 
Cost for increase Subsidy subsidy as corrected 

(800 sq. ft. in interest (Exchequer at 1954 for interest 
house) rate above and Rates) capitalised rate and Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 7 

4 per cent. subsidy 
changes 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

£ £ £ s. d. £ £ s. d. s. d. s. d. 
1,650 1,650 56 10 0 - 1,650 12 6 12 6 12 6 

1,700 2,081 48 0 0 - 193 2,274 13 4 19 10 23 1 

1,750 2,360 49 7 0 - 162 2,522 14 3 24 7 27 8 

1,750 2,730 59 7 0 + 65 2,665 14 3 30 10 29 9 

1,750 2,541 64 7 0 + 178 2,363 14 3 27 7 24 7 

1,750 2,360 56 7 0 - 2,360 14 3 24 7 24 7 

1,750 2,496 49 7 0 - 162 2,658 14 3 26 10 29 7 

1,930 3,114 70 17 0 + 325 2,789 17 3 37 4 31 10 

Tenders Houses 
placed by completed 

Public by Public 
Authorities Authorities 

11 12 

5,218 4,345 

3,612 4,221 

2,831 4,443 

3,027 3,719 

3,915 2,764 

3,721 2,380 

3,647 3,478 

5,819 3,697 
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